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ABSTRACT 
111 u sory conjunctions were ori gi nall y offered as part of the convergent 
evidence that supported Feature Integration Theory (FIT) (Treisman, 
1988i Treisman & Schmidt, 1982). According to FIT, illusory 
conj unctions arise from a lack of focal attention. An extended version 
of Pri nzmetal and Keysar's ( 1989) functional explanation of illusory 
conjunctions is offered as an alternative to FIT's account of illusory 
conjunctions. This functional explanation rests on the hypothesis th at 
illusory conjunct ions are the result of an adaptive response to very 
brief viewing times in the ptesence of visual location information that 
constrains both feature integration and visual attention. Two 
experiments were conducted to test predict ions arising from this 
hypothesis. In these experiments the effects of a black square outline 
on illusory conj unction and non conj unction error rates were examined. 
The results of the experiments indicate that the critical factor in 
eliciting illusory conjunctions is the presence of constraining visual 
information. It is also demonstrated that such constraints not only 
lead to illusory conj unctions, but also facilitate the accurate detection 
of objects. The apparent conflict in the claim that constraints lead to 
illusory conjunctions, which are errors, and at the same time facilitate 
a cc urac y can be resolved by the functional explanation. Some 
suggestions are made as to which visual stimuli might operate as 
constraints on feature integration and visual attention. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Treisman and Schmidt ( 1982) used the term flltts-ory conjt1nctfons-
to describe errors made in visual cognition, th at combine f ea tu res from 
separate objects present in a visual scene, so they are perceived as a 
whole coherent object that is not actually present. This thesis is 
primarily concerned with the phenomenon of illusory conjunct ions and 
explanations of why they occur. However, first an attempt wi 11 be 
made to put the research related to this phenomenon in to his tori cal and 
theoretic al con text. 
Visual experi ence starts with retinal images. Our subjective visual 
ex per i en c e s a re , ho we v er, v a st l y d if f e re n t to t he t w o-d i me n s i on a l , 
up s i de -d ow n i ma g e s t ha t f a 11 o n t he re t i n a . Th e o ri es of vi s u al 
cognition have attempted to explain how these retinal images are 
transformed into the complex three-di me nsi on al, often moving, visual 
images we experience. Template Matching models were early attempts 
to explain how we perceive and identify objects and events in the 
world. These models proposed that we directly compare retinal images 
to various stored patterns (or templates) in order to organize our 
visual perceptions (Anderson, 1985). However, human visual experience 
is extremely complex and flexible, and the possible number of visual 
patterns that could be stored is probably infinite. Template Matching 
models cannot account for this flexibility (Anderson, 1985), and 
cognitive economy makes it unlike 1 y that a finite brain would deal with 
stimuli in such a manner (T rei sman, 1985). 
Other theories are more com pl ex and have po st ul ate d different 
stages, or levels, of perception. There are two main groups of these 
more complex theories. First, the Gestalt theories propose that our 
i nit i al p ere e p ti on o f a s c en e or ob j e ct i s w ho l e, a n d that th i s w h o l e 
unit is analyzed "down" into its parts when necessary. They further 
propose that certain innate principles organize stimuli into whole units 
and determine how we segment an object into its comp anent s. These 
principles include proximity, similarity, good continuation, closure, and 
good farm (Anders on, 1985 ). Th ere is evi de nee to support this view, 
including evidence that suggests we may perceive larger c onfi gurat i ans 
faster and more accurately than their components. For example, 
Porn erant z, Sag er and Stoev er ( 19 77) showed that subjects recognized 
configurations faster than their parts. 
In contrast to the Ge st alt theories, the Feature Analysis mod els 
propose that perceived stimuli are combi nat i ans of basic elements such 
as lines, angles and curves, and that objects are i dent ifi ed by analyzing 
th es e e l em en ts, o r f ea tu res , i n to re co g n i z a bl e pa tt e rn s ( An de rs o n, 
1985; Lindsay & Norman, 18 72). In effect, stimuli are i nit i ally encoded 
as a set of separate features which are then combined to form a whole 
unit or object (Trei s man, 19 85). Hubel and Wiesel ( 19 62) dis covered 
th at i n d i v i d u a l c or ti ca l c e 11 s i n th e v i s u a l co rte x of c at s w ere 
activated only by lines or edges of a p articular orientation and width, 
offering c onsi derabl e support for the Feature Analysis mod els of visual 
cognition. However, while the Gestalt theories provide a set of 
principles that guide how we might analyze initially perceived whole 
units into their component parts, early Feature Analysis models did not 
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specify how initially detected features might be combined to form the 
whole objects we subjectively experience in everyday life. In 1980 
Treisman and Ge lade produced an attentional theory of feature 
integration that did specify how features might be combined to form 
objects, and postulated that attention plays a necessary role in this 
cognitive processing. Treisman and her colleagues have provided 
con verge nt e vi den ce to sup port their Feature Integration Theory (FIT), 
including research related to visual search, texture segreg·at ion, 
feature 1 oca ti on, and i 11 us ory conjunctions. Before taking a deta i1 ed 
look at the research and explanations related to illusory conjunctions, 
and how visual attention might be related to this phenomenon, 
Trei sman·s FIT and the evidence to support it wi 11 be described. So me 
alternatives to FIT wil 1 also be discussed in the section dealing with 
feature integration. Because FIT holds attention necessary for 
combining features in to objects, and the re is considerable debate with 
reg a rd to this hy pot hes is, the first section wi 11 be assigned to a brief 




Th is s e c ti on i s rel a ti v el y b ri e f and w il l n o t de s c r i be a 11 of t he 
evidence related to visual attention issues. Alt hough visual attention 
is an important feature of the visual cognition theories being 
di scu sse d, it is not the central is sue, and to cover it fully would 
re qui re a far bigger review of the literature than is within the scope of 
this thesis. 
A tte nt ion has be en conceptualized as a limited resource, and studies 
on sensory memory have indicated that although a large amount of 
information gets into sensory memory, it is quickly lost if not attended 
to. The results of research, such as di c hot i c listening ex peri men ts, 
have been interpreted as i ndi cat i ng that attention has an important role 
in selecting sensory information for further processing (Anderson, 
1985). FIT proposes that attention is necessary for combining features 
into whole objects but this claim is controversial (e.g. A 11 port, 1 989; 
Prinzmetal & Keysar, 1989; Tsal, 1989). However, two main issues, 
both of which FIT makes import ant assumptions about, need to be 
a d d res s e d b e f o re c on s i d e ri n g h o w vi s u al a t t e n ti o n an d v i s u al 
processing might be rel ate d. The first issue is how visual attention is 
moved, spread, or allocated across a visual scene. The second is 
related to what captures attention, and whether visual a tte nt ion is 
spatially or object based. 
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HOW VISUAL A TT ENT I ON IS AL LOCATED 
The nature of a tte nti on has been characterized in two d iff ere nt 
ways (Humphreys & Bruce, 1989). First, as a "constant velocity 
spotlight" (Che al & Lyon, 1989 ), and more re cent ly as something that 
ope rates more 1 i ke a "zoom 1 ens" (T rei sm an and G ormi can, 198 8). The 
spotlight model of attention proposed that vi sua 1 attention was fixed 
in size or spread, could not be split or divided between non-adjacent 
1 oca ti ons, and was moved seri a 11 y at a constant rate across the visual 
field (Trei sman, 1985). There was evidence to support this notion 
(Erikson & Veh, 1985; Shulman, Remington & McLean, 1979; Treisman & 
Gelade, 1980; Tsal 1983) but subsequent research has shown that the 
second account may be more accurate. This more recent account 
proposes that attention operates along a gradient (Downing & Pinker, 
1985; LaBerge & Brown, 1986; LaBerge & Brown, 1989) more like a 
"zoom 1 ens" that may be spread over a who 1 e scene, part of a scene, or 
narrowed down to focus on a small area, thereby improving resolution 
(Cheal & Lyon, 1989; Humphreys & Bruce, 1989; Murphy & Erikson, 
1987). It should be noted that attentional focus is differentiated from 
eye fixation, as it is possible to attend to visual input from peripheral 
vision, as well as to visual stimuli that fall on or near the foveal 
fixation point (Posner, 1 980 ). 
Both the spot 1 i g ht and zoom 1 ens accounts of visual attention seem 
to imply that once attention is fixed on a certain area of space all the 
stimuli within that area will be processed while stimuli outside of the 
area wi 11 not. Trei sma n ( 1988) has questioned this notion, and there is 
evidence to suggest that not all stimuli within an attended space a re 
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processed equally, but that some information may be "filtered out" and 
other information may be processed together even when parts of it may 
be separated by unattended, or filtered out, items. (Nakayama & 
Silverman, 1986; Prinzmetal & Keysar, 1989; Treisman, 1988). LaBerge 
and Brown ( 1989) have proposed a Gradient Model of attention that 
includes a filtering process as well as an hypothesis regarding how 
attention might be shifted from one area of visual space to another. 
They suggest that in visual search experiments (in which subjects are 
required to detect a target among varying numbers of distractor items) 
top-down expectancies will lead to a filtering mechanism i nhi biting 
the input from items adj a cent to a target one e attention is fixed on the 
expected target location. So in their model LaBerge and Brown suggest 
a mechanism by which some items may be "filtered out" and other 
items processed, even when they are all fall under the attentional 
"lens." The theory proposes that location and feature information are 
encoded sepa rat el y. The filter operates on the 1 ocation information and 
determines which features in a di splay are the ones to be identified. 
lniti al conceptions of the zoom lens model of attention also assumed 
th at attention was moved se ri ally a cross the visual scene in an 
analogue of real motion, when it was shifted from one lo cat ion to 
another, in the same way it was assumed for the spotlight model 
(Downing & Pinker, 1985; LaBerge & Brown, 1986). However, LaBerge 
and Brown ( 198 9) propose that the attentional gradient is not moved in 
this way but rather, that a new gradient is formed each time a new 
location is attended to. There is evidence to support this proposal 
(La Berge & Brown, 1 989), including cl ear evi de nee th at attention does 
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not move at a constant velocity across a visual scene {Cheal & Lyon, 
1989; Egly & Homa, 1991). 
Attentional boundaries. 
Both the spotlight and zoom lens accounts of attention spread 
suggest that attention may have clear boundaries (Cohen & lvry, 1989; 
Treisman, 1988). That is, when attention is focused on some object or 
area of space, other areas of space wi 11 fall outside of attention, 
implying an attentional boundary exists. One possibility is that 
attentional boundaries are determined by form outlines, such as the box 
cue used in selective cueing experiments like those of Nakayama and 
Mackeben (1989). Another possibility is that there are no clear or 
sharp boundaries to attention, but rather that such boundaries may be 
fuzzy (Cohen & I vry, 1989) and flexible (La Berge & Brown, 1989). 
LaBerge and Brown, in their Gradient Model of visual attention, propose 
th at attention does not have c 1 ear boundaries and their research, as 
well as others·, indicates that there is a gradual decrease in the quality 
of visual detect ion of items as they are presented further away from an 
attention cue (e.g. Downing, 1 988). 
ATtENTION CAPTURE 
The second issue in visual eittenti on that is important for visual 
cognition theories, is attention capture. Attention capture 
incorporates two related issues: whether visual attention is spatially 
or object based, and what its adaptive function is. Whether visual 
at ten ti o n i s s pat i a 11 y or o b j e ct b a s e d has b e en re 1 ate d to w he t her 
attentional selection is "early" or "late" in visual processing (Allport, 
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1969). Tr1at is, whether it occurs at a relatively early stage of visual 
analysis prior to object recognition {Treisman, 1968; Prinzmetal & 
Key sar, 1 969), or whether it occurs later in the vi sua 1 process at the 
semantic, conceptual, or object representation levels of processing 
(Allport, 1969; Duncan, 1960; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). If 
attentional selection occurred very early in visual processing, perhaps 
before features have been combined into objects, then it is reasoned 
that attention must be spat i a 11 y based, because it could not be cap tu red 
by objects if the visual system had not yet registered the visual 
information it was receiving as whole coherent objects. Further, 
attention would be captured by location information, once again 
because other visual information would not have been processed enough 
to have transformed the features, or basic elements, of objects into 
the whole entities we experience in human vision (Trei sman & Ge lade, 
1960). The other view is that attention would not select visual items 
until visual infbrmat ion was processed enough for objects to be 
recognized, or have meaning (Allport, 1969). The debate over whether 
attention al selection occurs early or late in vi sua 1 processing has not 
been resolved (Allport, 1969), but this question is likely to be related 
to what the function of attention is, or for what purpose in 
evolutionary adaption it was selected. 
Allport (1969) proposes that, rather than characterizing attention 
as a limited capacity resource that supposedly "enables certain sorts 
of processing" (p662), it might be better conceived of as a multimodal 
function that selects for action, or selects ''for the potential control of, 
action" (p649). If attention is a "selection-for-action" one might 
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s u rm i s e th a t a tt e n ti on i s o b j e c t bas e d be c au s e o rg a n i s m s act on, o r 
interact with, their envi ran ment. Moreover, they interact with objects 
or separate areas of space (e.g. a lawn) in their environment. As already 
mentioned, the controversy over whether attentional selection occurs 
early or late in visual processing has not been empirically resolved. 
A 11 port suggests that a more i mpo rta nt question regarding attention 
capture could be what mechanisms, both internal and external I might 
serve to engage (or cap tu re) and constrain visual attention. It is 
pas sible that in learning what these mechanisms are, the controversy 
over whether attentional selection occurs early or late in visual 
processing might be resolved. Research in visual attention has found 
evidence that some stimuli are more likely to capture attention than 
others (Johnston, Hawley, Plewe, Elliott, & DeWitt, 1990) and that 
there may be more than one type of attention. 
Posner ( 1980) makes a di st i net ion bet ween two systems that might 
serve in the capture of attention: an involuntary, externally 
manipulated, exogenous attentional system and a voluntary, internally 
control led, endogenous at ten ti anal system. It is likely that these 
attention al systems would int era ct ( Humphreys & Bruce, 19 89). A set 
of experiments conducted by Nakayama and Mackeben ( 1989) provide 
evidence for two attentional mechanisms; a transient involuntary 
comp anent and a sustained contra 11 ed component. In these ex peri men ts 
subjects were pre sent ed with horizontal and vertical black or white 
bars, and required to detect the colour of an odd target if one was 
present. In some instances the target was uncued, while in others it 
was cued by a box that surrounded the target area.. Cues were 
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concurrent and sustained on some trials, but were transient precues on 
other trials (i.e. the cue was presented before the target but was not 
present during the target display). Target detection was enhanced by 
cueing, but the amount of performance improvement differed for the 
two cued conditions. Precueing enhanced performance more than 
sustained concurrent cueing, but only if it occurred between 70ms and 
150ms before the target display onset. Longer delays than this 
between cueing and display onset led to a downturn in performance, 
indicating a transient attentional component. However, the result of 
interest is that performance was facilitated more by a transient 
pre cue than a sustained cue. It is likely that in tern ally contra 11 ed top-
down processes, resulting from prior knowledge of the target, would 
lead to the selection of a target, but it is also apparent that the box 
cue in this experiment had some automatic effect on the attentional 
selection of the target area, before the target had been presented when 
the cue was a transient precue. It is also interesting to note that when 
a cue was sustained through-out the target presentation, performance 
was not as good as when the cue was a transient pre-cue. Downing 
(1988) suggests that the box cues used in selective cuing experiments 
may co n t ri but e to the re s ult s b y i n t e rf e ri n g w it h p e rf o rm a n c e. I t 1 s 
possible that this down-turn in performance with the sustained cue 
could, at least in part, be explained by the cue interfering with target 
detection when it remained present throughout the display ti me. That 
is, the box cue may not only automatically capture attention, but may 
al so mask the target to some degree by automat i ca 11 y taking priority in 
processing over the target if it remains present during the target 
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display. 
A 1th o ugh a b ri e fly p res e n t e d p e ri p h era 1 st i mu l u s see ms t o en g age 
attention automatically, and interfere with the de tee t ion of a centrally 
displayed target (Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980), suggesting 
peripheral movement or sudden onset engages the exogenous system, it 
is also likely that characteristics of a centrally fixated visual scene 
would also engage this exogenous system. Novel stimuli have been 
shown to capture attention over other more familiar stimuli in a 
display (Johnston et al., 1990), but as Johnston et al. observe, little is 
known about what might capture attention when no novel stimuli a re 
present (as in a familiar scene) or when the whole scene is unfamiliar. 
Given Posner's ( 1980) suggestion and Nakayama and Mackeben·s 
evidence that attention is controlled both by external and internal 
factors~ it is probable atte nti ona l selection ace urs as a res ult of top-
down process es. This notion is accounted for in La Berge and Brown ·s 
( 1 989) Gradient Model, in their suggestion that prior kno wl edge of a 
target will lead to inhibition of activation from items adjacent to the 
target. However, it is al so likely that external factors would control 
attention, not only in the absence of top-down processes, but even 
when there is prior knowledge or expectancies guiding attention; a 
notion supported by Nakayama and Mackeben·s results. Allport ( 1989) 
suggests it is possible that Gestalt organizati anal principles, like 
grouping, proximity and closure, could be involved in early visual 
selection in the absence of novel stimuli; a notion which is also in 
keeping with Nakayama and Mackeben·s ( 1989) results in which a box 
cue around the target not only captured attention, but also continued to 
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have some effect on perception of the attended area if the cue was 
sustained throughout the display time. Allport's proposal also suggests 
that external factors would actually constrain attention even when 
top-down processes, such as intentions, are involved in attentional 
selection. That is, something like the G~stalt grouping principles may 
cause attention to be applied to data from a visual $Cene only in certain 
ways. For example, even when intentions lead to internal, top-down, 
controls on which item in a visual field is selected, this internally 
controlled selection would also be partly controlled (or constrained) by 
external factors: It would be more adaptive to attend to particular 
pb j e cts, or areas of space like a lawn, rather th an the spaces bet ween 
objects or the collected p f!rls of various obj eels. As A 11 port points 
out, organisms int era ct with objects, so it would be adaptive to have 
attention select objects rather than just any aspect of visual space, 
whether selection occurs late or early in visual processing. It also 
follows that there would be cues from the environment that are 
important in separating objects from space as well as from each other. 
A 11 p o rt · s ( 1 9 8 9) f u n ct i o n a 1 vi e w o f a tt e n ti on as " s e l e c ti o n- for-
a ct ion", as well as the idea that attention is constrained by cues 
rel a led to environmental ,factors, is supported by a phenomenon, called 
"motion capture" by Ramachandran ( 1990), and which he observed in 
some of his experiments. When subjects in these experiments were 
sh own apparently moving gratings with a ba ckg round of st at i ona ry 
random dots, the dots were perceived as moving in the same direction 
as the gratings. Even illusory squares, formed by four incomplete 
dis ks, cap tu red a matrix of do ts enclosed within their boundaries into 
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their apparent motion. Ramachandran offers a functional explanation of 
his re su1ts. He suggests that in pe rcei vi ng something like a 1 eopard, 
the visual system extracts motion signals from conspicuous properties, 
1 i k e the form outline, and discards (or filters out) information about 
functionally less relevant details, like the leopard's spots. He points 
out that it would be more adaptive to perceive a leopard's form and 
movement rather th ah details 1 i k e its p a tt e rn of spots. 
Rhamachandran·s functional explanation, like Allport ·s, and the results 
of his experiments, not only suggest that external factors might 
capture and constrain attention, they al so suggest that visual cognition 
may not treat all input from a single object or area equally, even when 
that input all falls under the attentional "spotlight" or "lens." 
SUMMARY 
Current evidence suggests that visual attention is not a constant 
velocity spotlight with clear or sharp boundaries, that is moved 
serially across the visual scene in an analogue of real mot ion. The 
evidence i ndi ca tes that it is a gradient that operates more 11 ke a zoom 
lens, has fuzzy or unclear boundaries, and is relocated by the formation 
of a new gradient at each attended location, rather than being moved 
across a visual scene (LaBerge & Brown, 1989). 
Current evidence also indicates that there are two types of 
attention: an involuntary, externally manipulated, exogenous mechanism 
and an internally controlled, endogenous mechanism. It is apparent that 
both peripherally and centrally located novel stimuli engage the 
exogenous attention al sys tern, th ere by capturing attention, but it is not 
clear what might capture attention in the absence of such novel stimuli 
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(Johnston et al., 1990). Also, although the debate over Whether 
attentfon is object or spatially based is as yet unresolved, it is 
pos si bl e that identifying what constrains visual attention may help to 
clarify this issue (Allport, 1989). It is possible that cues related to 
environmental factors (like the Gestalt organi z at i ona l principles) could 
be involved in early visual selection, by constituting at least some of 
the constraints on visual attention, and that these constraints wou J d 
operate whether attentional select ion has resulted from automatic, 
externally controlled processes, or from internally controlled (i.e. top-
dow n) processes. 
In the next section feature integration and FIT will be discussed. As 
FIT holds visual at ten ti on to be necessary to feature integration, the 
issues of the movement and spread of attention, attention capture, and 
early versus late selection, are important issues about which FIT 
makes certain assumptions. These assumptions about visual attention 




This section will centre on a description and discussion of 
Treisman·s FIT. Evidence to support the theory, as well as problems 
posed for FIT by some related research, will be included. Some 
alternative theories and explanations wi 11 also be discussed, including 
Jul esz· Texton Theory (Julesz, 1975, 1981, 1984) and Wolfe, Cave and 
Franzel's ( 1989) Guided Search Model. 
FEATURE INTEGRATION THE ORV 
Treisman·s FIT proposes that the visual scene is initially coded 
along a number of separate dimensions such as colour, orientation, 
bri gh tne ss, and direction of movement, and th at features or values 
along these dimensions, such as red or vertical, are coded separately in 
specialized modules or maps. Treisman and Gelade (1980) also suggest 
that relations between features could lead to "emergent features" that 
might be coded as primitive features by the visual system: that is, 
feature detectors might be "hard wired" in for some relations between 
features in the same way as for simple features like orientation or 
colour. It is postulated that features eire coded automatically, and 
spatially in parallel, in a preattentive stage. It is also postulated that 
in the early stage of processing a "master map of locations" (Treisman 
& Gormican, 1988, p 17) encodes JoJo'/Jere all the features are located but 
not n•'/Jich features are 1 o cated where. So in the first stage of vi su a 1 
processing, empty locations are distinguished from filled locations, 
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and feature representa_tions and location information are encoded 
se para tel y. In an elaboration of FIT, Tre i sman and Gormi can ( 1988) 
p ro p o s e d t h at s o me 1 o c a ti o n i n f o rm a t i o n w o u l d b e av a i l a b l e 
preattentively. They suggest that features along a single dimension 
may be organized, within their own spatial map, in terms Of how they 
are 1 ocat ed in relation to each other. For example, the colour map 
would encode the locations of several colours in terms of how those 
colours related to each other spatially. 
The theory claims that the 1 ocati on of features (from the different 
dimensions), and therefore how these features are conjoined, is only 
made available to conscious experience through their 1 inks to the areas 
in the master map that currently fal 1 under the attentional spotlight. 
Attention is, therefore, esst1med to be spetfelly besed (i.e. the early 
selection model of attention is assumed) and also necessary as the 
"glue" that conjoins initially encoded feature representations into 
unitary object representations. That is, once an area of visual space is 
attended to, the separate features abstracted by the specialized 
feature maps in the preattenttve stage, are recombined to form the 
objects and events that we subjectively experience. The final stage in 
the visual process es postulated by Tre i sman ·s FIT is described as one 
in which the conscious perception of objects results when these 
temporary object representations are matched to stored descriptions in 
long-term visual memory (Treisman, 1985; Treisman 1988; Treisman & 
Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Gorrnican, 1988). A copy of a diagram of the 
model of processing described in FIT is provided in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: A diagram of the model of visual processing proposed by Treisman and her 























In their initial formulation of FIT, Treisman and Ge1ade conceived of 
attention in terms of a dichotomy; that is, either attention or non-
attention. They also assumed a constant velocity "spotlight" model of 
attention, proposing that attention is moved from one 1 ocati on to 
another by moving it so it passes over intermediate locations in an 
analogue of real motion. Subsequent evidence led Treisman and 
Gormican (1988) to surmise that attention probably operates along a 
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continuum from very narrowly and finely focused to widely and 
diffusely spread: that is, the "zoom lens" account of visual attention 
discussed in the section on visual attention. They also assumed that 
the attentional lens has clear or sharp boundaries. 
Evidence to support Treisman·s FIT is convergent and related to two 
sets of predictions: those concerned with the detection of single 
features, and those concerned with the detect ion of items or objects 
that constitute a conjoining of features (i.e. feature conjunctions). The 
theory predicts that the detection of features should occur in p aral 1 e 1 
and with out their ne ces saril y being 1 oca ted. Fe at ure s should also 
mediate easy texture segregation, and could be combined to form 
illusory conjunctions in the absence of, or when there is insufficient, 
attention. Conversely) detecting feature conjunct ions should require 
focused attent ionJ and that the i terns be located. Their detection 
sh oul dJ the ref ore J require a se ri a 1 search of filled locations in the 
visual field. Feature con junctions would not be expected to mediate 
texture segregation (Trei sman & Gel ade, 1980). In the following four 
sub-sections, evidence from the four experimental paradigms used to 
test these pr~dicti ons Will be described, including visual search) 
feature location, texture $egregation and illusory conjunction 
ex peri me nts. Some pro bl ems posed for FIT by evidence from other 
researchers w i 11 be discus sedJ as well as el abo rations of FIT, where 
re 1 eva nt. 
VISUAL SEARCH 
Treisman and Gelade (1980) used a visual search task to test the 
prediction that although feature detection might occur in parallel 
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without focused attention, the detection of feature conjunct ions would 
require serial search and focused attention. In this task subjects were 
asked to find randomly placed coloured letter targets in displays of 
di stractors, which were also coloured letters but differed from the 
target letters. Stimuli were displays of brown T and green X 
distractors, with a target present in some displays, and were presented 
by tachistoscope. On positive trials the displays contained a target 
letter, while on negative trials they did not. Subjects indicated when a 
target was present by pushing an appropriate key. There were two 
target conditions: a feature condition in which the target was a blue T 
or X, or a brown or green S, so the target differed from both distractors 
by one feature; and a conjunction condition in which the target was a 
green T which contains a feature from each distractor. Displays varied 
over four sizes, containing 1, 5, 15, or 30 items. Search times were 
compared for the two conditions, and for positive and negative trials 
within those conditions. Figure 2 shows the distractors, feature 
targets and conjunction target more clearly. 
Figure 2: The distractors, feature targets and conjunction target utili 4ed in Treisman and 
Gelade's { 1980) visual search exQ=e,.....ri.,_,_m=e.,_,_nt..,.s.,_. _______________ _ 
Di stractors: 
Feature large ts: 
Conjunction target: Tgreen 
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Treisman and Gelade's results indicated that in the conjunction 
condition search times increased linearly with display size, and for 
negative trials this increase was approximately double that for 
positive tri els. The authors point out that if finding a target required 
serial search then one would expect search ti mes to increase linearly 
With display size, and that negative trials would take longer as 
searches would be exhaustive rather than terminated by finding the 
target. If features can be detected in parallel then one would expect 
di splay size to have little effect on search times and, as predicted, 
this was the case in the feature condition. Search times for feature 
targets remained relatively constant across all display sizes, 
producing almost flat functions; a phenomenon termed "pop-out" 
(T rei sma n, 1 988; Tre i srn an & Gormi can, 198 8). Figure .3 (page 21) 
shows the mean search times for subjects in each condition in 
Treisman and Gelade's first experiment. 
In another experiment Treisman and Gelade tested the effects of 
feature discri mi na bil it y in conj u net ion search. They did this to show 
that ser1 al search for targets is not a ttribut able to tasks merely being 
mo re difficult, but rather to some qualitative dif fere nee in the way 
features and conjunctions are processed. They used two sets of stimuli 
that dif f erect in di scri mi nabi lit y in both shape (0 and N versus T and X) 
and col our ( red and green versus blue and green). They found that 
al though identifying 1 ess discriminable targets took 1 anger, the 2: 1 
ratio in search times (e.i. the qualitative difference) for positive and 
negative trials was preserved. 
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Figure 3: Mean search ti mes es a function of display size for conjunction and feature 
(disjunction) search on positive (target present) end negative (target absent) trials 
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DISPLAY SIZE 
In yet another experiment Treisman and Gelade explored the notion 
that the difference in times taken to identify feature and conjunction 
ta rg et s co u 1 d b e ex p 1 a i n e d by t he great er s i m i1 a rit y th e con j u n ct i o n 
targets had to the di strac tors; a factor seen as critical by some 
researchers (e.g. Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). In this experiment 
Treisman and Gelade presented very large, very small or medium sized 
target ellipsis in distractor displays of moderately small and 
moderately large ellipses. They reasoned that the very large and very 
small ellipse targets should be more easily discriminated than the 
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medium sized ellipse target, as the medium sized one was more similar 
to both distractors. In fact this was not the case, and also, the pattern 
of results was much different than for either the feature or colour-
shape conjunction conditions in their previous experiments. The 
functions relating reaction time to display size were negatively 
accelerated, rather than the linear functions obtained for the feature 
and conjunct ion letter targets. The authors concluded that al though 
search for similar targets might be slow, the f1,:1ct that the function 
was not 1 in ear shows th at search to di scri mi nate among similar 
targets is not serial. However, although this experiment indicates that 
the difference in search latencies for conjunction and feature targets 
is probably not attributable to similarity, the slower search times 
indicate that si mil ari ty does affect search ti mes. In an elaboration of 
FIT, Treisman and Gormican (1988) proposed a Pooled Response Model 
to account for similarity effects. 
The Pooled Response Model 
Treisman and Gormi can added the Ppol ed Response model to FIT to 
account for two phenomena. The first is similarity effects on visual 
search. Treisman and Gormican ( 1988) found that serial search is 
needed to make very fine disc ri mi net ions bet ween stimuli that she re 
the same feature but differ in the amount or size of th at feature (e.g. 
two lines that differ in length). The model can also account for the 
fact that there are differences in search latencies dependent on the 
degree and type of similarity between targets and distractors. For 
example, Treisman and Gormican ( 1988) found that serial search was 
indicated by search latencies when the target was a shorter vertical 
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line than a set of vertical 1 i ne di strac tors. However, when the target 
was a longer vertical line than the distractors, parallel search was 
indicated. That is, they found a marked search latency asymmetry 
between targets that were either more or less of the same feature. 
They also found that when the line lengths were made less 
discriminable (i.e. the lines were more similar in length) the search 
functions for the longer line targets became much steeper, and very 
similar in slope to search functions for the shorter line targets. 
The second p hen ome na the Poo 1 ed response mo de 1 is proposed to 
account for is the disc,overy by Trei sman and Souther ( 1985) that serial 
search was required for detecting the absence of a feature. Treisman 
and Gelade (1980) had proposed that search for feature targets should 
not give rise to the linear functions indicating serial search. However, 
a study by Trei sman and Souther ( 1985) showed that although pop-out 
(or parallel search) occurred when the target was a circle with a radial 
line in distractors that were circles with no lines, the reverse 
condition did not pro duc'3 po p .. out. Th at is, a 1 i near function indicated 
serial search was used by subjects to detect the absence of a feature 
when the target was a circle among distractors that were circles with 
radial lines. 
In the Pooled Response model Treisman and Gormican ( 1988) propose 
that when someone is detecting visual stimuli, a pooled response from 
each relevant feature map is checked for the presence of activity 
anywhere in the map. The poo 1 ed response is h ypot hesi zed to be an 
average of the activity in the feature detectors., Once a filled 1 ocation, 
as indicated by the location map, is attended to, activity from each 
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feature map is restricted to only tr,ose features linked to the attended 
lo cat ion (see Figure 4, page 21 ). With the addition of the Pooled 
Response Model, FIT can explain why serial search is required for the 
absence of a feature, as well as siroil arity effects on search latencies, 
in the following way: First, when attention is diffusely spread over a 
whole display (i.e. in the preatte ntiv e st age) only the presence of a 
unique feature will be detected and not its location (i.e. feature pop-
out wi 11 occur). However, serial search and focal attention wi 11 be 
required if a target ·s de fining feature is not unique, but also found in 
other items, as in searches for conjunction targets. The model al so 
predicts that narrowly focused attention and serial search will be 
required for a target which is defined by an absence of a feature, as 
well as for features that differ only by degree along the same 
dimension. If search is for an item defined by the absence of a feature, 
as the circle without a line in Treisman and Souther's experiment, then 
there would be no activation of a detector, as only the presence of a 
feature would lead to activation. The model therefore predicts that 
serial search would be required to find the target. This would also be 
true for a target that was defined by having less of the same feature, 
such as the shorter line target in Trei sman end Gormi can·s experiment, 
because a short line would lead to less detector activation than a 
longer 1 ine. Also, as differences in line length became less when the 
target was a longer line, activation would also become more similar to 
that for the dis tractor and more serially focused attention would be 
re q u i re d i n o rd e r t o f i n d t he 1 on g er 1 i n e . T re i s m an and Go rm i ca n 
suggest that Weber's Law with regard to just-noticeable-differences 
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(JNDs) would predict when attention and serial search would become 
necessary in order to detect the longer tine target. 
Eigure 4: The model suggested by Treisman and Gormican "for pooled response and 
attentional control of feature selection" (coQied from Treisman & Gormican, 1988,_Q46)... 
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Problems Qosed for FIT by Visual Search ExQeriments. 
C) ,l.lt,r,tion to b'}t 'l~ 
Visual search evidence published subsequently to Treisman and 
Gelade's ( 1980) results has posed· some problems for FIT. Some 
researchers have found that conjunction targets have exhibited pop-out 
(Humphreys & Bruce, 1989). One example is that Enns and Rensink 
( 1990) found that three-dimensional cubes produced pop-out while 
two-dimensional items comprised of features contained in the cubes 
did not exhibit pop-out. A second example is that although Treisman 
and Gelade found that detecting an R in P and Q distractors required 
serial search (R has a conj unction of features found in the other two 
letters), Humphreys, Riddoch, and Quinlan ( 1985) found the effects of 
display size were small with an inverted T in homogeneous T 
distractors, even though the target contained both features of the 
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di st ractors ( a horizontal and a vertical line). However, both Enns and 
Rensink's, and Humphrey et al.'s findings could be explained by the 
"emergent features" proposed by FIT. The parts of a three-dimensional 
cube bear a certain relationship to each other which would not be 
apparent in th~ two dimensional items comprised of the same features. 
As Treisman and her colleagues point out, there could be "hard wired" 
de t e c tors f o r s u ch rel a ti o n s hi p s. Al so, alt ho ugh t he i n v e rt e d T i n 
Humphrey et al.'s experiment contained the same features as the T 
distract.ors, these features bear a different relationship to each other 
in the target than they do in the distract.ors. There are, however, two 
other points to be made about Humphrey et al. ·s experiment. There was 
only one type of distract.or present in their experiment, while Treisman 
and Gelade's studies had two types of distract.or. Also, when displays 
were regular shapes (i.e. the Ts formed a square or circle) responses on 
negative trials tended to be faster than on positive trials. These two 
points suggest the task of detecting the inverted Tin T distract.ors 
could be more like e1 texture segregation task, as on negative trials 
there would be no initial break in the texture (Humphreys & Bruce, 
1989). However, it still remains true that the only difference that 
would indicate a break in texture is how the features are related. 
While the notion of emergent features might explain the apparentl~ 
parallel search found in Humphrey et al.'s and Enns and Rensink's 
studies, it is more difficult to see how a result obtained by Nakayama 
and Silverman (1986) could be explained in the same way. These 
authors required subjects to detect colour-depth conjunction targets. 
Distractors were in two different colours at two stereoscopic 
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disparities, so in near red and far blue distractors the target might be 
a near blue item. They found that search times did not differ much 
across different display sizes, i ndi cat in g parallel search according to 
FIT. Humphreys and Bruce ( 1989) suggest that this may be because the 
display is initially coded into two depth planes and that once this 
occurs, the items on one depth plane wo4ld differ in only one salient 
feature (i.e. one near blue item in all near red items). The important 
point, however, is that even if Humphreys and Bruce's explanation is 
correct, a conjunction target was detected with apparently parallel 
search even when there are no ob vi ou s emergent features that might 
explain this. 
Another problem for FIT is the fact that letters and words, although 
being made up of a number of constituent features, do not seem to 
require serial search to be integrated correctly (Humphreys and Bruce, 
1989). This is apparent in Treisman and Gelade's (1980) experiments, 
in that even the letters used in the feature search condition actually 
comprise a combination of different form features. It is also apparent 
in a study by LaBerge (1983) when he found that subjects could attend 
to a word more easily than its constituent letters. However, FIT does 
all ow that top-down processes might combine features in the absence 
of adequate focal attention. As letters and words are well learned one 
could expect top-down processing to effect their recognition. FIT does 
not, however, specify what these top-down processes a re or how they 
might operate to combine features, and, as will be seen, there are other 
possible explanations. 
Another problem posed for FIT by visual search experiments is that 
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the reaction time functions that are seen to indicate parallel, 
preattentive search, are usually not entirely fl at. Most visual search 
experiments produce a function that shows very slight increases in 
response time with increases in display size (e.g. Cohen & I vry, 1991; 
Enns & Rensi nk, 1990; Nakayama & Silverman, 1986; Treisrnan & Gel a de, 
1 9 8 o ) . A l s o, Pr i n z rn et a 1 , P re st i a n d Po s n er ( 1 9 8 6) s ho we d t ha t 
at ten ti on has an effect on the rat es of feature errors as we 11 as 
conjunction errors. In their exp eri rne nts the st i rn ul i were displays of 
four coloured letters. At the beginning of each trial subjects were 
first shown which coloured letter the target would be, and were also 
cued for target l oc at ion. There were two conditions; a feature 
co n d it i on an d a co n j u n c ti o n c oh d it i on as i n T re i s rn an an d G el a de· s 
experiments. On some trials in each condition, the cue was invalid. 
The subjects· task was to report whet her the target was present or not, 
and false al arm rates were compared for each condition and for valid 
and invalid cueing. Their results showed more false alarms occurred in 
the conjunct ion condition than in the feature condition. However, the 
cueing condition affected the error rates for both sti rnulus conditions 
and this was interpreted as in di cat i ng th at attention (captured by the 
cue) affected feature detection as well as conjunction detection. 
More recent 1 y, Cohen and Iv ry ( 1991) have shown that the density of 
items in a visual scene affects visual search times. Although Treisrnan 
( 1982) found no density effects, other researchers have found that the 
increasing density (or closeness) of it ems as display size (i.e. numb er 
of i terns) was increased, has affected search ti mes (e.g. Pash l er, 1 QB 7). 
Cohen and lvry conducted two experiments in which subjects were 
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required to indicate whether a target was present in each display or 
not. In one experiment targets were all conjunction targets ( i.e. 
ta rg et s c on t a i n e d a c on j u n c ti on o f th e f ea tu res co n t a i n e d i n the 
distractors). In the other experiment all targets were feature targets 
(i.e. the target differed from distractors by only one feature). In both 
experiments display size (i.e. number of items in the display) was 
varied over four sizes, and the spread of the display was varied to 
create two conditions; a "spread condition" in which items were 
separated by more than 1° of visual angle, and a "clump condition" in 
which the di stance between items was 0.62° of visual angle. Cohen and 
tvry·s results indicated there was no significant difference in search 
latencies between the cl ump and spread conditions in the feature task 
experiment, but a significant difference in search ti mes bet ween these 
conditions was apparent in the conjunct ion target experiment. Search 
for the target was slower in the clump condition (when items were 
grouped closely together) than in the spread condition. Search was also 
slower for target absent trials than for target present trials. However, 
while the ratio for reaction time function slopes was 2: 1 for target 
absent to large t pre sent trials in the cl ump condition (as Trei sman and 
Gelade (1980) found in there visual search experiments), the ratio 
found in the spread condition varied from 1.5:1 to 1: 1 over two 
experiments. As Cohen and I vry ( 1 991) point out, it is difficult for FIT 
to explain this result unless the focal attention, hypothesized as 
ne ce ss ary for the correct i dent if i cation of it ems comprised of a 
conjunct ion of features, could serially scan the visual field faster 
when objects are spread apart, than when they are grouped closely 
together. An attentional focus that moves serially from item to item 
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across a visual field should take long er to scan a greater area than it 
would to sea n a sma 11 er area, as would be the case when items were 
cl umped toge th er. 
Cohen and lvry suggest that a two-stage location mechanism can 
explain their results. The first stage is proposed to be a coarse 
location mechanism that is fast and uses only course location 
information to bind features into objects, but can only operate when 
objects are not crowded together in a visual scene. The second is a 
slower, focal attention mechanism that is required when items are 
clumped together. However, it should be noted that Cohen and lvry·s 
hypothesis, like FIT, is unable to explain the slight increase in search 
times for feature targets as display size (i.e. it em numbers) increase, 
apparent in their experiments as well as in previous studies. 
A final problem for FIT in rel at ion to visual search is posed by 
Townsend (1990). He points out that the visual search method cannot 
distinguish between a parallel system that is limited in capacity, and 
the serial system proposed by FIT to explain the linearly increasing 
reaction times apparent in the results for the conjunct ion condition 
targets. He points out that these linear functions indicate a limited 
ca pa city of some sort, but al so th at the limitation could "be due to 
s er i al it y , l i m it e d c a pa c i t y p a ra 11 e l , o r e v e n h y b r i d p ro c e s s i n g 
mechanisms" (p47). The possibility that items in a display in visual 
search experiments could be processed or attended to serially in small 
groups, rather than in a single item by item fashion, has been noted by 
Treisman as well as other authors (Humphreys & Bruce, 1989; 
Trei sman, 1985, 1 988). Townsend points out that a limited capacity 
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par a 11 el sys t em may b e a m ore p a rs i m on i o us a c co u n t of vi s u al s ea re h 
results than the serial system suggested by FIT. 
To summarize, th ere are four main problems posed for FIT by visual 
search experiments. First, targets comprised of a conjunction of 
features have exhibited pop-out. Although the possible emergent 
features and top-down processing proposed by FIT could explain some 
of the findings, these proposed processes do not easily explain other 
results, like those of Nakayama and Silverman ( 1986). Second, most 
visl,.lal search experiments show that search ti mes for feature targets 
do increase slightly with increases in display size, and Pri nzmetal et. 
al. ( 1 986) demonstrated th at attention does affect error rat es in 
feature search as well as conj unction search. Third, the density of 
items in a visual display affects search ti mes for conjunction search in 
a way that is difficult for FIT to explain. Cohen and lvry (1991) have 
demonstrated that search is faster for conjunction targets when items 
are spaced more th an 1 ° of visual angle apart than when they are 
grouped together so that they are separated by less than 1° of visual 
angle. Finally, Townsend ( 1990) has pointed out that, although 
Treisman and her colleagues have inferred serial processing from the 
linearly increasing reaction time functions found for conjunction 
search, it may be more p arsi moni ous to assume that these functions 
reflect limited capacity parallel processing. 
The Guided Search Model 
Wolfe, Cave and Franzel (1989; see also Cave & V-/olfe, 1990) have 
proposed an alternative to FIT, the Guided Search Model, in order to 
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accommodate some of the problematic results posed by visual search 
experiments for FIT. Although the Guided Search Model does not offer a 
specific expl an at ion of i 11 usory conjunctions, I have included it in the 
thesis because it does specify how top-down processes might effect 
object detection. This factor could be an important cons i de ration in 
explaining illusory conjunctions. 
This model, like FIT, assumes a bottom-up analysis of the basic 
elements or features of the visual system. Also like FIT, the proposed 
first stage of analysis is the encoding of feature representations into 
feature maps. However, the Guided Search Model proposes that once 
features are registered in the feature maps, activation from those 
feature maps is then sum med in the mast er map (called the Activation 
Map in this model) for each item location. This model also proposes 
that activation for features may be increased by top-down processes. 
So, in visual search experiments in which subjects have prior 
knowledge of what the target is, this prior knowledge will lead to 
increased activation of all features contained in the target. The 
summing of this activation in the Activation Map would lead to greater 
activation for the target 1 oc at ion than for the locations of di stractors, 
there by guiding attention to 1 i kel y target 1 oca ti ons. For exam p 1 e, if the 
target were a red O in green O and red X di stracto rs, then kno wl edge 
that the target is coloured red would lead to more activation in the 
colour map when red is detected than when green is detected. Also, 
there would be more ac ti vat ion in the shape feature map when O is 
detected than when X is detected. Therefore, when searching for a red 
O target, the sum of the activation (in the Activation Map) from the 
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(' col our and shape feature maps at the 1 ocati on of the target would be 
greater than the summed activation a,t any of the other i tern 1 ocat ions. 
Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show diagrams for the processes described in the 
Guided Search Model. 
Figures 5a, 5b and 5c: The Guided Search Model (cogied from Cave and Wolfe, 1990)_. _ 














Figure 5a shows the operation of the model. "The parallel stage produces ar\ activation 
map to guide the serial stage as it searches for the target. Each time the serial stage 
begins a new cycle, if begins to process the element with the highest activation in the 
Activation Map. When it determines that an element is not a target, it eliminates that 
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Figure 5b: "The operation of the parallel stage in a feature search with no noise present. 
Within each of the 3 layers (bottom-up, top-down, and overall), lighter shadings 
represent relatively higher activations, indicating a higher likelihood that a target is 
present at that location. In this feature search, the target has far more activation than 
the dis tractors in the orientation maps. Wl1en the maps are all summed to produce the 
Overall Activation Map, tt1e target clearly has more activation than the distractors, and 
is always found quickly" {p234) 
color 
Overnll 
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SEl\nCI t Fon A 
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[igure 5c: "Tt1e operation of the parallel stage in a conjunct ion search with no noise 
present. As with the feature search, the target activation in the Overall Activation Map 
is still higher than the distractors, but the activation gap is much smaller. If noise is 
added, the target will sometimes be obscured" (p236-7). 
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While FIT suggests that the parallel and serial processes implied by 
visual search experiments are autonomous, the Guided Search Modal 
assumes Urnt information collected by the parallel system {i.e. the 
feature maps) would be available to the serial system, and there by be 
able to aid serial search. This implies that completely serial 
exhaustive search es would not be required to find a conjunction target; 
a notion that is compatible with Townsend's {1990) view that linear 
increasing reaction time functions most likely reflect a limited 
capacity parallel system. The model predicts that factors other than 
just whether the target is defined by a conjunction of features found in 
the distractors would affect search latencies. For example, the 
salience of a particular feature might lead to a much greater difference 
in target activation over "noise" from the distrai:tors, such that very 
fast search times could result even for conjunction targets. 
Wolfe et al. { 1989) al so point out that, for their model, there is no 
qu al itati v e difference bet ween search for feature targets and search 
for conjunction targets. "In both cases the parallel processes provide 
the signal to guide attention to the target. In simple feature search the 
presence of a unique feature {e.g., red among green) generates a strong 
sign al th at quickly exceeds the back ground noise. As stimulus salience 
is reduced, the signal indicating the presence of a unique feature is 
hidden by the noise. In this case, the serial procass would examine 
more of the dis tractors before the signal from the appropriate feature 
map exceeded the noise in that map and guided the serial process to the 
target location" { Wolfe et al., 1989, p428). 
The Guided Search Model assumption that information from the 
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f ea tu re m a p s ca n a i d s e ri al s ea re h, m ea n s th at t hi s mo de l ca n 
ace ommod ate visual search expe ri men t results that FIT has difficulty 
ex pl a i n i n g. F i rs t, be ca use a t t en t i o n i s g u i de d b y the s um m i n g o f 
activation in the feature maps, the very fast search times producing 
almost flat functions for some conjunction targets can be explained. 
For example, the Guided Search Model is able to accommodate Nakayama 
and Si 1 ve rman ·s ( 19 86) results that in di ca ted parallel search for the 
detect ion of colour-depth conjunction targets. It would also predict 
that some feature target detection tasks might produce slight 
increases in search times as display size increases, thereby explaining 
why this has occurred in many of the visual search experiments 
conducted (e.g. Treisman & Gel ade, 1980; Trei sman & Gormican, 1988). 
This model could also accommodate Prinzmetal et al.'s ( 1986) 
finding that attention does affect the rates of feature errors as well as 
conj unction errors. Interestingly, the Guided Search Model could imply 
that attention is not necessary to, but rather f acil i tat i ve of, combining 
feature representations into object representations: the level of 
activation, in the activation map for certain locations, indicates 
pos si bl e locations of the searched for object according to this model, 
therefore implying that attention is guided to the lo cat ion only to 
ascertain whether in fact the object is situated there. That is, 
attention might increase accuracy by checking that the location does 
hold the target, and therefore facilitate correct identification by 
asc; erta ini n g that the activation level is 1 n dica ti ve of the target and 
not just "noise". 
A not her result that the Guided Search Model can e xpl ai n more easily 
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tr,an FIT is that some visual search triple conjunction targets are found 
faster than the double conj uncti ans used by Treisman and Ge lade 
(1980). For example, Wolfe et al. (1989) used conjunctions of colour, 
form and size, rather than the colour and form conjunctions used in 
many visual search experiments. These triple conj unction experiments 
might, for example, require subjects to detect a big black vertical line 
in big white horizontal, small black horizontal, and small white 
vertical line distractors. Whi 18 FIT predicts that search would be 
equally slow and serial for triple as well as double conj u net ions, the 
Guided Search Model predicts faster search times if the target differs 
from the dis tractors by two features as it did in Wolfe et al.'s 
ex peri men t, because this greater dif f ere nee would lead to a greater 
difference in the activation from the target location than would be the 
case for double conjunctions. Wolfe et al.'s results were as their model 
pre d i c t e d, w it h fl at t er f u n ct i o n s b e i n g a p pa re n t t ha n f o r do u bl e 
conjunction search. Where triple conjunction targets differ from 
distractors by only one feature, search times are very similar to those 
for double conjunctions, also as predicted by this model (e.g. Quinlan & 
Humphreys, 1987; Wolfe et al., 1989). 
Although the Guided Search Model is able to explain some visual 
search results that FIT has been unable to accommodate, there are also 
some results that neither theory can explain. As Cohen and lvry ( 1 991) 
point out, the Guided Search Model, like FIT, can not in its present form 
account for the density effects they found in their experiments, or for 
the fact that the 2:1 ratio for search times for negative versus positive 
trials does not hold for all conjunction searches. They also suggest 
that, with the addition of their two-stage location mechanism, the 
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Guided Search model could account for densitlJ effects. Because the 
Guided Search model does not offer an explanation of illusory 
conjunctions, for which density effects may have important 
implications, alternative explanations of density effects will be 
discussed in the sec ti on on i 11 usory conjunct i ans and attention. 
FEATURE LOCATION EXPERIMENTS 
\ 
As well as conducting visual search experiments, Treisman and 
Gel ade ( 1980) also conducted feature locaticm experiments as part of 
the convergent evidence offered to support FIT. These experiments 
were to test the p redi cti on that, while i terns compri sect of a 
conjunction of features should require locating in order to be detected, 
f e at u re s co u 1 d be i den t if i e d wit ho u t n e c e s s a ril y be i n g l o c ate d. I n 
these experiments subjects were briefly shown displays of two rows 
of six coloured letters, and the task was to report if a target Wa$ 
present, as well as its location. Distractors were pink Os and blue Xs, 
and the conjunction condition target was a blue O. The feature 
condition targets were a pink or blue H, or an orange O or X, so differed 
from the di strac tors by only one feature. Figures 6a and b show 
possible feature and conjunction target displays. 
Figures 6a and b show possible feature and conjunction target di$plays for Treisman and 
Gelade's (1980) feature location exQ=er._.,i.:.:.;m=en'"'"'t,..__. ____________ _ 
OP xb xb OP xb OP 
xb OP o!! xb xb OP 
Figure 6a: Conjunction target display where p = pink and b = blue. 
The target's colour is underlined. 
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l(b OP l(b OP HP l(b 
OP l(b OP OP l(b l(b 
Figure 6b: Feature target display where the target H differs from 
all of the di stractors by its form. 
The results obtained in these feature 1 ocat ion experiments 
addressed two conditional probabilities: the conditional probabilities 
of correctly identifying a target in correct compared to incorrect 
1 o cations, and the cond it i o na 1 prob a bil it i e,s of a correct comp a red to 
incorrect location responses for incorrect target responses. T rei s man 
and Gelade analyzed incorrect adjacent location responses separately 
to incorrect distant location responses because the probability for 
adjacent locations was greater than for distant locations: that is, a 
target could have only three adj a cent locations (one on either side and 
one either above or below, depending on whet her the target was in the 
top or bottom row). They also suggested the separate analysis of 
ad j a c e n t an d di st ant 1 o c at i on s co u l d c on tr o l f o r a bi as t o rep or t 
locations adjacent to the target . As predicted, they found the 
probability of correctly locating compared to wrongly locating an 
incorrect target was not si gni fi cantly above chance for feature or 
conjunction targets. FIT predicts that it should be possible to detect 
features without their locations, but not locations without target 
detection. Also as predicted, the probability of reporting a conjunction 
target correctly with an incorrect location response, was not above 
chance. FIT predicts that attention to the target location would be 
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re q u i red i n o rd er to i d en t if y a co n j u n c ti on t a r get. I n co n t re st , 
correctly identified targets without correct location did occur above 
ch Q n c e f or f ea tu re t a r g e ts . T hi s re s u lt w as a l s o a s pre d i c t e d. 
According to FIT, feature detection should be possible before items are 
located because feature information is encoded preattentively and 
sepa rat el y to 1 ocati on inf arm at ion. 
Problems i:1osed for FIT by feature location experiments. 
Johnson and Pashler (1990) point out a weakness in Treisman and 
Gel ade's experimental design. Displays of rows of items could readily 
lead to reporting-errors occurring even though the target had been 
correct 1 y 1 ocated. Th~ y conducted similar experiments to Tre i sman and 
Gelade, but in order to control for reporting-errors they presented 
eight items in a hall ow square, so that every item had a unique 1 ocat ion 
(e.g. cent re top, centre right, top right corner, etc). Figure 7 shows a 
diagram of Johnson and Pashler's display. 
Figure 7: The geometric design of Johnson and Pashler's (1990) location experiment 
displays. Letter position$ are shown with an X but actual displays used the same letters 
and colours as Treisrnan and Gelade's {1980) location exQ=er_i-m~en-t-. _______ _ 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
Johnston and Pashler further decreased the chance of reporting-
errors by using the same geometry in the masking display, but used 
segments of colour rather than letters. They also controlled for 
guessing by including trials that did not contain a target, so subjects 
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could report "no target" rather than being forced to guess. Their 
results indicated a close binding of the perception of identity and 
location for both feature and conjunction search. In fact, after 
correction for guessing, they found a weak trend for accurate 
perception of location without correct identification of the feature 
target. Johnston and Pashler·s results suggest that in order to identify 
even simple features, they must be located, or at lea st that feature and 
location information become available in parallel. This is counter to 
the FIT predict ions that location is necessary only for identifying 
conjunction targets and that features might be identified without 
location information. The Guided Search Model can, however, 
accommodate Johnston and Pashler's results because it predicts no 
qualitative differences between feature and conjunction target search. 
"In both cases the parallel processes provide the signal to guide 
attention to the target" (Wolfe et al., 1989, p428). 
TEXTURE SEGREGATION 
To test the prediction that features should mediate "p reattent i ve" 
arid easy texture segregation while a conjunction of features should 
not, Tre i sman and Gel ade ( 198 O) me a sured the amount of time it took 
subjects to sort cards according to where they detected a di vision, or 
boundary, in a matr1 x of five rows by five columns of i terns. On some 
cards the division was specified by a difference of one feature (shape 
or colour) between two groups of items (e.g. a group of red Os and Vs 
with a group of blue Os and Vs). On other cards the di vision resulted 
from a difference in a conjunction of features ( e.g. a group of red Os 
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and blue Vs with a group of blue Os and red Vs). The results were 
consistent with Treisma n and Gel a de's predictions. Sarti ng times were 
significantly slower for the conjunction condition (a mean of 24.4 
seconds) than for the feature conditions ( 14.5 and 16.2 seconds for the 
colour-feature and shape-feature conditions respectively). In another 
exp e rime n t these au th ors ob ta i ne d similar res ult s using local 
components of shape rather than values on d1f f erent dimensions, like 
shape with colour. For example, EO with FQ in the feature condition) as 
these letters differ by only one feature, and FQ with EX in the 
conjunction cond it i oh, where no simple features di sti ngui sh the letters 
from each other. Treisman and Gelade concluded that the critical 
variable det ermi ni ng au tom at 1 c texture segregation was whether areas 
differed in a single feature or a conjunction of features, and furthe~ 
that automatic texture segregation requires the preattentive detection 
of homogeneities. 
Text on Theory~ 
Trei sman and Gel ade's view of texture segregation has much in 
common with Bel a Julesz · Texton Theory. Jul esz defines textons as 
local conspicuous features, combinations of which all textures can be 
reduced to (Julesz, 1975, 1981, 1984; Jul esz & Bergen, 19ey3). Initially 
he postulated only three types of textons: elongated blobs such as 
rectangles and ellipses, terminators of 1 i ne segments, and crossings of 
line segments. However, he has more recently included binocular 
di s p a rit y , m o v em e n t p a r a 11 ax ( o r v el o c it y ) a n d fl i c k er a s p o s s i b l e 
texto ns (Jul esz, 198 4). Like Tre ism an· s FIT, Ju lesz· Text on theory 
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postulates p reattent 1 ve and attentive st ages of vision, and al so that 
the positional relationships of features are ignored in the preattentive 
stage. He suggests that "pre attentive vision di rec ts attentive vision to 
the locations where differences in textons or in density of textons 
occur" (Julesz, 1984, p42). 
Texton theory and FIT also diverge on some important points. The 
relative salience of features has been found to affect texture 
segregation performance (e.g. Callaghan, 1989; Enns, 1988; Mcllhagga, 
Hine, Cole, & Snyder, 1990; Pashler, 1988). While Texton Theory takes 
no account of the relative salience of features, the Pooled Response 
Mod el, added to FIT by Trei sm an and Gormi can ( 19 88), can account for 
th i s p hen o men on. F or e x am pl e, En n s ( 1 9 8 6 ) f o u n d that re 1 at i v e l i n e 
lengths affected dis cri mi nation accuracy more than differences in 
texto n type or number, and that closure could f acil i tat e the segregation 
of areas; results that Text on Theory has difficulty accommodating but 
that can be accounted for by FIT and the Pooled Response Model. As 
Enns ( 198 6) points out, his results suggest th at f ea tu res, (or text on s, 
or the basic elements of visual cognition) are graded, rather than 
entirely categorical as Julesz suggests; a point that FIT does 
ac kno wl a dge. 
Problems Qosed for FIT by texture segregation exQeriments. 
Th ere are, ho weva r, problems associated with texture segregation 
experiments for FIT as well as Text on Theory. Visual search results 
have indicated attentive serial search for some items that texture 
segregation experiments have indicated preat tent i ve parallel 
processing for (e.g Treisman & Souther, 1985). Enns ( 1986) suggests 
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th at d if fer enc es i n ex per i men ta l p ro c e du re, as we 11 a s t he re l at i v e 
salience and graded nature of feature representations, could explain the 
different findings. However, which particular aspect or aspects of the 
procedures are responsible for the different findings is an important 
is sue. In visual search experiments items are distributed randomly 
with one target item placed among those items, so elements of the 
display are separate JoJ-'llole objects. In texture segregation 
experiments homogeneous groups of items are assigned to adjacent 
areas, and subjects are re qui red to find the boundary between the 
groups, so elements of the display are a part of tile st1rface of an 
object or area and further, the subjects· task focuses on their use of 
processes that might be used to separate objects or areas of space 
from one another (i.e. the boundaries bet ween areas of space). It is 
possible that these global aspects of the vi sua 1 pre sent at ion are in part 
responsible for the different results, because they lead to dHferent 
types of processing. Given that the tasks required of the subjects are 
different in the two procedures, it seems likely that the elements of 
the different di splays are processed differently in each of them. While 
FIT can account for graded elements giving rise to texture segregation, 
like relative line length, and Texton Theory cannot, neither theory can 
easily account for the possible effects of the more global aspects of 
the visual displays in these experimental procedures. Cohen and lvry·s 
( 1989, 1991) two-stage binding and location mechanism might account 
for these effects, as it can account for density effects. So also could 
All port's ( 1989) suggestion that visual attention could be organized by 
constraints such as the Gest a 1t p ri nc i pl es like proximity, number and 
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closure. I will return to these possibilities in the section on illusory 
conjunctions and attention. 
I LLUSORV CONJUNCTIONS 
Treisman and Schmidt ( 1982) added the. final piece of convergent 
evidence to support FIT, when they tested the prediction that features 
could be incorrectly combined to produce illusory conjunctions in the 
absence of focal attention. Illusory conjunctions are errors made in 
visual cognition that combine features from two separate items in a 
visual display, so they are perceived as a coherent object that is not 
actually present. For example, a report of a green X when the visual 
stimuli we re actually a pink X and a green T. Trei sman and Schmidt 
presented subjects with displays of three coloured letters between 
two black digits. The primary task consisted of reporting the two 
di git s as a single n Llm ber (e.g. 6 and 4 as 64). A secondary task 
produced the results of interest, and consisted of reporting anything 
else confidently observed. Figure 6 shows a possible display used in 
this experiment. 
Figure 8: A possible display for Treisman and Schmidt's ( 1982) illusory conjunction 
experiments, showing the digits placed on either side of the 3 coloured letters. The 
colours of the letters are shown beside the letters. 
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Three types of error could occi;r for the coloured letters: feature 
errors which combined a correct feature with a feature not ptesent in 
the display; illusory conjunctions which combined two features from 
different items in the display; and complete errors, in which neither of 
the features reported were present in the di splay. The coloured letter 
displays were derived from five letters and five colours. Because there 
were three letters in each display, illusory conjunctions and feature 
errors would have an equal chance of occurring (i.e. a ratio of 1:1 
illusory con junctions to feature errors would be the chance level). For 
example, if a letter was reported correctly and its col our incorrectly, 
then there would be two colours present (in the other two letters) in 
the display that would result in an i 11 usory conj u net ion if reported, and 
two col ours not present in the di splay which would 1 ead to a feature 
e rr o r if re po rte d . T re i s m a n a n d s ch m i d t f o u n d th a t 111 u so r y 
conjunction errors significantly exceeded feature errors, the latter 
resulting when subjects reported one correct feature with a feature 
not present in the display. The excess of conjunction errors over 
feature errors was large, far exceeding chance (0.3 9 compared to 0. 15) 
indicating that it was unlikely that all the illusory conjunctions 
rep o rte d w ere s i mp l y f eat u re errors. 
Treisman and Schmidt, utilizing recognition and simultaneous 
matching tasks, showed it was unlikely that illusory conjunctions 
resulted from a response bias (i.e. a bias to report conjoined features 
rather than report features separately), verbal label switching, or 
memory failures. In an experiment to address these issues, displays 
were the same as in the first experiment, but no di splay contained 
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feature repetitions. For each display there were also three probe 
displays: a feature probe th at combined one feature from the display 
with one not present; a conjunct ion probe comprised of two features 
present in different items in the display; and an identical probe that 
was exactly the same as one item in the display. Subjects were shov-(n 
a probe immediately before each display and required to report the two 
digits, and then whether or not any coloured letter matched the initial 
pro be. Using probes me ant that subjects did not have to re port what 
they had seen, merely respond yes or no. This could control for 
response biases, verbal label swi\ching and memory failure. As 
predicted, sign i fi cantl y more conjunction errors th an feature errors 
were made, but the difference was less than was apparent in the first 
experiment. Treisman and Schmidt suggest that this weaker result was 
most 1 i k el y to reflect a contribution from memory failure in the recall 
task used in the first experiment. 
In a third experiment, Trei sman and Schmidt further reduced the 
possibility that verbal coding may have led to illusory conjunction 
reports. Di splays in this expert ment contained five coloured letters, 
four of which formed the corner points of a square, and the fifth one in 
the centre. As in the first two experiments, each of two black di git s 
was displayed on either side of the coloured letters. Some displays 
contained an identical pair of coloured letters while others did not, and 
the subjects· secondary task was reporting whether a display contained 
at least one identical pair of items. Although, once again, the 
difference was smal 1 er than in the first e xpe rim ent, significantly 
more conjunction errors than feature errors occurred in this matching 
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task. 
As wel 1 as producing evidence that i 11 uso ry conjunct i ans of features 
might be formed in the absence of focal attention, Treisman arid 
Schmidt also further elaborated FIT by suggesting that prior experience 
and learning, via top-down processes, could explain why we do not 
regularly experience illusory conjunctions in everyday visual 
experience. They use the example of people not experiencing 
percep ti ans of a b 1 ue sun in a ye 11 ow sky even though their surrol.lndi ngs 
are often not attended to (perhaps not the best example as viewing the 
sky would not require the resolution and finely focused attention 
needed to detect a small coloured letter). This hypothesis suggests 
that top-down (e.g. memory) and bottom-up processes (e.g. automatic 
feature mapping) interact in the second of the three st ages of vi su a 1 
detection proposed by FIT (Treisman, 1985). That is, once feature 
re presentations are ac ti va ted in the feature maps they might be 
conjoined to form correct object representations by focal attention 
falling on the location of the objects, or by top-down processes in the 
absence of such attention. Although Trei sman and her co 11 eag ues do not 
specify what the mechani$ms of this top-down processing are, they 
could explain a problematic result for FIT obtained by Virzi and Egeth 
( 1984), who found that illusory conjuncti ans can arise from more than 
just early visual processes. These authors used the same procedure as 
Trei s man and Schmidt, but presented subjects with co 1 oured words 
rather than single coloured 1 et ters bet ween the two black digits. Some 
of the words actually named co lours, so BIG, BLUE and WI DE might be 
presented cpl oured red, green and yell ow respectively. Their results 
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showed a greater than chance reporting of illusory conjuncti ans of 
words actually present with colours named but not present in the 
display (e.g. BIG reported as blue). As Humphreys and Bruce ( 1989) 
point out, this result contradicts the notion that only very primitive 
pr ope rt i es or features are i nte grated incorrectly in the absence of 
focal attention. However, it does not seem to contradict the notion 
that top-down processes may combine features when objects are not 
attended to. It is also possible that Virzi and Egeth's results might 
have eventuated from a response bi as created by word naming a col our. 
Other subsequent research to Treisman and Schmidt's has added 
further support to FIT's predict ions regarding illusory conjuncti ans. 
This research has shown that illusory conjunctions can also be formed 
from two form elements as well as from the form and colour elements 
used by Trei sma n and Schmidt. For example, Treisman and Paterson 
(1984) found that an S and a vertical line could be erroneously 
conj oi ne d by subjects to form illusory do 11 ar signs, A 1 so, Pri n zmeta l 
( 1981) found that subjects reported illusory plus signs when vertical 
and horizontal lines were presented separately, each inside a circle. 
However, sub sequent ill us ory conjunction research to T rei sm an and 
Schmidt's has also posed some problems for FIT. These problems, along 
with the relevant research and various explanations of illusory 
conjunctions, will be discussed in the next section. 
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4 
ILLUSORY CONJUNCTIONS AND ATTENTION 
To recap, Treisman·s FIT explains the phenomenon of illusory 
conjunctions in the f o 11 owing way: The theory proposes that attention 
is necessary for correctly conjoining preattentivel y encoded, and 
spatially free-floating features, into whole coherent objects. If 
objects fall O\J tsi de of the spread of attention, or inside of the spread 
but with insufficient time to attend to items fully, then incorrect 
conjoinings of features in the form of illusory conjunctions are 
pre di cte d. tre ism an and Schmidt, in conducting their exp eri me nts, 
made other import ant assumptions. They assumed a "zoom 1 ens" model 
of attention and a 1 so th at the primary di git task farmed a boundary 
which the attentional 1 ens was narrowed down to. Also, the theory 
suggests that illusory conjunctions could be formed both outside of the 
attentional boundaries ( where features would be "free fl oat i ng" in the 
abse nee of attention), as we 11 as inside those boundaries when viewing 
time is very brief. Recall that the theory proposes that items falling 
outside of the attentional boundaries are processed by the feature maps 
only (i.e. the parallel system) but informal ion from items falling inside 
the attentional boundaries is made available to the serial system 
where the conjoining of features into objects occurs. Because of this 
different processing of items falling inside a.nd outside of the 
attentional boundaries, FIT also predicts that illusory conjunctions 
wi 11 not be farmed from the features cant ai n ed in items from both 
sides of the boundary: that is, an illusory conj unction could not be 
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formed by conjoining a feature from an item outside of the focus of 
attention with one from an item that falls under the attentional 
"spotlight." 
As well as demonstrating th at illusory conj unctions are experienced 
above chance levels when viewing ti mes are very brief, Trei s man and 
Schmidt also made some other important observations. First, that the 
features, in the form of colours and letters, most of ten switched 
positions so that they did not appear to be experienced as d upl i cations 
of themselves. In fact both feature switching and feature duplication 
have been observed by other experimenters (e.g. Prinz metal, Trei man, & 
Rho, 198 6; Pri nzmeta l and Ke ysar, 1989). Secondly, they observed that 
illusory conjunctions were no more likely to be farmed from features 
contained in items that were close together than from those contained 
in i terns that were far apart. This observation further supported FIT 
which proposes that features are "free-floating" or spatially unlocated 
until they fall under the attentional "spotlight." However, evidence 
from other researchers has proved contrary to Trei sm an and Schmidt ·s 
obs ervat i ans, which poses a problem for FIT ( e.g.,' Cohen & I vry, 1 989; 
Prinzmetal, Treiman, & Rho, 1986). 
DI STANCE EFFECTS ON I LL US ORV CONJUNCTIONS 
Evidence of the distance between items having an affect on the 
formation of illusory conjunctions would have important implications 
for FIT because the theory proposes that f ea tu res are initially 
registered without location information. That is, features are encoded 
pre a tt e n ti v el y and a re u n l o cat e d o r "free f l oat i n g. " I f th e am o u n t of 
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separation between items effects the rate of ill us ory conjunctions, the 
implication is that there is at least some location information 
regi s tereq with, or even before, the features. 
Cohen and I vry ( 1 989) found th at the amount of sep amt ion between 
objects did have an effect on illusory conjunction rates when they 
con ducted res ea re h that s pee if i ca 11 y addressed the effects of di sta nee 
on th e f o rm a ti o n o f il l u so r y co n j u n ct i on s. Th e y p res en t e d s u b j e ct s 
with an asterisk as a central fixation point fall owed by a white di git at 
the fixation point, which subjects reported as their primary task, and 
two coloured letters positioned in two of eight possible locations. The 
eight letter positions consisted of four location pairs placed so that 
one 1 ocat ion pair was above, one below, one to the 1 eft and one to the 
right of the fixation point. There were therefore two top adjacent, two 
bottom adjacent, two left adjacent, and two right adjacent locations. 
By placing letters in posit i ans around the primary task di git, Cohen and 
lvry reasoned that, according to FIT, if the digit task captured a 
subject's focal attention then the letters would fall outside the 
attentional boundaries rather than inside as in Treisman and Schmidt's 
( 19 82) experiments. 
In this expe ri men t, the two coloured letters were presented either 
in adjacent positions (e.g. both in the top position) or in distant 
posit i ans (e.g. one in the top position and one in the left position). This 
effectively created two conditions: an adjacent condition and a far 
condition. The visual angle between letters in the adjacent condition 
was less than 1 ° while the visual angle bet ween the letters in the far 
condition was more than 2.5°. The subject's secondary task produced 
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the results of interest, and consisted of reporting which of two 
possible target letters was present, an F or an X, and its colour. The 
other 1 etter presented, the dis tractor, was a 1 ways an 0. Figure 9 
shows how di splays 1n Cohen and lvry·s experiment were arranged. 
figure 9 shows the possible location of the stimuli used in Cohen and lvry's experiment. 






In this procedure, feature errors are i ndi ca ted by subjects reporting 
the letter incorrectly with the correct col our, or the correct letter 
with a colour not present in the display. Illusory conjunctions were 
indicated by a correct report of the letter with the colour of the 
distractor O and a ratio of conjunction errors to feature errors greater 
than 2:1 indicated that illusory conjunctions were occurring above 
chance level. This ratio indicated chance levels of illusory 
conjunctions because target and distractor letters were varied over 
four colours. On any trial one of these four colours would be contained 
in the target and if reported would be correct. This would leave three 
possible error co lours, one of which would be the co 1 our of the 
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dis tractor. If the di stractor col our was reported in error this would 
constitute an illusory conjunction (i.e. the colour feature from one item 
conjoined with the form of the other item present in the display). The 
other two col ours would not be present in the di sp 1 ay so if either were 
reported they would constitute colour feature errors. This means that 
a chance rate of illusory conjunctions would be one for every two 
colour feature errors. Cohen and lvry found that illusory conjunctions 
were reported significantly more often in the adjacent condition than 
in the far condition, and th at their occurrence exceeded chance levels 
in the adjacent condition (mean proportional rates of 0.171 colour 
feature errors to O. 135 illusory conj unctions), but we re sign ifi cant 1 y 
below chance 1 evel in the far condition (0. 160 colour feature errors to 
0.061 illusory conjunctions); a clear indication of distance effects on 
the occurrence of i 11 u sory conjunctions. 
Cohen and lvry conducted other experiments using the same method 
as the first one ( and for which they did not give the mean error rates), 
but varied the visual angles bet ween the adjacent letters. They found 
that when 1.5° of visual angle separated the letters, illusory 
conjunctions did not differ from chance levels. Also, if the visual 
angle between letters was increased to 2.17° or more, illusory 
conjunctions occurred si gni fi cant 1 y below chance 1 evel s. 
In another set of experiments Cohen and Iv ry adapted Trei s man and 
Schmidt's ( 1 982) procedure by using the same tasks as in the p reyi ou s 
experiment, but presenting the two col cured letters (a target F or X and 
a distract or 0) in two of six positions that were located in a row. The 
primary di git task consisted of reporting two digits positioned to the 
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left and right of the display, and like Treisman and Schmidt they 
assumed the digit task formed the bo'undaries of attention. Based on 
this assumption, they varied the positions of the digits in order to 
manipulate the attentional boundary. In a "small spotlight" condition 
the digits were placed one on either side of the two central letter 
positions, while in a "large spotlight" condition they a pp eared on either 
side of the central four letter positions. Figure 10 shows how the 
stimuli we re organized in these experiments. 
Figure 1 O shows the possible stimuli positions in the displays used in Cohen and lvry·s 
second set of ( 1989) experiments. Here f indicates the position of the digits for the 
"small spotlight" condition and g the position of the digits for the "large spotlight" 
condition (cogied from Cohen & lvry, 1989,_g657)"'-. ____________ _ 
Results for the small spotlight condition indicated conjunction 
errors occurred above chance level for only the central letter pair (i.e., 
when both letters appeared between the two digits). No other letter 
pairs showed si g nif i cant levels of conjunction errors ( i.e., when one 
letter was between and one outside of the digits, or both were outside 
an d on e i th er s i de of the d i git s) . I n t he 1 a rg e s po t1 i g ht con d it i on 
s i g n if i c ant 1 eve 1 s of i 11 us o ry con j u n c ti on s o cc u rre d for the c en t ra 1 
letter pair but not when the letters were placed further apart in the 
locations on either side of the central two positions, but inside of the 
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digits (i.e both letters were inside the digits but separated by the two 
central letter l oc at ions). The level of i 11 u sory conjunctions when the 
letters appeared on either side of the digits was not significantly 
above chance, but there was a significant trend to report illusory 
conjunctions when one letter appeared inside (and adjacent to) and one 
outside of (and adjacent to) the digits: that is, when the letters 
appeared close to and on either side of one di git. 
Together with the results for their first e xperi men ts, these findings 
raise some important points. First, the location of the letters, both in 
the distance between them and in whether they both fell inside the 
division created by the digits or not, seems to have considerable effect 
on whether illusory conjunctions occur at a significant level or not. As 
a result of adjusting the distance between the letters in the first set 
of ex peri me nts, Cohen and Iv ry concluded that significant levels of 
illusory conjunct ions were farmed outside of attention only if the 
letters were separated by less than 1 ° of visual angle, and that a 
distance between them of more than 2.17° of visual angle resulted in 
few er illusory conjunctions than would be expected by chance. In the 
last experiment described, illusory conjunctions were formed from 
1 et ters appearing bet ween the digits ah d adjacent to each other when 
they were separated by more than 1 ° of visual angle (i.e. agout 1.4°). So 
it also appears that illusory conjunctions are formed from letters 
which are further apart when thwy are centrally located. than would be 
the case when they are located peripherally. As Cohen and lvry point 
out, FIT is unable to account for these distance effects, and in fact 
predicts that the amount of distance between items will not effect 
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whether i 11 uso ry conjunctions w i 11 be formed f ram their constituent 
features or not. Neither can FIT accout1t for the trend to form illusory 
conj unctions when the letters in the latter experiment were presented 
on either side of, and adjacent to, one of the digits. Cohen and lvry 
suggest that a two-stage local ion mechanism in conjunction with FIT 
could explain the distance effects. 
The Two-Stage Location Mechanism. 
In describing their two-stage location mechanism Cohen and lvry, like 
Treisman and her colleagues, assume that attention is necessary for a 
"binding mechanism" that conjoins initially encoded features; that is~ 
focal attention is used to mark an area, the boundaries of which are 
specified by the boundaries of the focus of attention, and then the 
binding mechanism "glues" together the features contained within that 
are a. However, they propose th at when features a re i nit i a 11 y encoded 
that some course 1 ocat ion information 1 s a 1 so encoded, rat her than the 
features being entirely "free floating" as FIT suggests. Cohen and I vry 
point out that the evidence from their experiments suggests that while 
the course location information would not be enough to prevent the 
mi s l o cat i on of f eat u re s to n ea rb y 1 o t at i on s , it w o u 1 d pre v en t the i r 
migration to more distant locations. 
Assuming that attention constitutes the glue that binds feature 
representations into object representations, Cohen and lvry point out 
an unresolved question regarding this proposed attenti anal binding 
mechanism: it is not known what factors might determine the 
boundaries of attention. Recall that FIT assumes attention has clear 
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b o u n d a r i es a n d , by i mp l i c a ti o n, t ha t t he a tt en ti o n a ] b o u n d a ri es 
constrain feature integration so that the features of objects falling 
under the attentional focus a re combined while those features out side 
of attention remain free floating unless combined by top-down 
processes. Recall also that Allport (1989) suggested the Gestalt 
principles could constitute the constraints on attention. Cohen and 
Iv ry propose a way in which this might be done by suggesting "that 
some of the Gestalt grouping principles may serve as cues for 
determining the boundaries" (Cohen & I vry, 1989, p661) of the 
attentional focus. They al so observed, foll owing Marr ( 1982) who has 
noted the importance of edges in segregating visual space into objects, 
th e po s s i b i 1 it y th at th e e d g es of ob j e c ts mi g ht a l so d et e rm i n e th e 
boundaries of the attentional focus. 
An iss1.rn discussed in the section on visual attention poses a 
problem for Cohen and lvry·s suggestion that grouping principles or 
edges of objects might serve as the boundaries to attention: that is, 
research has indicated that the attentional focus may be more like a 
gradient and have no clear boundaries (Downing, 1988; LaBerge & 
Brown, 1 989). Another prob 1 em for their hypothesis is, of course, th at 
F IT's assumption of attention being the mechanism nee essary to binding 
features into objects can be disputed. For example Tsal (1989) 
pro poses the con verge nt evidence sup porting t IT does not sup port the 
hypothesis that attention is necessary for combining features into 
whole objects. He al so suggests that illusory conjunctions may not 
rep resent a fu net ion of non-attention. Ts al points out th at, although 
the primary task in the illusory conjunct ion experiments has 
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hypothetically led to a condition of non-attention for the coloured 
letter items in the displays, a very large proportion of these letters 
we re st i 11 re ported correctly. Like some visual search experiments 
this suggests that so me features may be correctly combined in the 
absence of attention and without any obvious top-down processes. Tsal 
therefore proposes that the evidence as it stands is not consistent 
with the not ion of attention being the sole factor responsible for 
feature integration, but rather, there may be other factors 
con tributing to their correct int egra t1 on. He notes a po ssi bi l ity th at 
attention may facilitate the correct integration of features by 
improving their localization. This notion, that attention may be merely 
faci lit at ive rather than necessary for feature integration, is also 
suggested by Prinzmetal and Keysar ( 1989) in an alternative 
explanation to FIT of illusory conjunctions. This alternative, along 
with the ensuing research, wi 11 be dis cussed in the following section. 
GROUPING EFFECTS ON ILLUSORY CONJUNCTIONS 
Prinzmetal ( 1981) found that ill~sory plus signs were reported 
when subjects were briefly presented with horizontal and vertical 
lines, with each line situated inside a small circle. The stimuli were, 
however, presented in two parallel lines of four circles, and Prinzmetal 
found that the illusory pl us signs were only formed from two lines 
appearing within the same group of circles, not when each of the lines 
were presented in a different group. Figure 1 1 shows examples of 
displays used by Prinzmetal (1981). 
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Figure 11 shows 4 examples of displays used by Prinzmetal in his experiment (copied 
from Prinzmetal ,..l.2fil,J~332).~. __________________ _ 
A B 
0 0 0000 
0 0 
0 CD OOOCD 
0 0 
C D 
0 0 0000 
0 0 
0 0 0000 
0 0 
Based on Prinz metal's ( 1981) results, Prinz metal and Keysar ( 1989) 
proposed a functional explanation of illusory conjunctions that did not 
include attention as a necessary factor in feature integration. Their 
explanation is based on two assumptions. First that there is poor 
spatial resolution for some aspects of visual information and second, 
th at spa ti a 1 i n f o rm a ti on i s co n s t ra i n e d b y p ere e pt u a 1 organ i z a ti on. 
They propose that these constraints result from cognitive processes 
that cause perceptual grouping and divide visual space into areas and 
objects. These processes would reduce spatial uncertainty (perhaps 
providing the course location information suggested by Cohen and lvry 
to explain their results) and would constrain feature integration so it 
did not occur across the boundaries of objects or areas of space. 
Pri nzmetal and Keysar point out that 
1
their explanation is functionally 
adaptive in terms of cognitive economy, and suggest that illusory 
conjunctions are the result of this functionally adaptive economy. They 
suggest that when visual perception opportunities are limited or very 
brief, this would 1 ea d to poor or degraded information for features and 
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it ems cant aine d within the are as defined by the cans trn ints. They 
further suggest th at a spreading effect from the information that is 
registered would fill in the missing data, thereby leading to illusory 
conj unctions. While P ri nzm etal and Keysar·s theory does not hold 
at tent ion as necessary for the combining of feature representations 
into object representations, it does, like FIT, assume that visual 
attention is spatially based (i.e. the early attentional selection 
hypothesis), and predicts that attention can affect feature integration 
by improving both 1 ocat ion and feature identity information. 
Figure 12 shows 4 examples of displays used in Prinz metal and Keysar's experiment 
.(coRied from Prinzmetal & Keysar, 19B9,_R.lZ.1.l . ..:...-____________ _ 
A B 
[ii [ii)( !lJ ~ rr:il0'l~t!JC 
IQJ[Q]C[Q]IQJ lQl [Q] a [Q]IQl 
[Q][Q] a lQl [Q] [Q] [Q] a lQl[Q] 
C D 
[ii )( ~ [il ~ [!! 
[Q] a [Q] [Q] a [Q] 
[Q] a (g] [Q] a lQl 
[Q] a [Q] [Q] a [Q] 
[Q] a [QI [Q] a [Q] 
• RED O GREE:\' 
[:;:l YELLOW O I\ lllTE 
Prinzmetal and Keysar used a computer simulation of the 
mechanisms suggested by their theory to demonstrate that these 
mechanisms a re sufficient to produce illusory conj unctions. They al so 
conducted a series of experiments to test the predictions made by their 
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theory. In one experiment subjects were briefly presented with clearly 
defined groupings of items in either three rows or three columns of 
five coloured letters. Subjects were required to report the colour of a 
target X. Figure 12 shows exam pl es of displays used in their 
ex peri men ts. 
Prinzmetal and Keysar·s results demonstrated that significant 
levels of ill us ory errors that attributed the col our of an adjacent letter 
in the same row or column as the X occurred, but no significant 1 evel of 
errors that attributed the colour of an item in another row or column 
occurred. There was no primary task included in this experiment that 
might have hypothetically restricted the focus of attention to only one 
group of items, and subjects had to find the randomly placed target 
anywhere in the di sp 1 ay. 
In another experiment these authors adapted Treisman and Schmidt's 
(1982) procedure, using the primary digit task with an evenly spaced 
matrix of four by four items. on some trials the digits were pl aced 
vertically, above and below the matrix, while on other trials they were 
placed horizontally on either side of the matrix. The results showed 
that significant levels of illusory conjunctions occurred only along a 
row that contained the target X when the digits were placed 
horizontally, and only within the column containing the target when the 
digits we re placed vertically. Prinzmet al and K eysar therefore 
demonstrated that the subjective organization or grouping of visual 
information could affect where i1 lusory conjunctions occurred. In 
effect, they demonstrated how Trei sman and Schmidt's ( 1982) as wel 1 
as Cohen and lvry·s (1989) results might be explained by their theory. 
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For example, the manipulation of the digits in Cohen and lvry·s 
experiments could have led to e1 different perceptual grouping rather 
than to e1 shift in the boundaries of attention. 
Other research also lends considerable support to Prinzmeteil and 
Keysar's hypothesis. Ramachandran's ( 1990) motion capture 
exp eri men ts discussed in the section on visual attention demonstrated 
how phenomena the1 t ere at ed a subjective experience of a boundary led 
to all the items within that boundary being grouped and treated by the 
visual system in the same way. That is, apparently moving gratings and 
illusory squares captured the do ts cont eii n ed within them in to their 
apparent motion, Mote recently Prinzmetal, Hoffman and Vest (1991) 
f o u n d that s y l lab 1 e.:. 1 i k e u n i t s, de f i n e d b y o rt hog rap h i c pa tt e rn s e1 n d 
morphemes, affected the rate of illusory colour-letter conjunctions 
reported by subjects when they were required to report the colour of a 
target letter contained within a word. Subjects were more likely to 
report the col our of e1 not her letter contained within the same unit than 
the col our of one contained in another unit of the same word. 
Prinzmetal and Keysar·s experimental results raises particular 
difficulties for FIT. Their subj eels were not given an attentional cue 
and the target, when one was present, could a pp ear randomly anywhere 
in the displays. As Prinzmetal and Keyser point out, FIT could only 
so me what im plausibly, explain the results by supposing the1 t the 
attentional focu,s was, in the brief presentation time, narrowed oown 
to either the row or column containing the target. This might explain 
why illusory conjunct ions were not formed from features from two 
different groups of items by assuming the features did not then cross 
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the at tent i ona 1 boundaries. However, it 1 eaves open the question as to 
why attention would select the whole line of items rather than only the 
i mme di ate target area. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Pri nzmeta 1 and K eysa r's res ult s appear to indicate that attention 
and its hypothetical boundaries are not the key issue in the formation 
of i 11 uso ry conjunctions; that rather illusory conjunctions res ult from 
adaptive constraints on visual processing. Their theory and results 
also suggest a hierarchy of events in visual processing, and mpre 
particularly in feature integration; a hierarchy similar to the one 
suggested by Cohen and I vry ( 1989, 199 1) in their proposed two-stage 
1 oc at ion mechanism. It appears th at a set of constraints might first 
determine the separation of visual space into areas and then the vi sua 1 
information contained within those areas is processed in "chunks" or 
units. Pri nzmet al and Keys ar's ( 19 89) results suggest th at both 
subjective and objective groupings could constitute so me of those 
co nst rai nts. This notion is sup ported, and other 1 i ke 1 y constrain ts 
suggested, by some of the problematic results from the other 
experimental paradigms used in obtaining the convergent evidence to 
support FIT. 
First, Nakayama and Si lverman·s ( 1986) results could be explained 
by the notion that the vi sua 1 seen e is first divided into areas or groups 
by certain constraints. Their results indicated parallel search when 
subjects were required to detect colour-depth conjunction targets. It 
is possible that visual scenes are initially divided into different depth 
p 1 an es ( Hu mp h re y s & B ru c e , 1 9 8 9 ; Tr e i s ma n, 1 9 8 8); th at i s , th at 
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binocular disparity cues con st itu te some of the constraints on visual 
processing. There is neurological evidence to support this notion. For 
example, cases of unilateral neglect fallowing injury confined to only 
di st ant ob j e ct s ( B i s i a c h, Pe ran i , V a 11 a r & Bert 1 , 1 9 8 6 ; i n A 11 port, 
198 9), and experiment al demonstrations of unilateral neg 1 ect confined 
to near objects in monkeys (Rizzolatti, Gentilucci & Matelli, 1985; in 
Allport, 1989). If the visual scene is initially coded according to 
different depth pl an es then the subjects in Nakayama and Silverman's 
experiment would have been confronted with onl~ a simple feature 
detection task ( i.e. finding a near b 1 u e target in near red dis tractors 
rather than in the whole set of near blue and far red di strac tors). 
The notion of initial constraints, particularly the Gestalt grouping 
pri n ci pl es, can al so expl a1 n the different results obtained for the same 
stimuli in texture segregation and visual search experiments. It may 
be true th at the factor which differentiated one t egt ure area from 
another in Treisman and Gelade's (1980) and Julesz· (1974, 1981) 
texture segregation experiments was that items from each area 
differed by only one feature. However, results from visual search 
ex p e ri m en t s i n d i ca ti n g s er i a l s ear ch f or so m e it e ms, th at t e x tu re 
segregation experiments indicate pre attentive parallel search for, 
suggest other facto rs may also be involved in texture segregation. 
Cohen and I vry 's ( 19 91) density effects on visual search indicate that 
other fact ors are 1 i k el y to be the density and pro xi mi t y of items in the 
visual field. 
Another visual search result previously mentioned as a problem for 
Flt, was a finding of Humphrey et al. ( 1985). They found that the 
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effects of display size were small for an inverted T target in a set of T 
distractors. In these experiments the items were presented in close 
proximity to each other, so density may have contributed to fast er 
parallel processing. Furth er, they found that when displays were in 
regular shapes {i.e. the Ts were presented in a group that formed a 
square or circle) that responses on target absent trials were faster 
than when they had not be en grouped in such a fashion, and al so faster 
than for target present trials. Cohen and I vry ( 1989) suggested that 
object boundaries as well as group.ing might provide initial or first 
ste,g e location information. Perhaps the shape boundary as well as the 
close proximity of the items in Humphrey et al.'s experiments 
facilitated faster processing of the visual information. 
Prinzmetal and Keysar·s (1989) theory and their experimental 
re s u lt s a re a l s o c om pat i b l e with A 11 po rt · s ( 1 9 8 9 ) s u g g e st i on t hat 
visual phenomena, such as the Gestalt grouping principles, could 
co nst itut e the co nst rai rits on vi sua 1 attention. Logically, if certain 
visual phenomena constrain attention they would be encoded before 
attention was applied to any particular item in a visual scene; that is, 
some visual processing would be required in order to make available 
the inf or mat ion by Y-(hi ch attention is constrained or ordered. A 11 port's 
notion of visual attention as an adaptive selection-for-action 
mechanism is also conducive tq the idea that it would be adaptive to 
initially encode spatial information that divided visual space into the 
possible areas and objects with which an organism might interact. 
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To summarize, the evidence from illusory conjunction experiments, 
as well as some visual search experimental results that have posed 
problems for FIT, support the notion that information dividing visual 
space into areas or units is initially encoded and then constrains bot/J 
visual attention and feature i nteg ration. The evidence al so suggests 
that this initially encoded information not only limits or constrains 
feature integration, but that it may, under some conditions, also 
facilitate the processing of visual elements contained within the areas 
or units of space, by enabling mo re cognitively economic al use of a 
limited capacity parallel system. It further suggests illusory 
conjunctions are the consequence of a spreading effect, from the 
degraded visual information registered as a result of limited exposure 
time. Finally, the evidence indicates that visual attention is not 
necessary to feature integration, but rather, facilitates the correct 
perception of visual phenomena once initial location and feature 
in teg ration has occurred. The hypotheses s umm ari zed here will be 





Th e pres en t h y pot he s i s i s t ha t v i s u a l i n f o rm at i on l i k e ob j e ct 
groupings or the edges of objects wi 11 both constrain and f acil itat e 
feature i nteg ration and the perception of objects. If this is the case 
then there should be different results if the same stimuli are presented 
with a constraint than when they are presented without the constraint. 
There are however, three related predictions arising from this 
hy poth esi s and a 11 three w i 11 be addressed by this experiment. Two 
predictions are related to the controlling or limiting effects of 
cons training location information like grouping or the edges of objects, 
and the third pre diction is related to the pos si bl e f acil itat iv e effects 
of such constraints. 
First, evidence has shown that brief viewing times can lead to 
i 11 l,l sory conjunctions. If feature integration is constrained by grouping 
or the edges of objects, then illusory conjunctions should only be 
formed from features contained in objects that appear within the same 
group or area. Consequently, a second pre diction arises from this first 
one: that is, illusory conjunctions should not be formed from features 
contained in two items that fall into different groups or areas of space. 
I will test both of these predictions in this experiment. Further, if the 
hypothesized constraints on visual processing actually facilitate 
correct percept ion and feature integral ion, then it follows that when 
viewing time is brief more efficient processing, and therefore less 
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errors overall, might be expected when those constraints are present 
than when they are not present. This third prediction will also be 
tested. 
It is suggested that i 11 usory conjunctions arise as an adaptive 
response to the encoding of degraded information when viewing time is 
brief ( Pri nzme ta 1 and Keysar, 1 989). However, if i 11 u sory conj u net ions 
are formed only from items contained within areas defined by visual 
constraints, then it follows that they should not 
occur when no such constraint is present. Treisman and Schmidt 
( 1982) conducted an experiment in which they presented subjects with 
four co 1 oure d shapes after a ce ntra 11 y 1 ocated attention cue, presented 
1 5 Oms b e f o re t he di s p 1 a y. Thi s w a s to t e st t he pre di ct i on th at a 
centrally located attention cue would cause the attentional lens to fall 
on to the sh ape 1 o cations rather than the who 1 e are a defined by the 
di git s, and so illusory conjunctions would not be formed with the 
attentional focus on the central 1 ocat ions. As pre vi ousl y mentioned, it 
is possible the digit task constituted a subjective boundary which 
might have 1 ed to the 1 et ters being grouped and processed as part of one 
entity or area of space. Also, recall that Nakayama and Mackeben 
( 1989) found that de tee ti on of a target was enhanced more if an 
attention cue was presented between 70ms and 150ms before the 
target on set, than if the cue was presented concurrently with the 
target, indicating that attention was captured by the transient, 
ex tern a 11 y con tro 11 e d attention system. Hence, the pre cue used by 
Trei sman and Schmidt in this experiment may have constituted a 
cons training factor that mi ~ht not on 1 y have enh a need detection of the 
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coloured shapes, but al so have taken priority over any other external 
constraining stimuli presented concurrently with the shapes (i.e. the 
dig its). T rei s man and Schmidt did not compare the error rates from 
exp eri me nts when the dig its were presented with the letters to error 
rates for this la st experiment; they only noted th at no significant level 
of 1 ll us ory conjunctions occurred in the latter case. In fact they could 
not have made this comparison as presentation times were varied 
across their experiments (Tsal, 1989) and to my knowledge, neither has 
this comparison been made in any of the other research published. The 
fact that Trei s man and Schmidt found no significant 1 evel of illusory 
conjunctions when the primary task was reporting a precued centrally 
located item, could have resulted because the digits no 1 anger acted as 
a constraint th at could have grouped the letters so they would be 
processed as one entity or area of space. In fact, in the absence of any 
more "global constraints", the edges of the items themselves could 
have acted as "local constraints", thereby leading to their being 
registered as separate objects or areas, and so to a condition that 
should prevent illusory conjunctions occurring above chance levels (i.e. 
illusory conjunct ions should not be formed from features contained 
with i n di ff e re n t are as o f s pa c e) . I w i 11 t es t the pre d i c ti o n t ha t 
illusory conjunctions should not occur above chance levels if items are 
presented in the absence of a constraint. 
There is another prediction arising from Prinzmetal and Keysar·s 
( 19 89) proposal th at i 11 u sory conjunctions are an adaptive response to 
the registration of degraded information for some parts of the visual 
s c en e w he n vi e w i n g ti m e i s b r i e f. T he y fur th er s u g g est i 11 us o ry 
conjunctions arise because the little visual data that is registered 
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when v i e w i n g ti m e i s very 1 i mite d, i s spread to f i 11 i n the mi s s i n g data. 
It is also possible that they could arise from a confusion of the visual 
information registered if that information was being processed in a 
parallel system (Townsend, 1990). Either hypothesis leads to the 
prediction that illusory conjunctions wi 11 more readily occur between 
items that are more similar than between items that are very 
different. For example, between blue and green more readily than 
between pink and green. This pre diction wi 11 a 1 so be test ed. 
An adaption of p roce du res previous 1 y emp 1 o yed with regard to 
i 11 us ory conjunctions is used to test the pre dictions out 1 i ned above. As 
in Co hen and I vry·s ( 1989) experiments, subjects are briefly presented 
with two coloured letters, a target and a d istractor, and required to 
report which of two possible target 1 et ters is present in a display, as 
well as its colour. Following Prinzmetal and Keysar·s (1989) 
experiments there is no primary task, but rather a centrally 1 ocated 
fixation point is employed to ensure that the subject's attention is, at 
1 e as t i n it i a 11 y , f i x e d o n t he c en t re of the vi s u a 1 d i s p 1 a y . How ever, 
rather than test the effects of grouping on performance as Prinzmetal 
and Keysar did, I will utilize black square out lines to divide the visual 
see ne into separate areas, and examine the effect these squares have 
on the occurrence of i 11 uso ry conjunctions, as we 11 as o vera 11 error 
rates. 
Recall that Cohen and I vry (1989) found i 11 usory conjunctions did not 
occur above cha nee 1 e vel s when the 1 ett ers were presented 1 ° or mo re 
of visual angle apart. In their second group of expe rime nts, illusory 
conjunctions were formed when the distance between items was 
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slightly more than 1 ° of visual angle. Because of their findings the 
letters in this experiment wi 11 be separated by 1 ° of vi sua 1 angle. The 
more conservative distance is used to ensure that the 1 etters wi 11 be 
close enough to lead to illusory conjunctions. The experiment also 
employs four conditions; one in which only the two coloured letters are 
pre sent ed} one in which both coloured 1 ett ers are presented i nsi qe of 
the square} one in which both l 8tt ers are outside of the square} and one 
in which one letter appears inside and one outside of the square. These 
four conditions are used to test the pre dictions. 
1. First} it is predicted that illusory conjunctions will only be formed 
from features contained in objects that have been grouped together in 
some way. This pre diction wi 11 be te sled by presenting the two 1 et ters 
so they both appear either inside or outside of the square. If the square 
acts as a constraint and groups the letters} resulting in their being 
processed in parallel as part of a single area or entity} then illusory 
conj unctions should occur above chance levels. The square should also 
1 ead to the two letters being treated as belonging to a separate single 
area or entity when they are outside of the square. Therefore} illusory 
conjunctions should occur above chance levels when the two letters 
both appear either inside or outside of the square. 
2. It is also predicted that constraints on feature integral ion should 
prevent i 11 usory conjunctions from being for med from features 
contained in two items when those items each fall into different 
groups or areas defined by those constraints. To test this pre diction} 
the two coloured letters w i 11 be presented on some trials so that one 
letter falls inside the square and the other falls outside the square. It 
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is expected that i 11 usory conjunctions will not occur above cha nee in 
this condition, and further, that they s houh:I occur at a rate· which is 
less than would be expected by chance. 
3. It is predicted that constraints on visual processing should 
facilitate the correct perception of stimuli. To test this prediction 
total error rates are compared between a condition in which only two 
coloured letters are presented, and conditions in which the letters are 
pre sent ed with a black square. If the square acts as a con strain t on 
feature integration by grouping the letters, resulting in their being 
processed in parallel as a part of the area into which they fall, then 
more accurate target de tee ti on should occur when the letters are 
presented with the square than when they are pre sent ed without the 
square. 
4. I t i S pre di C t e d t hat il l USO ry CO n j Un Ct i On S S h OU l d On 1 y O C CU r a b O Ve 
chance levels when items are contained within an area defined py a 
constraint and further, when no such constraint is present, ill us ory 
conj uncti ans should not occur above chance levels. To test this 
prediction illusory conjunction rates for the condition when the letters 
appear with the blaGk square will be compared to illusory conjunction 
rates for the condition when the letters are presented with no black 
square. While illusory conjunctions should occur above chance levels 
when the letters are grouped together by the square, they s haul d not 
occur above ch a nee l eve 1 s when no square is present. 
5 _ Fi n all y, t he pre d i ct i on that il 1 us o ry conj u n ct i on s a re mo re 1 i k e 1 y to 
ace ur when two items are more similar in co 1 our than when they are 
less similar, wi 11 also be tested: for example, they might more readily 
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occur bet we en blue and green items than bet ween blue and pink items. 
To test this prediction, illusory conjunction rates are compared across 
the six col our pairs derived from the four colours used with the letters 
in this experiment. 
And now, it is ti me "to leave the prim path of rosy speculation and 
muck a bout with the data" (Ziff, 1964, p 214). 
METHOD 
Subjects. 
Twenty four subjects pa rt i ci pated in the exp eri men t. All were 
secondary school and university students aged between 17 and 43 years 
of age (Appendix A, 1, Table 1 ). Eighteen of the subjects were fem al es 
and six were males. All of the subjects informed the experimenter 
that they had normal or corrected to normal vision. 
AP..Qa rat us and Stimuli. 
Stimuli we re presented with slides using three ta chis tosc ope 
projectors which were controlled by an Apple SE computer, using 
software programmed in Hypertal k, via an IDAC controller programmed 
in Pascal. All stimuli were projected from a projector room through a 
hatch in the wall onto the back of a rectangular screen surrounded by a 
black ca rd board frame. This frame measured 40.2 cm i ri height by 50. 7 
cm in width and the rectangular screen ho le cut in this frame was 
16cm in height by 24 cm in width. The screen was situated in the 
expe ri mental room lit by one Superl ux desk lamp with a 1 O O watt bulb. 
This lamp was placed behind the subjects· chair and adjusted so that it 
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sh one to wards the up per part o f the wall on w hi c h the s c re en was 
Situated (Appendix A, 2). 
Figure 13a Figure 13b Figure 1 3c 
A B . 
C D 
Figure 13a shows the central fixation point (not present during the letter display) and the 
4 1 etter-pair locations: an upper horiiontal position (AB}, a lower horizontal position 
(CD), a left vertical position (AC}, and a right vertical position (BD). 
Figures 13b. and 13c show the 4 black square outline locations: an upper (a) and a lower 
(b) square (Fig. lb), and a left (c) and right (d) square (Fig. le). All these squares were 
placed so that the center point of the inner edge fell on the central _fixation point of the 
display. 
The stimuli contained in the slides consisted of an asterisk, the 
1 etters O, S, F and V which were co 1 oured pink, ye 11 ow, b 1 ue or green, 
black square-outlines, and multi-coloured geometric shapes. There 
were 290 slides. One slide contained only a centrally located fixation 
point in the form of small black asterisk. A secono slide was used as a 
mask and consisted of a variety of multi-coloured geometric shapes. 
The col ours of these shapes differed from the four colours assigned to 
the 1 etters. The remaining 288 slides each contained two coloured 
letters. One of these letters was always an F or a V (the target 
letters) while the other letter was an O or an s. Half (144) of the 
slides contained only the two letters, and on each slide these were 
assigned to one of four possible letter-pair locations. The letter-pairs 
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a pp e a red i n each of t he four l o cat i on s e qua 11 y oft e n. Fi g u re 1 3 a sh ow s 
the four letter-pair positions and how the two letters on each slide 
could be located horizontally in either the upper or lower posit ions, or 
vertically in either the left or right positions. All four letters were an 
equal distance from the central fixation point. 
Figure 14a Figure 14b Figure 14c 
F 0 
• 
Figures~, 14b, and 14c show the upper horizontal letter-pair (FD) in the 3 shape 
conditions. In Fig. 14a the "in-shape" condition is shown with both letters inside the 
upper square (a in Fig. 13b). In Fig. 14b the "out-shape" condition is shown with both 
letters ouU;ide the lower square (b in Fig. 13b). In Fig. 14c the "divided-shape" 
condition is shown with one letter (F) inside, and one letter (0) Of.ltside the left square (c 
in Fig. 13c). The horizontal letter-pairs were also combined with a right square (din Fig. 
13c) in order to create displays in the divided-shape condition. 
The remaining 144 slides were exact replications of the first 1 44, 
but with the addition of a single b 1 ack square-outline th at appeared in 
each of four po ssi bl e locations in equal numbers of slides. Figures 13b 
and 13c show these four poss1bl e locati ans. The squares were arranged 
so that the the two letters in each letter-pair location appeared 
equally often in each of three possible shape conditions: both letters 
inside the square ( the "in-sh ape" condition); both letters outside the 
square (the "out-shape" condition); or with one letter inside and one 
outside the square (the "di vi de d-s hape" condition). Figures 1 4a, 1 4b 
and 14c show the 3 shape conditions for an upper horizontal letter-
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pair. The 144 slides that contained only coloured letters effectively 
created a fourth condition (the "no-shape" condition) (Appendix A, 3). 
The letter pairs were arranged so that the target and dis tractor 
letters appeared equally often in the various possible combinations. 
Each of the target letters was combined equa 11 y of ten with each of the 
two distractor letters, and the order of the letters was reversed for 
half of the presentations in each of the four letter-pair locations (e.g. 
target letter on the left and di stractor on the right for half of the 
presentations in the horizontal locations, and the order reversed for 
the other half of the presentations). Also, col ours were not randomly 
assigned to letters, but were assigned so that each 1 etter pair appeared 
equally often in each of the six possible colour pairs (i.e. blue-green, 
blue-yellow, blue-pink, green-yellow, green-pink, and yellow-pink). 
Coldur pairs also appeared equally often in both orders (i.e. yellow-pink 
and pink-yellow, for example). The squares were assigned to letter 
pairs so that col our and letter pair combinations appeared equally of ten 
in each of the three shape conditions. The 288 slides were randomly 
assigned to six blocks of f arty eight slides each. Copies of a selection 
of these 288 slides were used to create six practice bloc ks of twenty 
four slides each. 
Subjects were seated so the di stance between their eyes and the 
screen was 1 80 centimeters and the distance bet we en the two letters 
was a pproxi matel y 1 ° of visual angle. Visual angles as well as letter 
and square dimensions are summarized in Table 1 (Appendix A, 4). 
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TABLE 1: The screen surface distances (w) and visual angles (.0) for Experiment 1, 
where the subjects' distance from the screen (d) = 180 ems (figures may be approximate 
because of rounding)\.:....---------~------------
w (in ems). ~ 
Bet ween 1 et t ers 3.1 1 .. 0° 
Letter: 
height 1.4 0.44° 
width 1. 1 0.33° 
SQL~are sides 6.5 2. 1 ° 
Screen: 
height 16.0 5. 1 ° 
width 24.0 7.5° 
Procedure. 
The experiment consisted of six blocks of forty eight trials each, 
preceded by between three and six practice blocks of twenty four trials 
each. Possible effects of fatigue or practice were controlled for by 
changing the presentation order of the experimental blocks in a 
systematic way across subjects. At the beginning of each trial a 
central fixation point, 1 n the form of a s ma 11 asterisk, was present ed. 
Subjects were instructed to keep their gaze and attention fixed on this 
point. After 1 000 ms the fixation point was rep laced by a display 
con tai ni n g two coloured letters in one of the four possible 1 ett er-pair 
locations described. This display was subsequently replaced by the 
presentation of a mask for 1 000 ms, and in the form of multicoloured 
geometric shapes. Subjects were told that a target letter, in the form 
of either an F or a V, would be present in every trial. They were 
instructed to respond verb a 11 y by saying F or V, whichever letter they 
had perceived, and then to state its colour using one of the four 
possible colours used in the experiment. In half of the trials this 
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di s p 1 a y a 1 s o c on t a i n e d a b 1 a c k s q u i':l re out 1 i n e b u t part i c i pa n ts we re 
inf armed that no response was required in rel at ion to these squares. 
Subjects were al so instructed to guess in cases where they had missed 
seeing the target letter or were unsure of their perceptions. The 
subjects· responses were entered, by the experiment er, in to the Apple 
SE computer situated in an adjacent room. On completion of each block 
the col our, 1 ett er, i 11 u sory conjunction, and tot al error rates for all 
four conditions for that block were calculated by the computer. 
During the first practice b 1 o ck the 1 etter di sp 1 ay was presented for 
200 ms. The presentation time was reduced to 150 ms, 100 ms, and 
th en by dee rem en ts of 1 6.6 ms ( 1 /60 sec) on subsequent practice 
blocks, unt i1 each subject reached an error rate of about twenty five 
percent. If the subject's error rate was still as 1 ow as ten percent or 
1 ess at the end of the third practice block, then a dee rement of 33.3 ms 
(2/60 sec) was made in the presentation time for the next practice 
block and, if required, further decrements of 1 6.6 ms were made on 
subsequent blocks. After completing bet ween three and six practice 
blocks, each subject completed the six experimental blocks. If the 
error rate changed substantially during the experimental blocks (i.e. 
fell below 1 5% or increased to over 35% on two consecutive blocks) the 
letter display time was adjusted by 16.6 ms (Appendix A, 5). 
Particularly at the faster presentation times, decrements of 16.6 ms 
could push a subject's error rate from under fifteen to over thirty five 
percent, but tee hni cal 1 imitations prevented sma 11 er ti me adjustments 
being made. In these cases the presentation time producing the higher 
error rate was maintained resulting in so me subjects· tot al error rates 
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being substantially higher than twenty five percent. For other 
subjects, two consecutive blocks at less than a fifteen percent error 
rate led to an overall rate of su bstant i ally below twenty five percent. 
During the experimental blocks no feedback was given with regard to 
performance. 
RESULTS 
The mean projection time far the letter displays for this experiment 
was 5/60ths of a second and ranged from 2/60ths to 6/60ths of a 
second (Appendix B, 1, Table 1). The mean projection ti me was similar 
to times used in previous related research (e.g. Cohen &lvry, 1989; 
Prinzmetal & Keyser, 1989; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982). The average 
total rate of errors was twenty eight percent. Five error types a re 
possible with th~ task em ployed in this experiment. Feature errors 
occur when one feature of an item is reported correctly and one 
reported incorrectly. There are two types of feature error. Letter 
tetJtt1re errors arise where the colour of the target is reported 
correctly but an incorrect letter is given. Colot1r fetJtt1re errors occur 
where the target letter is correct 1 y reported but the col our re ported is 
one not present in the display. lllt1sory conjt111ctfons occur when two 
features, each from a different item in a display, are reported as an 
item that is not act ua 11 y pre sent. In this experiment the subjects were 
inf armed that the letter was al ways an F or a V and this eff ec ti ve ly 
prevented the report of illusory conjunction errors that combined the 
distractor letter with the other colour in the display. Illusory 
conjunctions were therefore indicated by a correctly reported target 
letter but as having the colour of the distractor (i.e. the other colour 
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present in the display). Complete errors occur when both the target 
letter and its colour are reported incorrectly, so both a letter feature 
and a colour feature error are made for the same target. Letter 
fetJtt1re p/t1s conjtmction errors are complete errors, but here an 
incorrect report of the target 1 ett er is combined with the colour of the 
di st ractor, as it is for i 11 usory conjunctions. However, these errors do 
not constitute illusory conjunctions because only one of the reported 
features is present in the display (Appendix B, 6, Tables 1 to 5 give raw 
data for the five error types). 
A c rit i c a 1 an a 1 y s i s f o r t hi s res e a re h i s o f t he rat e o f i 11 u s iJ ry 
conjunctions in each of the four conditions. Following the method used 
by Cohen and I vry ( 1989), chance rates of i 11 uso ry conjunctions we re 
considered as a ratio of 2: 1 colour feature errors to illusory 
conjunctions. Four colours were used and on any given trial one of 
these four co 1 ours would be the correct co 1 our, 1 eavi ng three po ssi bl e 
error col ours: one present in the display in the di street or, the mention 
of which would constitute an illusory conjunction; and two not present 
in the display, either of which would therefore constitute a colour 
feature error if reported. Or,e-tailed t-tests were used to test for 
rat es of i 11 uso ry conjunctions occurring significantly above in the no-
sh ape, in-shape and out-shape conditions and below chance in the 
d1 vided shape condition. If a ratio of 2: 1 col our feature errors to 
illusory conjunctions is the chance level of illusory conjunctions, then 
when illusory conj unctions occur above or below half the rate of colour 
feature errors, they would be occurring above or below chance. The t-
tests we re therefore performed using the me an of the differences in 
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rates of colour- conjunctions and half the colour feature errors, 
following Cohen and lvry ( 1969) (Appendix B, 2). 
Th e t- t BS t S Sh OW e d th at , a S pre d i C t e d , il ] U SO ry CO n j Un Ct i O n S 
occurred at a rate significantly above chance for both the in-shape 
condition, t (23) = 3.00, p< 0.005, I-toilet:(. and out-shape condition, 
t (23) = 6.22, p< 0.0005, /-toiled. While i 11 usory conjunctions did not 
differ significantly from chance levels for the no-shape condition, they 
occurred at a rate si g nifi cant l y below cha nee for the divided-shape 
condition, t (23) = -4.69, p< 0.0005, I-toiled, (Appendix B, 2, Table 1 ). 
Table 2 shows the mean rates of the different types of errors made by 
subjects, as proportions of the total responses made in each of the four 
conditions. Illusory conjunction rates significantly above or below 
chance levels are marked by an asterisk. 
TABLE 2: Mean proportions of the different types of error responses made in four 
conditions for Exgeriment 1, where the visual angle between letters was 1 °. 


































Results of the t-tests were as pre di cte d and appear to i ndi cat e that 
th e i n cl us i on of t he bl a ck s q u a re , a n d its rel at i on s hi p to th e t w o 
coloured letters, are the critical factors in determining whether 
i 11 usory conjunctions occur at a significant level when the letters are 
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separated by 1 ° of visual angle. When one 1 etter was placed inside the 
square and one outside the square, illusory conjunctions occurred at a 
rate much 1 ower than would be expected by chance. Al so, while illusory 
conjunctions occurred at an above chance level when both letters were 
either inside or outside the square, they occurred only at a cha nee level 
when no square, and therefore no constraint, was pre sent. 
As we 11 as using t-t ests to test for a significant level of illusory 
conjunctions within each condition, the means of the differences in 
rates between il 1 us ory conjunctions and half of the col our feature 
errors, were compared across the four conditions using an analysis of 
v a ri an c e . Th i s an a 1 y s i s rev ea 1 e d a s i g n if i c an t c on d i ti o n s e ff e c t, 
F(3,23) = 45.27, p< 0.00001 (Appendix B, 3, Tables 1 and 2). Tukey 
tests indicated that the proportions of illusory conjunctions in the in-
sh a p e an d o u t - sh a p e c on di ti on s we re n o t s i g n if i ca n t 1 y d if fer en t. 
Significant 1 y more i 11 usory conj unctions occurred in both these 
conditions than in the no-shape and divided-shape conditions. A 
significant difference in illusory conjunction rates was also found 
bet ween the ho- shape and divided-shape conditions. As pre di cte d, the 
divided-shape condition elicited si gni fi cant 1 y fewer illusory 
conjunctions than all of the other three conditions (Appendix B, 3, 
Table 3). 
Together with the t-test results, these results show that illusory 
conjunctions occurred si g nif i cant 1 y above chance 1 evel s on 1 y when both 
1 et ters appeared either inside or outside of a square. Whi 1 e i 11 us ory 
conjunction rates did not differ from chance levels when the letters 
were presented without a square, they occurred at levels significant 1 y 
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below chance when one letter was inside and one outside of the square. 
The other important analysis for this research is of the ave ra 11, or 
tot al error rates elicited by each of the conditions. It was predicted 
that the black square should facilitate more accurate detection of the 
target, and therefore lower error rates, in the shape conditions than in 
the no-shape condition. An analysis of variance comparing the mean 
total error rates across the four conditions revealed a significant 
effect, .F(3,23) = 7.19, P< 0.0003, (Appendix B, 4, Tables 1 and 2). 
Tukey tests indicated, as predicted, that this effect could be accounted 
for by the no-shape condition eliciting significantly more errors than 
any of the shape conditi qns, none of which differed significantly from 
each other in total error rates (Appendix B, 4, Table 3). 
This pre di cte d res ult seems to i ndi ca te that the presence of a 
constraint in the form of the square facilitated better detection of the 
target than when no constraint was present. However, a close scrutiny 
of Table 2 suggests that comparing the total error rates may not be 
to ta 11 y i n f o rm at i v e. Th e d at a i n tab l e 2 i n d i cat es the di vi de d- sh a p e 
condition e 1 i cited feature error rates that are s ubstant i a 11 y higher th an 
those for either of the other shape conditions. In fact it produced 
featurE;l error rates that are as high, or higher than in the no-shape 
condition. It would appear then, that the significant 1 y below chance 
rate of illusory conjunctions elicited by the divided-shape condition, 
has reduced the total error rate and masked a higher rate of the other 
types of errors in this condition than in the other shape conditions. 
Therefore, the total errors mi nus the i 11 usory conjunctions (i.e. the non 
conjunct ion errors) were examined. An analysis of variance of non 
conjunction errors revealed a significant effect, .F (3, 23) = 1 9. 7 45, p< 
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0.00001, (Appendix B, 5, Tables 1 and 2). Tukey tests indicated that 
more non conjunction errors were made in the divided-shape condition 
than in the other two shape conditions, and that these errors were 
equal in frequency in the divided-shape and no-shape conditions 
(Appendix B, 5, Table 3). Figure 15 demonstrates the differences in 
i 11 us or y co n j u n c ti on , no n c on j u n ct i o n an d to ta 1 e rro r ra t es a c ro s s t he 
four conditions. 
Figure 15: Mean illusory conjunction, non conjunction and total error rates, as 
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As predicted, error rates were 1 ow er for the in-shape and out- shape 
conditions, even though illusory conjunction rates were higher for 
these conditions than the other two conditions. However, in the 
divided-shape condition (when one letter was inside and one outside 
the square) the i 11 us ory conjunction rate was si gnifi cant 1 y 1 ow er than 
for any of the other conditions, but an analysis of non conjunction 
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errors indicates that these errors were significantly more likely in the 
divided-shape condition than for the other shape conditions, and in fact 
mo re si m i1 ar to the no-sh ape condition. So, when the 1 ower rate of 
illusory conjunctions for the divided-shape condition is taken into 
account, error rates for this condition a pp ear to be more similar to the 
no-sh ape condition than to the other sh ape conditions. 
Fina11y, recall that it was predicted that illusory conjunctions 
would be mo re 1 ikel y to arise when mo re si mi 1 ar co lours we re 
presented together, than when colours that are very different were 
presented together (e.g. blue and green rather than say blue and pink). 
Table 3 (p87) presents the releyant raw data for the twenty four 
subjects. While the nature of the data precluded the use of parametric 
statistical procedures, it is clear illusory conjunctions are more 1 ikely 
for some colour pairs than others. For example, it can be seen that all 
twenty four subjects produced illusory conjunctions for the blue/green 
pair, but not for any other col our pair ( a mean of 0. 332 comp a red to 
0.005, 0.002, 0.006, 0.003, and 0.041). So, as predicted, illusory 
conjunctions appear more likely wh~n the two letters presented are 
si mi 1 ar in colour (i.e. blue and green) than when they are very different 
in colour (e.g. blue and yellow). 
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TABLE 3: lllllsory conjllnction rates as proportions of each sllbject's total responses for 
each of 6 colollr pairs, as well as means and standard deviations for each colollr pair in 
Exgeriment 1 {n = 24). 
Colollr pair 































































































































































The results from Experiment 1 demonstrate that constraining visual 
information is a critical factor in determining whether illusory 
conjunct ions are formed or not. When both letters were either inside 
the area defined by the square outline or both in the are a outside of the 
square, ill us ory conjunctions occurred at a level th at far exceeded 
chance. However, when the square was not present, illusory 
conjunctions did not occur above chance levels. Further, the results 
demon st rate that constrain ts ac tua 11 y prevent i 11 u sory conjunctions 
being formed from features contained in items or objects that fall into 
different are as defined by such constraints. When one i tern f el 1 inside 
and one outside of the square, the colour of one letter was p rev en ted 
from spreading to, or becoming confused with, the col our of the other 
letter. So, illusory conjunctions not only arise as a result of the 
prese nee of a constraint, but are al so pre vented by the presence of such 
a constraint. 
The results from E xperi men t 1 indicated th ere was another fact or 
involved in determining whether illusory conjunctions would be formed 
or not. This was the st mil art ty of f ea tu res found in separate objects. 
11 lusory conjunctions were eli cite cl far more f requer,tly when items 
were similar in colour than when they were coloured very differently. 
When the two letters were coloured blue and green far more illusory 
conj unctions occurred than when they were coloured blue and yellow or 
green and pink, for example. However, while the blue and green 
appeared to be mo re similar in col our than any other col our pair, due to 
technical limitations I could not ascertain in what way hue, saturation, 
BS 
brightness or a combination of these di men si ons is re sponsi b 1 e for the 
colour similarity effect. Nevertheless it is possible that at least some 
of the large differences apparent in Table 3 could be due to colour 
spreading when brief viewing ti mes 1 ed to degraded visual information, 
or e v en a co 1 o u r a d d it i v e e f f e c t as P ri n z m et al and Ke y s a r ( 1 9 8 9 ) 
suggest might be the case. 
The proposal of a colour additive effect rests on the idea that the 
colours of two items might be combined to fill in the missing data. For 
example, red and green might be combined to form brown. Some 
anecdotal evidence supports the notion that illusory conjunctions 
involving colour arise from a colour additive effect, as well as 
indicating how the colour similarity factor mi-ght be better tested. 
Several subjects re ported seeing the target 1 ett er in a colour that was 
different to any bf the four colours used. An example of one such 
col our were reports of purple and, after several such reports, a check 
on the actual col ours presented when subsequent reports of purple were 
made revealed those colours to be pink and blue. Perhaps allowing 
subjects the choice of more colour responses (eight for example) might 
produce results that indicate a col our additive effect. It would al so be 
useful to acquire si m i1 arity ratings of the actual colours used in order 
to obtain an initial colour-similarity measure. Table 3 certainly 
i ndi cat es that the similarity factor warrants further exploration. 
It was predicted that less errors overall should occur when the 
square was present than when it was not present. This pre diction was 
derived from the hypothesis that con straining visual information might 
facilitate the accurate detection of objects by dividing visual space 
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into units or chunks, and the information within those units would then 
be processed together in a limited capacity parallel system. 1 
Besides demonstrating that the occurrence of illusory conjunctions is 
de t e rm i n e d by mo re th a n on e f a c to r, th e res u l ts of E x p e ri me n t 1 
supports the hyp 0th es is th at cons trei n i ng visual information might 
facilitate the accurate detection of objects. The results demonstrate 
that the black square had considerable effect on the ability to correctly 
identify the target letters. Further, these results show that not only 
the o v era ll error rate , b u t a l so rate s o f a ll o f t he d i ff e rent t y p es of 
errors are determined by at least two factors: the presence of a 
canst rai nt, and the relationship bet ween the items and the constraint. 
First, as predicted, the presence of a constraint not only leads to 
i l l us or y co n j u n ct i o n s , bu t al so f a c i l it at es a c cu ra t e d et e c ti on o f 
objects. That is, more i terns were correctly detected when they both 
fell either inside or outside of the constraining square than when the 
square was not presented. Second, an analysis of non conj unction 
errors showed that the pattern of these errors differed from the 
pattern of total error rates, and the pattern of illusory conj u net ion 
rates, across the four condi lions. That is, where the letters were 
situated in relation to the square determined not only the rate of errors 
but also which type of error was more likely to occur. When the square 
was not present, in the no-shape condition, illusory conjunctions 
occurred at chance level but more non conjunction errors occurred than 
1 I have proposed that such processing would occur in a limited capacity parallel 
system because the confusion or combination of features from different items, 
which occurs in the formation of illusory conjunctions, would be more likely to 
happen if the items were processed together in a parallel system than if they were 
processed separately, and probably sequentially, in a serial system (Townsend, 
1990). 
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the in-shape and out-shape con dit i ans. However, when b 0th letters 
appeared either inside or outside of the square, i1 l us ory conj uncti ans 
were above chance levels but non conjunction errors were far lower 
than for the other conditions, resulting in an overall error rate that 
was sign ifi c antl y lower th an for the no-shape condition. In c ontr-a st, 
when one letter appeared inside and one outside the square, non 
conjunct ion errors were as high as for the no-shape condition, but an 
illusory conjunction rate far below ch.ance level led to a total error 
rate similar to that elicited by the other two shape conditions (Figure 
15 in the results section, demonstrates the way each type of error 
differed across the 4 conditions) 
A 1th ough the pattern of non conj unction errors a cross the four 
conditions was not predicted, the results still support the prediction 
that the black square would lead to more accurate detection of the 
target than would occur when no square was present. This is 
part i cul arl y a pp are nt for the in-sh apj3 and out-shape conditions where 
total error rates were lower than for the no-shape condition, despite 
the fa ct that these two shape conditions elicited much higher rat es of 
illusory conjunctions than the other conditions. The prediction of 
fewer errors occurring when the square was present than for the no-
shape condition is true only of i 11 usory conjunction rates for the 
divided-shape condition. Non conjunction rates were not less frequent 
1 n the divided-shape condition than in the no-shape condition. This 
result will be discussed further when it is compared to the results 
from experiment 2. 
In Experiment 2 the visual angle between the letters will be 
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i n c re as e d t o 2 ° and th i s i s exp e ct e d to re duce t he ra t e of i 11 us o ry 
conjunctions in the in-sh ape and out-shape conditions. However, the 
f aci l itati ve affects on the accurate detection of the target should still 
occur. Therefore the results from Experiment 1 with regard to non 





Re ca 11 C oh e n and I v ry ( 1 9 8 9 ) f o u n d, th at w he n t w o l e tt e rs were 
separated by more than 1 ° of visual angle, illusory conjunctions did not 
occur above chance levels, and further that they occurred at less than 
chance levels when the letters were separated by more than 2.17° of 
visual angle. Their results could be explained by the notion that 
proximity and density acted as constraints on feature integration. Th at 
is, when items are separated by more than a critical visual angle, those 
items are then treated as separate objects or separate areas of space 
rat her than as part of the same object or area, as app eans to be the 
case when they are separated by visual angles of 1 ° or less. 
It might also be expected that the proposed constraints would 
op eret e within areas already, or i nit i a 11 y, separated by those visual 
con st rain ts. For example, it would not be adaptive to have the features 
defining the windows and doors of a building spreading to fill in 
missing data when brief viewing times or poor illumination led to 
degraded visual information. It is known that proximity and density 
appear to constitute constraints on visual processing. Also, Cohen and 
lvry ( 1989) have shown that illusory conjunctions do not occur above 
chance levels when items located far apart. We might expect than, that 
when a small number Of well separated objects, although fully within a 
bounded area, wi 11 be registered as separate entities rather th an as a 
surface p rope rt y. I f so , i 11 u so ry co n j u n ct i o n s w o u l d not be l i k el y to 
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occur above chance among such i terns. This is, in effect, suggesting a 
hierarchy of processing on a different dimension to the one suggested 
previously (i.e. that visual space is first encoded as separated areas of 
space and that further processing like feature integration is 
constrained and contained within those areas). On this suggested 
second dimension, more "global constraints" are differentiated from 
"local constraints". That is, the constraints may operate in a type of 
"depth structure" so that separate (and "local") objects within an 
initially (and "globally") defined area might be treated as separate 
entities. For example, separate tree$ within a forest viewed from a 
relatively close proximity might be processed as separate objects 
contained within the initially encoded forest area. If viewed from a 
great distance, a forest would probably appear more like a texture and 
the automatic processes involved in constraining visual input may need 
to be over-ridden in order to identify individual trees, and perhaps 
re qui re a tt e n ti on to f a c il it at e th i s i de n t if i ca ti on . Thi s n o ti o n co u l d 
also explain Cohen and I vry·s ( 1991) density effects on visual search. 
They found that search times were slower for conjunction targets when 
they were grouped closely together than for when they were spre~d 
apart. Pre dictions arising from the above hypothesis wi 11 be tested in 
this experiment. 
1 . Th e no ti on of a hi er arch i c a 1 dept h s tr u c tu re i s t es t e d, an d a 
replication of Cohen and lvry·s (1989) distance effects sought, by 
co n du c ti n g a s econ d ex p e ri men t, i dent i cal i n n at u re t o the f i rs t o n e 
except for the visual angles used. In Experiment 1 the two letters were 
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separated by 1° of visual angle, while in this experiment they are 
separated by 2° of visual angle. It is predicted that i 11 usory 
conj unctions will not occur above chance for letters separated by 2° of 
visual angle, even when a constraint in the form of the black square 
outline is present. That is, it is not expected that illusory 
conjunctions will occur above chance levels in any condition in this 
ex peri men t. 
2. "Gl oba 1 cans tra int s" might st i 11 be expected to coh strain feature 
integration even when it ems contained within areas, defined by those 
constraints, a re too di st ant from each other (i.e. locally constrained) to 
pro duce illusory conj uncti ans. It is therefore predicted th at the b 1 a ck 
sq u a re w o u 1 d pre v en t il l u so ry c on j u n ct i o n s w he n one 1 e tt er i s i n s i de 
and one outside of the square. So illusory conjunctions should still 
occur below chance levels in the divided-shape condition. 
3. If the constraints facilitate target detection by constraining 
attention as well as all owing items within areas to be processed 
together as single units or entities, then it wou 1 d st i 11 be expected that 
target detection might be better when the 1 etters are presented 
together with a square, even though they are separated by 2° of visual 
ang 1 e. It is therefore predicted that tot a 1 and non conj unction error 
re tes will show the same pattern as in Experiment 1: that is, non 
conjunct ion errors should be lower for the in-shape and out-shape 
condit i ans than for the n a-shape and di vi ded-sha pe cond it 1 ans. 
METHOD 
Subjects. 
Twenty four subjects also participated in this experiment. Once 
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aga it\ a 11 subject~ were secondary school and university students and 
their ages ranged bet ween 17 and 43 years (Append ix A, 1, Tab le 1 ). 
Sixteen of the subjects we re fem al es and eight were ma 1 es. A 11 
subjects informed the exper1men ter th at they had normal or corrected 
to normal vision. An attempt to have the same twenty four subjects 
participate in both exp eri me nts proved unsuccessful, resulting in only 
ten subjects part i ci pat i ng in both experiments. 
Ag_Qa rat us, Stimuli and Procedure. 
Apparatus, stimuli and procedural details for this experiment were 
identical to those in Experiment 1, except for the size of the screen and 
the visual angles cast by the stimuli. Wh11 e the screen frame area was 
the same for both experiments, the rectangular screen hole cut in this 
frame was small er for this experiment, being 16cm in height by 24 cm 
in width compared to 21.5 cm by 30.2 cm in the Experiment 1. Also, in 
this experiment subjects were seated so their eyes were 120 
centimeters from the screen and the re was 2° of visual angle between 
the letters. Letter and square di me nsi ons as well as visual angles a re 
summarized in Table 4 (Appendix A, 3). 
TABLE 4: The screen surface distances (w) and visual angles (.0) for experiment 2, 
where the subjects· distance from the screen (g)'--=---'-'12"'"'0 .... c ..... m"""'s'"'"". ________ _ 






















It should be noted that it is not just the visual angle between the 
letters that differs from Experiment 1, but al so the visual angles of all 
aspects of the stimuli. It would have been pr~ferable to change the 
visual angle separating the letters while holding all other visual angles 
constant, but this would have involved a complete] y new set of 290 
slides. 
RESULTS 
The mean pro je cti on ti me for the 1 et ter displays for Experiment 2 
was shorter than for Ex peri me nt 1, being 4/60t hs of a second, but the 
range was the same as for Experiment 1 , from 2/60 ths to 6/6 Oths of a 
second (Appendix B, 1, Table 1 ). The average total rate of errors was 
seventeen percent for this experiment. This means that brief er di splay 
times in this experiment, where the 1 etters were separated by 2° of 
visual angle, produced a 1 ower error rate than for Experiment 1 when 
the display ti mes were 1 anger and 1 etters were separated by only 1 ° of 
visual angle. That is, subjects were more accurate in their responses 
when the letters were spread further apart than when they were placed 
close together, even though viewing times were, on average, shorter 
when the 1 et ters were pl aced further apart. 
As for Experiment 1, the rate of illusory conjunctions in each of the 
four conditions is of pa rti cu 1 ar int ere st. For this experiment it was 
predicted that illusory conjunctions should not occur above chance 
levels in any condition, but that they should occur at less than chance 
levels in the divided-shape condition, where one letter is inside and 
one outside of the square. Once again, one-tailed t-tasts were 
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perfor-med using the means of the differences in rates of illusory 
conj u net ions and half of the col our feature errors. These t-tests 
revealed that il 1 us ory conjunctions did not occur at a significant 1 evel 
above chance in any condition. A 1 so, as pre di ct ed for the divided-sh ape 
condition, the conjunction errors, once again, occurred at a rate 
significantly below a level that would be expected by chance, t (23) = -
5. 14, P< 0 .0005, I-toiled, (Append ix B, 2, Tab 1 e 1 ). The error rates for 
this experiment are shown in Table 5 where, once again, colour 
conjunction error rates differing significantly from chance levels are 
marked with an asterisk (Raw data for the five error types from this 
experiment are in Appendix B, 7, Tab 1 es 1 to 5). 
TABLE 5: Mean proportions of the different types of error responses made in four 
conditions for Exi;ieri ment 2, where the visual angle between letters was 2°. 
Conditions 
Iyi;ie of resi;ionse No-sbai;ie ln-shai;ie Out-sbai;ie Di vi ded-shai;ie 
Colour feature .072 .071 .056 .090 
Illusory conjunctions .034 .027 .034 .009* 
Letter feature .074 .043 .05 .079 
Complete error .013 .005 .008 .007 
Letter feature i;ilus cblour conL .003 .003 0 .006 
Total errors .196 .149 .148 .191 
The t-test results for Experiment 2 were as predicted in that 
il 1 u so ry co n j u n c ti on s di d n o t o cc u r ab o v e ch a n c e l e v e 1 s w h en th e 
letters were separated by 2° of visual angle, even wheh those 1 etters 
both appeared in one of the are as defined by the square. When these 
results are considered together with the results of the t-t ests from 
Exp eri me nt 1, it can be stated th at the dis ta nee s between objects, as 
well as constraints in the form of the black squares, affect the rates 
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of i1 l u so ry conj u n ct i on s . 
The means of the differences between illusory conjunction and half 
of the col our feature error rates were compared across the four 
co n d it i o n s u s i n g an an a l y s i s o f var i an c e. T hi s a n al y s i s re v ea l e d a 
significant conditions effect, F(3,23) = 9.99, p< 0.00001, (Appendix B, 
3, Tables 4 and 5) and Tukey tests revealed, as predicted, that this was 
ac counted for by the divided-sh ape condition differing si gni fi'c ant l y 
from the other three conditions (which did not differ significantly from 
each other), in having elicited less illusory conjunctions than would be 
expected by chance (Appendix B, 3, Table 6). 
It was predicted that the total as well as the non conjunction error 
rates should reflect the same pat tern th at was apparent in Experiment 
1. That is, there should be less non conj u net ion errors in the in-shape 
and out-shape conditions than in the no-shape or divided-shape 
conditions. An analysis of variance comparing the mean total error 
rates across the four conditions revealed a significant effect, F(3,23) 
= 10.04, p< 0.0001, (Appendix B, 4, Tables 4 and 5). Tukey tests showed 
that both the no-shape and the divided-shape conditions elicited 
significantly greater total error rates than either the in-shape or out-
shape conditions, which did not differ significantly from each other 
(Appendix B, 4, Table 6). This result differs from the pattern of results 
for total error rates in Experiment 1, where all of the shape conditions 
produced lower total error rates than the no-shape condition. The 
result in this experiment better reflects the pattern found when non 
conjunction errors were analyzed in Experiment 1. Perhaps the lower 
rate of illusory conjunctions apparent for the in-shape and out-shape 
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con di ti ans in this experiment has resulted i ri 1 ess masking of the higher 
rate of non conjunction errors, by the very low rate of i 11 usory 
conj unctions in the divided-shape condition. 
In order to evaluate this notion as well as test the prediction that 
non conjunction errors should occur more in the no-shape and divided-
shape conditions than in the in-shape and out-shape conditions, an 
analysis of variance was used to examine the non conjunct ion errors. A 
significant conditions effect was found, F(3,23) = 14.395, p< 0.00001, 
(Appendix B, 5, Tables 4 and 5) and Tukey tests indicated the divided-
shape condition differed significantly from the two other shape 
conditi ans, but not from the no-shape condition (Appendix B, 5, Table 
6). Figure 16 demonstrates the differences between illusory 
c on j u n c ti on , n on c on j u n ct i o n an d t o t a 1 er ro r ra t e s f or th e f o u r 
cond it i ans in this e xperi men t. 
Figure 16: Mean illusory conjunction, non conjunction and total error rates, as 
P.rDP.Ortions of total resQonses for 4 conditions in ExQeriment 2 (n = 24).~. _____ _ 
-(o+o.l e,rrors. 
Non co"I)• t.r~or.s. 
,,___ ___________ !IILAsor~ <:onjS· 
0 fo-,~ope Oui-~ho.pe. 1)1vitle.d-i;ho.pe. 
c,,,'/'\t>\1-ho"s-
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So, as predicted, subjects were more accurate in their target 
detection when both letters appeared either inside or outside of the 
square, than when no square was present or one letter was inside and 
one outside of the square. 
DISCUSSION 
As predicted, Experiment 2 demonstrates that proximity is al so a 
factor involved in determining whether or not illusory conjunctions are 
formed. That is, proximity, as we 11 as the black square and colour 
similarity shown to effect illusory conjunctions in Experiment 1, are 
all determinants of 111 usory conjunction errors. 111 usory conjunctions 
did not occur above cha nee levels when the letters were 2° of visual 
angle apart, even when both letters fell into an area defined by the 
square ( i.e. both f e 11 either inside or outside of the square). When this 
result is compared to those from Ex pe rim en t 1, it i ndi cat es th at 
feature integration is locally constrained (i.e. visual information 
contained within the square was constrained by proximity) as well as 
globally constrained (i.e. the visual information was constrained by the 
black square regardless of the distance bet ween items). He nee 
fore ward I will use the terms "global constraint" and "local constraint" 
to differentiate between the co nstrai ni ng effects of the square (the 
glpbel constraint) and the effects of some visual information, 
contained within an are a defined by a global c onst rai nt, on i 11 us ory 
conjunction and non conjunction error rates (the local constraints). 
In Expe ri men t 1 i 11 us ory conjunctions occurred above chance levels 
when two items were separated by 1 ° of visual angle, and both fell into 
one of the areas defined by the square. Also, they did not occur above 
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chance levels in Experiment 2 when the letters were separated by 2° of 
visual angle, even when both items fell into one area. However, for the 
divided-shape condition illusory conjunctions occurred below chance 
levels in both expe rime nts regardless of tha di st a nee separating the 
letters. Further, i 11 usory conj u net ions did not occur above chance in 
the absence of the square in the no-shape condition, reg ardl es s of the 
di st a nee bet ween the 1 etters. This i ndi ca tes that the global constraint 
(i.e. the square) continued to constrain visual information even when 
local constraints (i.e. the proximity of items in Experiment 2) were 
operating to prevent i 11 uso ry conjunctions within the areas defined by 
the presence of the black square. 
It is, however, possible the change in the size of the screen, 
squares, and 1 etters in Experiment 2 also contributed to the results. 
The visual angle between the letters was adjusted from one experiment 
to the other by changing the size of the slide projection onto the screen 
and the subjects· dis ta nee from the screen. It might have been 
preferable to adjust the visual angle bet ween the 1 ette rs and hold all 
other distances constant, but this would have required making a whole 
new set of slides which time limits did not permit. However, these 
results replicate Cohen and Iv ry's ( 1989) results which in di cat ed that 
ill us ory conjunctions did not occur above cha nee when it ems were 
separated by more than 1 ° of visual angle, and at less than chance 
1 ev els when it ems were separated by more than 2.1 7° of visual angle. 
Further the change in the size of the letters, in proportion to the 
increase in acuity with eccentricity from Experiment 1 to Experiment 
2, would have prevented visual angle being confounded with visual 
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acuity. But it would be interesting to con duct sim i1 ar experiments to 
Experiments 1 and 2, and adjust only the visual angle between items 
whi 1 e holding size constant. Perhaps the size of it ems would interact 
with the distance between th em in determining whether or not i 11 u sory 
conj unctions are formed. 
As predicted, the pattern of non conjunction error rates across the 
four conditions in Experiment 2 replicated the pattern found in 
Experiment 1 for these errors. However, the results from Experiment 2 
show a different pattern in total error rates across the four conditions 
than occurred in Expe rime nt 1. As we have seen, the pattern of non 
conj unction rates was the same as for Experiment 1, so the lower rate 
of illusory conjunctions arising in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1 
most 1 ikely explains the difference in total error rate patterns. In 
e f f e ct , n on c on j u n ct i o n e rr ors o cc u r re d a t s i m i l a r ra t e s f or th e 
divided-shape and no-shape conditions, and were higher than for the 
other two shape conditions in both experiments, but the reduction in 
the rate of i 11 u sory conjunctions from Experiment 1 to E xperi me nt 2 in 
the in-shape and out-shape conditions led to their total error rate 
being lower than for the divided-shape condition in the second 
exp eri men t, when it had been si m i1 ar for all three shape conditions in 
the first experiment. 
Recall that it was origin ally predicted that the total error rates 
would be lower for all the shape conditions than the no-shape 
condition. This has not proved to be the case in Experiment 2 and 
further, an analysis of non conjunction errors showed these errors 
occurred at mu ch higher rates in the divided-shape condition than in 
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the other shape conditions, in both experiments. A p ossi bl e ex pl anat ion 
for this result is that the J,J,'tJ.Y the co nst rai nt (i.e. the square) is 
related to the items not only determines whether or not illusory 
conj u net ions occur bi,Jt al so the rate of other types of errors. While the 
square may have prevented ill us ory conj unctions occurring in the 
divided-shape condition, the way the letters were presented in rel at ion 
to the square in this condition seems to have increased other types of 
errors. It is possible that the areas of space defined by the presence of 
the square were cap tu ring subj 13cts· attention when both 1 et t ers were 
placed within one area, thereby facilitating target detection: that is, 
the "fi 11 ed" area would i ndi ca te in which area the target was 1 oca ted, 
whether or not that was inside or outside of the square. However, when 
one letter was inside and one outside the square, both areas would be 
ftlled, and there would be no initial indication for the subject of which 
f 111 ed are a contained the target. This exp 1 enat ion and the results on 
which it rests, wil 1 be pursued in the general discussion. 
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7 
GENERAL DI SC USS I ON 
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 were as predicted and support 
the notion of illusory conjunctions being an adaptive response to brief 
vi e w i n g ti me s, i n th e pres enc e of vi s u al i n f o rm a ti on t hat co n st r a i n s 
feature integration by dividing visual space into objects or areas. The 
results demonstrate that not only is the presence or absence of such a 
constraint critical in d etermi ni ng whether or not illusory conjunctions 
will be for med, but al so that the re is more than one fact or involved in 
producing illusory conjunctions. Fu rt her, the results i ndi cat e that the 
very mechanism which leads to this type of error, al so facilitates more 
accurate detection of objects because it leads to less non conjunction 
errors than occurs in the absence of sue h constrei i nts. 
In discussing the results of Experiments 1 and 2, it should be kept in 
mind that the spatial distribution of the letters remained exactly the 
same whether the square was present or not and irrespective of how 
the letters were arranged with respect to the square. That is, the 
letters in a top horizontal letter-pair, for example, did not change in 
the re spa ti al rel ati onsh i p to each other (in ea ch exp eri me nt), w he the r 
there was no square present, both fell inside or outside of the square or 
one fell inside and one outside of the square. It can therefore be stated 
with some confidence, that the prese nee of the square and how it was 
situated with respect to the letters, was instrumental in producing the 
different effects on error rates across the four conditions. It is also 
apparent from the results, that the square divided the display into two 
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areas or units (the one bounded by the square and the other outside of 
the square) bee a use the i 11 l)Sory conjunction, non conjunction and total 
error rat es did not differ si g ni fi cant l y bet we en the in-shape and out-
shape conditions. It is probable that a if single contour (or black line) 
divided the display area and was m ani p ul ate d so it a pp eared between 
the letters on some trials and to one side of the letters on other trials, 
it would yield similar results to thos~ for Exp eri men ts 1 and 2. 
The results from Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that constraining 
visual information operates in a kind of 1'depth structure" so that items 
fa 11 i ng into an area that has been defined by a constraint (i.e. gl oba 11 y 
constrained), will also be "locally" constrained so that separate items 
may be treated as such, even though they may be processed as part of 
the greater, globally defined, area. For example. a window or door of a 
house would be treated as a separate part of the house rather than just 
a surface property. As already mentioned, the results from 
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that a global constraint not only 
leads to illusory conjunctions, but also facilitates the detection of 
objects. Further, even though the di stance separating the letters in 
Exp eri me nt 1 resulted in i 11 usory conjunctions occurring above c hence 
l e v e 1 s , the sq u a re h ad th e s am e fa c il it at i v e e ff e c ts on the a cc u rat e 
detection of the target in both experiments, when both letters were 
either inside or outside of the square. Also the results of both 
experiments indicated that, although subjects had more difficulty 
de tee ting the target correctly in the divided-shape condition, they 
were far less likely to report illusory conj u net ions than in the other 
conditions. 
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There is a conflict or tension apparent in the claim that a constraint 
would cause a part i cu 1 ar type of error (i.e. i 11 usory conjunctions) and at 
the same time would also facilitate accurate target detect ion but, as 
we have seen, the data actually supports this claim. The claim can be 
supported, and the pattern of error resu 1t s from both exp eri me nts 
explained, by a functional approach to visual cognition. First, it would 
be adaptive to accurately detect the limited a mount of visual data that 
could be registered when viewing time is very brief, especially if that 
data were used to "fi 11 in" or comp ens ate for the data not registered. 
111 usory conjunctions appear to be a func ti ona 11 y 1 ess serious type of 
error than feature errors, as they contain only visual information that 
actuel ly occurs inside an area defined by a constraint. Feature and 
complete errors provide the viewer with visual data that is not 
actually present in the object or area. It would probably be less 
mi s l ea di n g t o ha v e i n f o rm at i on t hat i s cont a i n e d i n an item , even if 
incorrectly conjoined, than to have in format ion that was not a part of 
the item. It would therefore be mo re adaptive when viewing ti mes are 
very brief, to "fill in'' missing data with data registered from the item, 
rather than with information th at did not occur within the area or it em 
in question. 
Second, it would also be more adaptive to have non conjunction 
errors occur than illusory conjunctions, when degraded information is 
registered from two separate areas or objects, as was the case in the 
divided shape condition. If features spread, or became confused, from 
one area to a no the r when viewing conditions were not optima 1, visual 
input might become incomprehensible, and at least be less adaptive in 
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terms of the consequences of acting on the incorrect data, than if 
feature errors were made. For example, getting the colours of two 
ca rs, or a car and the road, confused or mixed could have far more 
serious consequences than simply getting the colour of a car wrong (i.e. 
seeing it as orange rather th an yell ow when the road was grey). 
Although a function al approach can explain wily the ill us ory 
c on j u n c ti on a n d n on c on j u n c t i o n er ro r ra t e s sh ow e d th e pa tt er n 
apparent in the results of Experiments 1 and 2, it does not explain hon•· 
such results came about. It is possible that attention played some part 
in bringing about the pat tern of errors apparent in these results, 
particularly if attention was constrained by the square so that a 
limited area of the display captured at ten ti on (i.e. either the area 
i nsi oe the square or the area outside of the square, but not both). The 
fact that the non conjunction errors were higher in the divided-shape 
condition adds support to this notion, particularly if "filled" and 
"empty" spaces were al so differentiated in early processing: a 1 i kel y 
event if location and feature information are registered together or in 
parallel as Johnston and Pashler·s (1990) location experiment 
in di ca tes. This result might be further explained if one al so takes 
account of likely top-down processes that might have been used in 
co mp l et i n g t he ta s k re qui re d o f s u b j e c ts i n Ex p e ri m en ts 1 and 2 . 
Recall it was suggested in the section on visual attention that top-
down and bottom-up processes would interact to con.strain and capture 
attention. The task in Experiments 1 and 2 required subjects to find 
and report a target of Which they had prior knowledge. This prior 
knowledge could have led to fast detection of the target once a 
constraint divided visual space, and both items within one area were 
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processed in parallel. However, when one 1 et ter was presented inside 
ahd one outside the square, subjects may hav.e had to override the 
co nst raining effects of the square in order to find the target, and 
perhaps attend to each area serially, rather than both items in parallel 
as hypothesized for when both letters fall into the same area. 
To summarize, the results from both experiments support the 
p re di ct i o n t h at g l ob al c on st ra i n ts a s w e 11 a s l o c al co n st ra i n ts 
determine whether or not illusory conjunctions will be formed. In 
these experiments colour similarity and the proximity of the letters 
appeared to be local factors contributing to the formation of illusory 
conjunctions. However, it is al so apparent that a global constraint, 
such as the black square, is the critical factor in eliciting illusory 
conjunctions. Illusory conjunctions did not occur in the absence of the 
square even though the letters were the same col ours and distances 
apart as they were in conditions when the square was present. 
Although there was a tension or conflict apparent in the prediction 
that the black square would both 1 ead to illusory conjunct ions and 
facilitate the accurate detection of items, the results of Ex peri men ts 1 
and 2 showed that a global constraint could, in fact, facilitate more 
accurate detection and mo re illusory conjunctions than when there was 
no such constraining information (i.e. no square) present. While 
i1 lusQry conj unctions occurred at a higher rate, non conjunction and 
tot a 1 error rat es were lower in the in- shape and out-shape conditions 
than in the no-shape and divided-shape conditions. The predicted 
results therefore support the hypothesis that illusory conjunctions 
arise as an adaptive response to the regi strati on of degraded visual 
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information, when that inf ormat ion is constrained by visual data which 
s e pa rat es space i n t o obj e c ts an d a re as w hi c h i n tu rn, f a c il it a t e s 
accurate object detection. 
The results of both e xperi me nts al so sup port the hy poth esi s th at 
both illusory conjunctions and the f aci l itat i ve effects of a constraint 
arise bee a use areas or objects defined by the constraint, are processed 
in a limited capacity parallel system. It is unlikely that illusory 
conjunctions would arise if the items from which they were derived 
were not processed together and in parallel. If features from different 
items become confused or combined, as is the case with i 11 usory 
co n j u n ct i on s , th en it i s p rob ab l e th e y a re be i n g p ro c es s e d t o get her, 
rather than separately and sequentially as they would be in a serial 
system (Townsend, 1990). 
The results of Ex peri men ts 1 and 2 wi 11 be compared to other related 
research in the next section. Following that, the implications of these 
results for theories of visual cognition will be discussed, including 
Prinzmetal and Keysar·s (1989) model, as well as FIT and the Guided 
Search Model. 
OTHER I LL US ORV CONJUNCT I ON RESEARCH 
The results of Ex peri me nts 1 and 2 di ff er from the results of other 
re lated res ear ch on some points, but also replicate many previous 
findings. First, as already mentioned, the distance effects apparent in 
these experiments replicate those of Cohen and Iv ry ( 1989 ). In their 
first set of experiments they found that illusory conjunctions occurred 
above chance levels when items were separated by 1° of visual angle or 
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less, and that they occurred only at chance levels when items were 
separated by distances between 1 ° and 2. 17° of visual angle. They al so 
found U1a t di stances great er than 2. 17 ° of vi sua 1 ang 1 e 1 ed to i 11 usory 
conjunctions occurring at less than chance levels, but the effects of 
greater distances than 2° between items were not tested in the present 
experiments. It would be interesting to see how greater distances 
bet we en the letters would interact with the black square in its effects 
on i 11 usory conjunctions. 
One result obtained by Cohen and I vry ac tua 11 y conflicts with a 
result from Experiment 1 . Rec a 11 that they con ducted experiments in 
which two letters were presented in two of six possible 1 ocati on s. All 
six locations were i ~ a row, and the experiment utilized a primary digit 
task. The digits were manipulated to create a "large spotlight" and a 
"$mall spotlight" condition. In the large spotlight condition the central 
four 1 etter locations appeared between the digits, while in the small 
spotlight condition only the central two letter positions fell between 
the digits. In the large spotlight condition they found, when the letters 
were presented so that one fell between the digits and one fell outside 
of the digits, (i.e. with a 1 etter on either side and adj a cent to one of the 
di git s, and the letters were about 1 .6° of visual angle a part) that there 
was a trend for illusory conjunctions occurring above chance level. If, 
as has already been suggested, the digit task acted as a constraint 
w h i c h g ro up e d t he l e tt e rs , th en i1 l u so ry co n j u n c ti on s s ho u l d ha v e 
occurred below cha nee levels when the letters appeared on either side 
of one di git in Cohen and I vry ·s experiment. That is, the digits should 
have acted to prevent illusory conjunctions in the same way as the 
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square outline did in the di vi ded-sha pe condition in the Expe rime nt 1. 
However, this difference in results could be explained by Prinzmetal 
and Key sar· s ( 1 989) demonstration that subjective boundaries can act 
as constraints. When both letters were pl aced close to, and on either 
side of one di git in Co hen and I vry· s experiment, this cou 1 d h~ve led to 
the whole three items being grouped together and treated as a single 
are a or entity that was separate to the other di git. If this was the 
case then j 11 usory conjunctions could be expected to occur at greater 
than chance levels. 
Recall that Treisman and Schmidt ( 1982) found no distance effects 
on i1 l usory conjunctions in the results of their experiments. Cohen and 
I v ry · s ( 1 9 8 9) a s we 11 as the p res en t e x p e ri m en t s di d f i n d d i st an c e 
effects. However, both the present experiments, as well as Cohen and 
I vry's, presented subjects with only two coloured letters rather th an 
three letters at once as Treisman and Schmidt did. Treisman and 
Schmidt presented a row of three coloured letters and found signi fie ant 
levels of illusory conj unctions were formed from features contained in 
the first ahd third letters which were separated by more than 1 ° of 
visual angle. It is possible that the number of items presented 
int era ct s with the distance between those it ems in producing i 11 u sory 
conjunctions. Perhaps the distance between items that are separated 
by another item is not relevant as long as the distance between each of 
the two separated items and the intermediary it em is 1 ess than 1 ° of 
visual angle. That is, as long as a group of items are all in close 
proximity they w i1 l all be incorporated in to the same are a and 
processed tog ether. How ever, if one or mo re items is separated from 
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the others by a greater di stance than separates items in the group, then 
it should be treated by the visual system as a separate area or object. 
Texture segregation experiments, that indicate the close grouping of 
items 1 eads to fast para 11 e 1 processing, support this notion and it coul ct 
be tested using an adaption of the method used for the present 
research. The number or items presented inside the square coul ct be 
increased and the distances between them manipulated, so they 
appeared as a single group on some trials and separated into two groups 
on other trials (e.g. two rows of three items with items within the 
rows separated by 1 ess than 1 ° of visual angle, and rows separated by 
more than 2° of visual angle). In fact this method would combine the 
one used in the present e xperi men ts with an a ct apt ion of the method 
uti liz.ed by Prinz metal and Keysar ( 1989) to test the predict ions made 
by their functional explanation of illusory conj unctions. 
The foll owing sub-section will compare the present findings with 
those of Prinzmetal and Keysar, as well as discuss the implications for 
their theory. 
A functional ex!;!lanation of illusory conjunctions. 
The present results are in agreement with Prinz metal and Keysar·s 
( 1 9 8 9) exp e ri m en ta l res u 1t s as we 11 as the i r ex p 1 an at i o n of il 1 u so ry 
conjunctions. Recall that Prinzmetal and Keysar tested the prediction 
that both subjective and objective groupings would lead to and 
constrain the formation of illusory conjunctions so they did not arise 
from c ombi ni ng the f ea tu res of objects th at fell into different groups. 
Although the present research utilized black square outlines rather 
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th an group i n g, the re s u 1t s are i n a g re em en t w i th P ri n z me ta l an d 
Keysar's. Al so, like Prinzmetal and Keysar·s, the present experiment$ 
had no primary digit task when areas of the display were objectively 
defined, only a central fixation point. 
P ri n z me t a l a n d Ke y s a r · s fun c ti o h al e x pl a n at i on o f i 11 u so r y 
conjunctions rests on two assumptions. First, that there is poor 
spatial resolution for some aspects of visual information and second, 
that spatial information is constrained by perceptual organization. 
They propose that the constrain ts are the result of cognitive processes 
that divide space into separate areas. Further, these processes would 
reduce spatial u nee rt !=Ji nty (i.e. provide some location information) and 
would constrain feature i nte gratio n so it did not occur across the 
boundaries of areas or objects. Further, illusory conjunctions should 
arise only within areas defined by such constraints, because the 
constraints would prevent feature integration (or the conjoining of 
features) across the boundaries of objects or areas. Like Prinzmetal 
and Keysar· s results, the results from Experiments 1 and 2 support this 
explanation. Illusory conjunctions only occurred above chance levels 
when the two letters were both presented in one area (i.e. either inside 
or outside of the square). However, the pre sent research went further 
than Prinzmetal and Keysar's research by demonstrating that the 
bo unda ri es of areas defined by a c onst rain t act ua 11 y prevent illusory 
conjunctions from being formed from features that fall into separate 
areas. In Experiments 1 and 2 i 11 u sory conj u net ions occurred at levels 
less than would be expected by th a nee in the divided- shape condition. 
This is clear evidence of illusory conjunctions being prevented by the 
bo unda ri es of areas or objects. With no constraint present ill us ory 
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conjunctions would be expected to occur at chance levels; that is at 
rates no different from any other type of error. This proved to be the 
case in the no-sh ape condition in Ex peri me nts 1 and 2. If i 11 uso ry 
conjunctions had occurred only at chance levels in the divided-shape 
condition, Pri nzmetal and Keysar's hypothesis would not have been 
supported even though illusory conjunctions were above chance levels 
in the in-shape and out-shape conditions. It required that illusory 
conjunctions should be lower in the divided-shape condition than in the 
no- shape condition to demonstrate that i 11 uso ry conjunctions would be 
prevented by a constraint that divided visual space into units or areas. 
This, of course, was the case in both Experiments 1 and 2. 
The current research also tested a prediction derived from 
Pri nzm eta l and Ke ysa r's f u net i ona l explanation. They suggested th at 
their explanation is functionally adaptive in terms of cognitive 
economy. I the ref ore inf erred that, if such cognitive economy resulted 
from the visual data within groups or areas being processed tog ether in 
a limited capacity parallel system, this grouping might f acil itat e the 
accurate detection of objects. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 
supported this prediction, showing that more accurate detection of the 
target res~lted when both letters were presented inside or outside of 
the square, than when the letters were presented in the absence of 
cons training information (i.e. without the square). 
The evidence from the current research therefore supports 
Prinzmetal and Keysar's functional explanation. However, this thesis 
al so extended P ri nzmet al and Keys ar's functional ex pl anat ion to include 
t he n o t i o n o f l o ca l c on st ra i n ts . Th at i s , p ere e pt u a l or g a n i z i n g 
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information like the Gestalt grouping principles {i.e. proximity, 
similarity, etc.) might serve to l oca 11 y constrain, or organize, visual 
i n f o rm a ti o n th a t f a 11 s i n s i de an are a a l re ad y d e f i n e d b y a "g 1 ob al 
constraint". This notion was supported by evidence from Experiments 1 
and 2 which sh owed i 11 us ory conjunctions were not farmed when items 
were presented 2° of visual angle apart even when they both fell into 
the same group or area defined by the square. 
To summarize, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 re pl ic ate 
Prinzmetal and Keysar·s ( 1989) findings which demonstrated that 
illusory conjunct ions occur because some visual information actually 
constrains feature i nteg ration by separating visual space in to units or 
areas. The results of Expe rime nts 1 and 2 added further support to 
Pri n zmetal and Key sar·s functional explanation of illusory conjunctions 
by showing that illusory conjunctions are prevented from being formed 
from the features contained in items that fall into separate areas of 
the visual scene. Further, both of the present experiments 
demonstrated that the constraints on visual processing might operate 
so that visual information such as item similarity and proximity would 
locally organize Visual information that falls inside an area that has 
been defined by a global constraint. 
FEATURE INTEGRATION THE ORV 
The results of the curreht research are not easily explained by FIT. 
According to FIT i 11 uso ry conjunctions arise either because objects are 
outside of the boundaries of attention, where features would remain 
unl ocated and might be erroneously conj oi neo, or because objects fall 
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u n d er t he a tt en t i on a 1 s po t l i g ht, b u t w it h i n s u f f i c i e n t t i me to p ro c es s 
individual items serially with focal attent1on. The present results 
i n di c ate th at eve n t ho u g h very b ri e f v i e w i n g ti m es 1 ea d to i 11 us o ry 
conjunctions, the critical factor in determining whether or not illusory 
conj unctions are formed when viewing times are brief, is the presence 
or not of a glob a 1 canst rai nt ( i.e. the b 1 ack square out 1 i ne) rather than 
a tt en ti on. W hi 1 e i t i s c 1 ear th at F IT, i n its pre sen t f o rm , ca n no t 
accommodate this result, it is possible this theory of feature 
int egrat1 on could ex plain the results, if it was ext ended to inc 1 ude an 
initial stage of processing which divided visual space into areas that 
constrained feature integration and visual attention. This extension 
would logically result in a prediction that an i nit iall y defined area 
would capture attention, thereby defining the boundaries of the 
attentional focus, and then features within the area would be conjoined 
by attention and se ri a 1 processing, while features outside of attention 
would remain unlocated and could therefore be conjoined to form 
illusory c onjun cti ons. It would al so foll ow, if viewing ti mes were so 
brief as to prevent serial attention to individual items within the area 
under the attentional spot 1 i ght, that illusory conjunctions wou 1 d arise 
inside the attention al boundaries. 
There are sti 11 major problems for FIT with regard to the results of 
Experiments 1 and 2, even if it were extended to include constraints in 
vi s u al pro c es s i n g. F i rs t , F IT p r-e d i ct s th a t i 11 us o ry conj u n ct i on s th at 
combined features from an item inside the boundaries of attention with 
features from an item falling outside the attentional boundaries, would 
not occur above chance 1 eve ls. However, it does not predict i 11 usory 
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conjunctions would be prevented to the extent where they would occur 
below chance levels, as occurred in Experiments 1 and 2 in the divided-
sh ape condition. Second, the the bl a ck squares used in the pre sent 
experiments were made up of separi:lble features (i.e. four lines of two 
different orientations), and these would have to be conj oi hed in order 
for them to define the separ-ate areas of space that might capture the 
attentional boundaries. That is, some feature i nte grati on would be 
required before attention selected an area or object, but FIT holds 
attention as a necessary factor for feature i nteg ration. However, it is 
possible that a square could constitute an "emergent feature". FIT 
allows for the possibility that detectors for some feature conjunctions 
might be "ha rd-wired" into the visual system, so they would be 
registered in parallel in the same features are pr-oposed to be 
registered. But according to FIT, features are also initially registered 
as unl ocated or "free-floating" and it is dif fi cult to see how an 
unlocated square could have constrained the processing of other 
features. In Experiments 1 and 2 the rel at i onshi p of the square to the 
letters was critical in determining whether i 11 usory conjunct ions 
occurred above or below chance 1 evel s. 
Another major problem for FIT is the different rates of non 
conj unction errors apparent for the different conditions in Experiments 
1 and 2. Even with the addition of an initial constraining stage in 
visual processing, FIT is unable to explain why non conjunction errors 
would occur at a much 1 ower rate when both 1 et t ers were together and 
either inside or outside of the square, than when the letters were 
presented without a square, or so that one fell inside and one outside of 
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the square. If illusory conjunctions arise because features remain 
unlocated and "free floating" through a lack of focal attention then, 
according to FIT, feature errors woul ct occur in the absence of attention 
as well as an above chance level of illusory conj unctions. This was the 
case for the in-shape and out sh ape condi ti ans in Ex peri men ts 1 and 2. 
Ho we ver, while FIT predicts the ratio of i 11 usory conjunctions to 
feature errors to differ for conditions where items are attended or not 
attended, the theory does not predict fewer non conjunction errors in 
the absence of attention than when items fall under the attentional 
spotlight; only mo re i 11 u sory conjunctions if items are not attended. In 
fa ct, fewer errors ave ra 11 shou 1 ct result when items are at te nde ct, if 
attention is the critical factor for feature integration. Therefore, with 
the add it ion on an i nit i a 1 stage of processing that divided visual space 
into areas or units, there are two possible predictions FIT could make 
e1bout 'the error rates in Experiments 1 and 2. First, if the letters were 
close enough to the central fixation point then, according to FIT, the 
ce ntra 1 fixation point might have captured attention in the no-shape 
condition, so that the letters fell under the attentional spot 1 i ght. When 
the square was present attention would be captured by the square in 
the way the dig its were propose ct to in Tre i sman ~n ct schmi d t's ( 1982) 
experiments. In this scenario, FIT would predict few errors and a 
chance 1 evel of illusory conjunctions when the black square was not 
present in the no-shape condition, because the letters would be 
attended to in the absence of the square. However, a relatively higher 
error rate and above chance levels of 111 uso ry conjunctions would be 
predicted when both letters fell either inside or outside of the square 
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in Ex peri me nt 1. As we have seen, the results of Experiment 1 do not 
support this pre diction. 
The other hypothesis th at a modified FIT could make about the err-or 
rat es in Experiment 1, is that the letters we re too di st ant from the 
fixation point to fall under the attentional spotlight in the abse nee of 
the square. If this was the case mo re errors would be expected than if 
t he l e tt e rs f e 11 u n d e r t h e a tt e n t i on a l s po t l i g ht , b u t il l us o ry 
conjunctions should also occur above chance levels when there was no 
square present. Once again, the results of Experiment 1 are contrary to 
FITS prediction. 
It is possible that the differences in non conjunction error rates 
across the four conditions in Experiments 1 and 2 could be explained by 
top-down processes. While FIT a 11 o ws that sue h p roe esses may be 
involved in feature integration, by conjoining the features of well 
learned objects in the absence of attention, it does not specify how 
these top-down processes might do this. Neither does it specify how 
sue h processes might c ontri but e to at tent i o na 1 capture, an i mpo rtan t 
issue raised in the section on visual attention. The Guided Search 
Model does specify how top-down processes could contribute to 
attentional selection, and this will be discussed in the next section. 
THE GU I DED SEARCH MO DEL 
Wolfe et al .'s ( 1989) Guided Se arch Model do es not off er a sp eci fi c 
explanation of illusory conjunctions. However, it could explain illusory 
conjunctions simply by suggesting they arise from feature information 
contained in separate objects becoming confused or mixed in a pa rall e 1 
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system. Recall that the Guided Search Model makes no qualitative 
di st i net ion between the parallel and serial stages of processing, as FIT 
does. In fact, the whole process Of feature integration described in the 
Guided Search Model could be accommodated by a limited capacity 
par all el sys tern. As Townsend ( 1990) points out, visual data is more 
likely to be confused in a parallel system than in a serial system which 
would process items separately and sequentially. 
However, in it's present form the Guided Search Model could not 
account for some of the results of this research. For example, subjects 
in E xpe rim ent 2 produced more correct responses, on average, than 
those pa rt i c i pati ng in Experiment 1, even tho ugh the ave rage display 
ti me was shorter in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1. These results are 
similar to Co hen and I vry·s ( 199 1) density effects on visual search. 
They found that detection was faster when items were spread apart (as 
in E:i<p eri men t 2) than when they were presented closer together (as in 
Experiment 1 ). The Gui de d Search Model cannot account for this result, 
but as Co hen and Iv ry ( 1 991) point out, it could ace ount for density 
effects if it included a first st age of processing that elicited course 
location information of some kind. 
Like FIT, the Guided Search Model cannot account for the different 
patterns of i 11 u sory conjunction and non conjunction errors apparent in 
the results of Experiments 1 and 2. No part of the process of feature 
integration described in the Guided Search Model can explain why non 
conjunction errors occurred more in the absence of the square and when 
the letters were separated by the placing of the square, than when both 
letters were either inside or outside the square. Neither can the model 
ex plain why i llu so ry con junctions occurred above chance in some 
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conditions and belovv' chance in others. However, unlike FIT, the Guided 
Search Model could account for the pattern of errors apparent in 
Experiments 1 and 2 if it i ncm-porated an initial stage of processing in 
which constraints on feature integration and attention divided the 
visual scene into units or areas. 
A f unct i ona l aQQro ach to feature integration and attention. 
I n t hi s s u b-s e ct i on an exp l an at i on o f the way i 11 u so ry c on j u n ct i on s 
and non conj unction errors were distributed, across the four conditions 
employed by Experiments 1 and 2, wil 1 be made by inc orp orating the 
functional explanation of illusory conjunctions with the Guided Search 
MO d el. I f the GU i de d Se a re h MO de l i n Cl Ude d an i nit i a l St a g e Of Vi SU a l 
processing which divided visual space into separate areas and objects, 
it could account for the results of Experiments 1 and 2 that showed 
different patterns of illusory conjunctions and non conjunction errors 
rel ate d to whether the square was present or not and to where the 
square was situated in relation to the letters. That is, the lower rate 
of non conjunction errors that occurred when both letters fell either 
inside or outside of the square, than occurred when no square was 
pres e n t e d w i th th e l e tt e rs, o r w h en on e l e tt e r f e 11 i n s i d e an d on e 
outside of the square, combined with illusory conjunction rates that 
were above chance when both letters we re either inside or outside the 
square and below chance when one letter fell inside and one outside the 
square. As we have seen, this is an aspect of the pre sent results that 
FIT cannot accommodate, even if it were modified to include an initial 
stage of processing which constrained feature i nte grat ion. 
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Tr,e Guided Search Model (see p31 for a more detailed description of 
this model) proposes that top-down processes arising from 
expectancies and prior knowledge will contribute to the effective 
detection of a target in visual search experiments. Wolfe et al. ( 19 89) 
suggest this happens because such top ... down processes wi 11 increase 
the activation of features contained in the target, resulting in 
increased activation of those features at the target's l oc at ion once the 
activation from the features is summed in the Activation Map. This 
increased activation, in turn, guides attention to the location for which 
act i vat i on i s the g re a test, and on c e t he i t em i s at t ended to i t ca n be 
ascertain~d if the location does in fact hold the target. The Guided 
Search Model describes no qualitative difference between the parallel 
(feature detection) system and the serial system (where features are 
conjoined), proposing that information from the parallel system is 
made available to the serial system. So in this model the two systems 
are not autonomous as is proposed by FIT. In fact, as previously 
mentioned, the processes described in the Guided Search Model could 
eas i1 y be accommodated by a limited capacity parallel system, which 
Townsend ( 1990) suggests could be the most parsimonious expl an at ion 
of the linearly increasing reaction time curves pro duce d by searches 
for conjunction targets. Further, the Guided Se arch Mode 1 implies that 
attention would f acil Hate object detect ion, but is not necessary for 
feature integration. This implication is derived because, in the Guided 
S ea re h t1 o d el , a tt e n ti on i s g u i de d t o l i k el y o b j e c t l o c a ti on s by 
activation levels in the Activation t1ap, where activation from the 
feature maps is summed (i.e. activation is summed before attention is 
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guided to potential target areas). 
There is another implieat ion that can be drawn from Wolfe et al. 's 
Guided Search Model. That is, that top-down processes actually 
constrain or order the allocation of attention. Recall, from the sect ion 
on visual attention, th at both i nte rnall y controlled, top-down processes 
and externally controlled, bottom-up processes are likely to interact in 
constraining attention. As previously mentioned, the results from 
Experiments 1 and 2, showing that non conjunct ion error rates differed 
significantly across the four conditions, can be explained in terms of 
this interaction. so, if the top-down processes included in the Guided 
Search Model were combined with an initial stage of processing that 
divided visual space into areas or uni ts, the non conj unction results 
could be explained. 
Recall that a target detection task, which gave subjects prior 
knowledge of the two possible targets, was used in the present 
experiments. When both letters fell either inside or outside of the 
squ ere, the square could have constrained feature integration so th at 
on 1 y features con tai ne d within one are a we re conjoined with each 
other. Consequently, illusory conjunctions would not result from 
combining features from objects that f el 1 into d iff eren t are as or units. 
It is proposed that the constraints on visual processing are 
functionally adaptive, in that they lead to ec onomi cal and eff i Ci ent use 
of a limited capacity processing system, and that the visual 
inform at ion contained with in an area would be processed in parallel 
within that limited system, perhap$ leading to the c onf usi on of si mi 1 ar 
features that are being processed together. It is also proposed that the 
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constraints are linked to external environmental cues that provide 
in format ion which differentiates objects from space and from each 
other. Further, it is hypothesized that these cues would also constrain 
attention so whole objects rather than various parts of separate 
objects and areas are attended to. 
In the present experiments when both letters were presented either 
inside or outside of the square, subjects not only had prior knowledge 
of the likely target, but al so were presented with a filled area (i.e. the 
one cont ai ni ng the letters) and an empty area. According to the Guided 
Search Model, the level of activation in the Activation Map would have 
resulted in subjects attending to the filled area, thereby facilitating 
the detection of the target. Further, the greater activation for the 
form features contained in the targets (F or V) because of top-down 
processes (i.e. prior knowledge), would result in a greater probability 
of attention being drawn to the target than to the distractor, also 
increasing the likelihood of accurate target detection. Also, With the 
square present, its constraining effects should lead to items within a 
filled area being processed in parallel, resulting not only in accurate 
target detection but also in illusory conjunctions if viewing times are 
brief. This was the case in Experiment 1. 
When one letter appeared inside and one outside of the square, both 
areas would have contained a letter, and therefore been registered as 
filled. If the square constrained visual processing so that only the 
features contained within one area could be processed together, then 
the letters would not be processed in parallel as would be the case 
when both fell into the same area, and i 11 usory conj u net ions would be 
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prevented. Ho v1eve r, the only in di cation of which are a cont ai ne d the 
target would be the slight in crease in activation for the target l oc at ion 
resulting from prior knowledge of the target letters. This is in 
contrast to when both 1 etters fell into one are a, when all activation 
would come from only one "filled" area or unit. So, more non 
conjunction errors as well as less illusory conjunctions would be 
expected when ea ch letter fell in to a different area than when they 
both fell into the same area. Further, if attention was also constrained 
by t he sq u a re, t hen it i s l i k e 1 y th a t the t w o a re as w o u l d ha v e to be 
attended to separately and sequentially in the divided-shape condition. 
Very brief viewing times would, of course, make it unlikely that both 
items would be attended to. The inability to attend to both items 
should further increase the probability of, not just less illusory 
conjunctions, but also of more non conjunction errors than would occur 
when both 1 ett ers f e 11 into the same area. This, of course, was the 
pat tern of results in Experiments 1 and 2. 
It is al so apparent f ram the error rate elicited by the di vi ded-s hape 
condition, that the selection of the potential target area was not 
entirely ran dam. The non conjunct 1 on error rate, although being higher 
than in the other shape conditions, was not high enough to indicate a 
random choice or guessing. As has already been pointed out, the square 
itself would provide no information as to which area contained the 
target It would provide only cues that effectively prevented the two 
letters from being processed together. However, the increased 
activation the Gui de d Search Mode 1 suggests occurs because of prior 
kn owl edge of the target, shou 1 d 1 ead to accurate detection of the target 
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some of the ti me which did happen in the divided-shape condition. 
The explanation just described is further supported by the fact that 
the non conjunction error rate was as high when th ere was no square 
presented with the letters, as it was for when one letter was inside 
and one outside the square. O nee again, prior kn owl edge would 1 ea d to 
increased activation of the target area. However, with no constraint 
present that would lead to the parallel processing of the items as if 
they be 1 onged to one area or unit, there should be no significant 1 eve l of 
ill us ory conjunctions. Furth er, the two 1 etters should be a tte nde d 
separately and sequentially, as would be the case when one letter 
appeared inside and one outside of the square. Once again, very brief 
Viewing times would make it unlikely that both items would be 
attended to in these e xperi men ts. 
In summary, it was not originally predicted that higher non 
conjunction error rates would arise in the divided-shape condition than 
in the other shape conditions in these experiments. However, this 
result can be accommodated by combining an extended version of 
Pr i n z m et al a n d K e y s a r· s ( 1 9 8 9) f u n ct i on al e x p l a n a ti o n o f i 11 u so r y 
conj unctions with Wolfe et a l.'s Guided Search Model, to create a more 
com pre he nsi ve and functional theory of visual cognition, th at inc 1 udes 
top-down as well as bottom-up processes. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Psychology has long been concerned with finding the basic principles 
underlying human thought and behaviour (Allport, 1989). Medin and 
Watte nma ker ( 1 987) suggest that mechanisms orig i na 11 y hard-wired 
ittto basic processes like visual perception may, in human evolution, 
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ha v e grad u a 11 y b e co rn e a c c e s s i b l e to the "h i g he r o rd er" co g n i t i v e 
processes that gave rise to consciousness and fl exi bil ity. They further 
suggest that by unravelling the constraints on perceptual and basic 
cognitive processes, we may also discover the principles that govern or 
constrain higher order processes. Dividing perceptual information into 
"chunks", groups, or units appears to be a domain general phenomenon, 
that occurs at the perceptual level as well as in higher-order or more 
abstract levels of processing. Evidence has shown it is a factor in 
speech and language, categorization, conceptual structures, music, 
reasoning, and memory. In all of these domains, dividing perceptual 
i n f o rm a ti o n i n t o g ro u p s or unit s c on t ri bu t es to co g n i ti v e e c on o rn y 
(Roche, 1978), as well as accuracy (Miller, 1956) and flexibility 
(Ne i sser, 1 987). It is hard 1 y surprising then, that current evidence is 
suggesting that vi sua 1 cognitive processes like feature integration, as 
we 11 as visual attention, may be c onst rained by perceptual grou pin~-
Howev er, defi hi ng what those pri nci pl es are is an important issue. 
If perceptual grouping arose early in human evolution, it is probable 
that such grouping would be linked to the cues in the environment, 
bee a use percept 1 on s are of the environment and also, in our behaviour 
we intera~t with the environment. Also, there is eviqence to suggest 
that we are "hard-wired" to perceive boundaries at the perceptual level 
in audition (Fl ave 11, 198 5), and evidence from the present research as 
wel 1 as from others (Cohen & I vry, 1989; Prinzmetal & Keysar, 1989) 
suggests this is also the case in visual perception. The present 
research suggests th at the edges of objects would act a$ constraints, 
and together with Pri nzm etal and Keysar· s ( 1989) as well as Cohen and 
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lvry·s ( 1969) research suggests the Gestalt grouping principles like 
proximity and similarity may also constitute constraints on visual 
cognition. Because textw-e segregation obviously divides visual space 
into areas, it is also likely that Julesz· ( 1975, 1961, 1964) textons, in 
conjunction with the Gestalt grouping principles, may serve to 
constrain visual processing. Textures, like colours, are surface 
pro pert i es a n d w o u l d con t rib u t e t o de f i n i n g th e b o u n d a r i es of o b j e c ts 
or areas. Brightness contrast can also define the boundaries of objects 
and areas. The other obvious candid ates for basic co nstreii nt s on visual 
processing are the phenomena that have be en shown to auto mati call y 
cap tu re peoples atte nt ion. These include m ov em en t and flicker 
(Johnston et al., 1990; Posner et al., 1960). Al so, phenomena that have 
led to "pop-out" in visual search experiments, when targets have 
contained a conjunction of the features present in the distractors, are 
al so strong candid ates as con st rai nts on visual processing. These 
include binocular disparity (Nakayama & Silverman, 1966), direction of 
lighting, that might act as a depth cue (Enns & Rensink, 1990) and 
movement parallax (McLeod, Driver, Dienes & Crisp, 1991 ). 
It is also apparent from Prinzmetal and Keysar's ( 1969) research, 
that subjective as well as objective grouping can constrain visual 
processing. Recall that they presented subjects with an evenly spaced 
matrix of items and found illusory conjunctions only arose from 
features con tai ne d with in a row when subjects were required to 
complete a primary dig it task with the dig its presented on either side 
of the matrix. Similarly, illusory conjunctions were only derived from 
features conta1ned within a column when the digits were placed above 
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and below the matrix. This result implies that we may be hard-wired 
to divide visual space into areas even in the absence of any obvious 
external constraint like proxirnity, and further, that there is a certain 
amount of fl exi bi 1 i ty in what might constitute a constraint. In the case 
of P ri n zme tal and Ke ysa r's results it seems that the grouping was 
inferred from the presence and placement of the digits. 
Fi n a 11 y, two a re a s of c on f 1 i c ti n g e v i de n c e m a y b e res o 1 v e d b y a 
functional approach to visual cognition and attention. Although not a 
central issue for this thesis, the first is the unresolved debate over 
whether visual attention is object or spatially based and whether 
attentional selection occurs early or 1 ate in visual processing. That is, 
it is suggested by these different approaches to attentional selection 
that attentional selection would be spatially based if it occurred early 
in vi sua 1 processing, before features were combined into objects, or 
objects were recognized~ or it would occur late in visual processing 
after feature integration and object recognition had occurred. Allport 
( 19 89) points out that organisms interact with objects and at first, a 
functional approac~1 to this debate would seem to suggest that 
attention would be object based. However, it is apparent from the 
present research as well as in Prinzmetal and Keysar·s ( 1989) 
re search, that constraints on visual cognition and attention operate 
early in visual processing. This implies that Prinzmetal and Keysar's 
assumption that attention is spatially based is correct. Given that the 
constraints appear to act so that visual space is divided into objects 
and areas, spatially-based early attentional selection is not 
incompatible with the not ion that it would be adaptive for attention to 
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select the objects in the environment with which organisms int';:\rnct. 
However, it has also been demonstrated that top-down processes may 
constrain visual p roce ssi n g and attention, and that the p rope nsit y to 
divide space into units or areas may itself be ha rd-wired allowing 
flexibility as to what might act as constraints. Prinzmetal and 
Ke y s a r · s ( 1 9 8 9) res ult s i n d i ca t e d th at i 11 u so ry c on j u n ct i o n s w ere 
co n t ei i n e d w it h i n g ro u p s t ha t ha d be en s u b j e c ti v e l y def i n e d. Th e i r 
findings suggest that the groupings were inf erred from the way the 
digits were placed in relation to the evenly spaced matrix of items 
which contained the target. One would expect inferences to be made 
later, at the semantic or conceptual level, rather than in the early 
stages of processing. It is therefore quite possible that visual 
attention operates both early and late in visual processing, and that 
both c 1 aims are part i a 11 y correct. 
The second area of de bate, th at the present f unct i ona l approach to 
visual cognition might resolve, is related to the two main groups of 
visual cognition theories mentioned in the introduction to this thesis. 
These were the Gestalt theories and the Feature Analysis models. The 
Gestalt theories propose that objects are initially perceived as whole 
uni ts and reduced into their component parts when nee essary, whi 1 e the 
Feature Analysis models propose that objects are initially encoded as 
separate features or elements which are subsequently conjoined to 
form the whole object we subjectively experience in visual perception. 
T he p re s e n t f u n c ti o n a l a p pro a ch to v i s u a 1 co g n it i o n an d f ea tu re 
integration proposes that visual space is divided into areas or units 
early in visual processing by perceptual grouping principles, and that 
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feature integrat1on is constrained by these divisions so that features 
within one area or unit are processed in para 11 e 1. It has al ready been 
described how this functional approach is compatible with the evidence 
that supports the Feature Analysis models like FIT, end it is also 
compatible with Hubel and Wiesel's ( 1962) evidence that individual 
cortical cells are activated by single features, like lines of a certain 
orientation and length. 
The functional approach described here is also compatible vrith 
evidence that supports the Gestalt theories. For example, evidence to 
suggest people recognize configurations faster than their parts 
(Pomerantz et al., 1 977) might be expected if cues to the boundaries 
bet we en objects are processed first so that they co nst rain feature 
integral ion. Rhamachandran's ( 1990) evidence, demonstrating the 
subjective experience of a boundary 1 ed to the features contained 
within it to be captured in to the apparent motion of that boundary, is 
al so co mpat i bl e with this function al approach to vi sua 1 cognition as 
well as with the idea that configurations might be perceived faster 
than their parts. It is therefore suggested that both groups of theories 
have offered important hypotheses about visual cognition and, although 
they have appeared to have had very different views of how we perceive 
the world, the current evidence suggests these two approaches are 
reconcilable, each being right in some respects. This reconciliation is 
apparent in the suggested functional approach to visual cognition, that. 
combines an extended version of Prinzmetal and Keysar's ( 1989) 
functional explanation of illusory conjunctions with Wolfe et al .'s 
( 1989) Guided Search Model of feature integration. 
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SUMMARY 
Th e re s u 1 ts of t w o e x p e ri m en t s w ere more re ad i 1 y e x p 1 a i n e d by 
Prinzmetal and Keysar's functional explanation Of illusory conjunctions 
th an by F IT . T hat i s , i 11 u so ry c on j u n ct i on s a pp e a r to a ri s e a s an 
adaptive response to very brief viewing times in the presence of 
con straining visual inf ormatton w ht ch div ides visual space in to areas 
or units. When an extended version of Prinzmetal and Keysar' 
functional explanation (that includes the notion of local as well as 
global constraints) is combined with Wolfe et a1.·s (1989) Guided 
Search Model of feature integration, the resulting functional approach 
to feature integral ion 2 can explain the pattern of non conjunction 
error rates as well as illusory conjunction rates across the four 
conditions utilized in the pre sent experiments. It is suggested that 
constraints on visual processing have evolved from humans perceiving 
and interacting with the real world environment, and are therefore 
related to external factors that constitute cues to the boundaries 
between objects and areas of space. Also, some suggestions as to 
which environmental cu es might constitute such constraints a re made. 
It is further suggested that we may be hard-wired to divide peceptual 
information into uni ts or chunks, and so may divide visual space into 
areas even when no obvious environmental cues indicate where the 
boundaries of areas might be. In such cases, top-down processes may 
be involved in co nstrai ni ng feature integration and attention. It is al so 
2NOTE: Si nee writing this thesis I have discovered that in 1973 Kahneman 
proposed a model of visual cognition and attention very similar, and probably more 
extensive, than the one described here. However, time has prevented me from 
investigating and discussing Kahneman·s model in this thesis. 
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inf erred from the present results, and a functional approach to visual 
cognition, that visual attentlonal selection occurs early in visual 
processing and is spatially based. However, this 1s not 1ncompatable 
w1th the idea that it would be adaptive for organisms to attend to 
objects and further, that it is also possible that attentional selection 
m1gr,t occur both early and late in visual processing. Finally, it is 
propo sect th at the functional approach to visual cognition discussed 
earlier, along with the present experimental results and Prinzmetal and 
Key sar· s ( 1 969) findings, suggests how the apparent conflict bet we en 
the Gestalt theories and Feature Anal ys1 s models of visual cognition, 
might be resolved. 
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APPENDIX A: METHOD 
Table 1: Each subject's age (in years), and mean age {rounded to nearest year) for 
Exgeri ment 1 and Exg=er--'-i m=en"'""t-=2"--. -----------------
Expt. 1 Expt. 2 
Subj eel Agg_{i.n..y ea rs). Aggji.rLyears). 
1 20 37 
2 32 17 
3 43 20 
4 37 24 
5 24 36 
6 24 43 
7 23 1 9 
8 2 1 20 
9 26 20 
10 24 19 
1 1 27 1 9 
12 25 20 
13 43 32 
14 24 28 
15 23 23 
16 29 24 
17 23 20 
18 22 24 
19 36 23 
20 21 1 9 
21 23 20 
22 1 9 20 
23 1 7 23 
24 J_[ 12. 
Mean age 26 24 
Al 
2. 
Two preliminary test subjects were run through the experiment. It 
was found that the overhead fluorescent lighting in the experimental 
room was too bright for the slide projections, causing the images to 
ap peer fad ed. When the room was co mpl etel y darkened (i.e. with no 
lighting and blackout curtains over the windows) the test subjects 
found it difficult to look at the screen for any length of ti me because 
of the brightness of the 1i ght from the projectors. This situation might 
a 1 s o re s u lt i n d ark ad a p t i o n w h i c h co u l d ha v e a f f e ct e d co l o u r 
perception. The lamp used resulted in enough light to diffuse the bright 
light from the projections without being so bright as to fade the 
projected images. 
3. 
The slides used in these experiments were created by using ink-pens 
and stencils to draw two coloured letters on each of 144 A4 size 
sheets of matt finished card board. These were th en photographed to 
produce the slides. The 144 cards containing the coloured letters then 
had the black square outlines added to th~m with a ruler and ink-pen. 
The cards were then photographed a second time to produce the slides 
for the three shape conditions. 
4. 
Visual angles were calculated by first calculating the distance 
subjects would need to be from the screen giv~n the visual angl~ 
between the two letters re qui red for ea ch e xperi me nt. The formula 
A2 
used was d = w /ta n- 1 .0 where 
d = the distance, in centimeters, from eyes to screen, 
w = the distance, in centimeters, between the two letters, and 
.0 = the visual angle re qui red for the di stance bet ween the 1 etters. 
The other visual angles were then calculated with the formula .0 = tan 
w/d, where 
.0 = the visual angle, 
w = the length, in centimeters, on the screen surface, and 
d = the distance, in centimeters, between the subjects eyes and 
the screen. 
5. 
When the two preliminary subjects were run through the experiment 
it became apparent that a practice effect continued to affect their 
performance throughout the experimental blocks, so that they oontinued 
to improve to an extent where their total error rate could drop to a 
level that would not produce sufficient data. For one test subject, and 
some experimental subjects, this effect was quite large. Ideally 
subjects could have continued practice blocks until this practice effect 
re ached a ceiling, but practical ti me cons id era ti on s, particularly 
fatigue and peoples· willingness to participate in the experiment, 
pre vented this. 
A3 
APPENDIX B: RES UL TS 
1. Presentation times. 
' 
Table 1: Each subject's mean presentation time in 60ths. of a second, and the overall 
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One-tailed t-tests to test for significant levels above or below 
chance of illusory conjunctions, were performed using the formula 
D/SD/✓n, where, 
D = the mean of the differences bet ween the col our conjunction 
errors and 0.5 of the colour feature errors, 
SD = the standard deviation of the differences, and 
✓n = the square root of the sample size, 
Table 1: Results of T-tests for significant levels of illusory conjunctions in each of the 4 
condlt ions in both exQeri men ts { n = 24). An asteri x marks the si gni fi cant results. 
Condition ExQeri ment 1 . ExQeriment 2. 
No-shape -.005/.029/✓24 = -.B47 -.002/.019/✓24 = -.513 
In-shape .027/.044/✓24 = 3.00 * -.009/.028/ ✓24 = -1.5B 
Out-shape .046/.036/✓24 = 6.21 * .006/.034/✓24 = .B7 
Di vi de d-shape -.069/.033/ ✓24 = --4.B9* -.036/ .036/✓24 = -5.14* 
( See appendix B, 3, table 1 for a table of subjects· differences between 
illusory conjunction and 0.5 of colour feature error r1,:1tes for 
Experiment 1, and appendix B, 3, table 3 for a table of these differences 
for Experiment 2.) 
A5 
3. Di ffe renc es bet ween i 11 u sory conjunction & 
colour feature error rotes. 
TABLE 1: Differences in rates of illusory conjunctions and 0.5 of colour feature errors, 
as proportions of each subject's total responses in each of 4 conditions, as well as means 
and standard deviations for each condition.in Exi;ieriment 1 {n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shage ln-shaQe Out-shaQ.e. Di vi ded-shage 
1 .003 .00 .021 -.052 
2 .01 -.021 .052 -.083 
3 -.003 .Q63 .031 -.104 
4 -.038 -.01 .042 -.031 
5 .042 -.021 .052 -.042 
6 -.021 .01 .094 -.125 
7 -.028 -.01 .063 -.031 
8 -.038 .094 .01 -.063 
9 .003 -.021 -.021 -.083 
10 -.028 .042 .083 .00 
1 1 -.021 -.01 .00 -.063 
12 .052 .052 .083 -.094 
13 .01 .083 .083 -.073 
14 -.028 .073 .083 -.083 
15 -.017 .042 .021 -.094 
16 .017 .094 .021 -.042 
17 .028 .063 .00 -.01 
18 -.007 -.042 .052 -.104 
19 -.003 -.01 .063 -.073 
20 .01 .052 .063 -. 115 
21 -.059 .021 .094 -.063 
22 -.038 .104 .083 -.073 
23 -.01 -.021 .063 -.042 
24 .045 .01 -.021 -. 1 15 
Means -.005 .026 .046 -.069 
Stdevs. .029 .044 .036 .033 
TABLE 2: A NOVA summary table for the means of differences in rates of illusory 
conjunctions and 0.5 of colour feature errors, compared across 4 conditions in 
exQeriment 1 {n = 24) ______________________ _ 
Source of Sum of Mean Epsilon 
va[iation J!1 ...fill Ll a re s sguare ....L _Q_ correction 
Subjects 23 .025 .001 
Conditions 3 .183 .061 45.271 .0000 
Error 69 .093 .001 .97 
A6 
TABLE 3: Results of Tukey tests for the means of the differences between illusory 
conjunctions and 0.5 of colour feature errors, compared across across 4 conditions in 
Experiment 1 (n = 24). Significaht differences indicated are at the 0.05 level, or lower, 
where s indicates a sig __ ni'-'-f1.:..=·c-=a'"'"'nt'--'d....,.i-'--'ff-=-e.:...:re=n=ce=·-------~--------
No-shaP.e ln-shaP.e Out-shaP.e Diyided-shaP.e 














TABLE 1: Differences in rates between illusory conjunctions and 0.5 of colour feature 
errors, as proportions of each subject's total responses in 4 conditions, as well as means 
and standard devi~tions for each conditign in ExP.eriment 2. (n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaP.e ln-shaP.e Out-shaP.e Di vi ded-shaP.e 
1 -.014 .021 .00 -.063 
2 .017 .01 .01 -.01 
3 -.045 ,00 -.063 -.146 
4 -.003 -.031 -.021 -.031 
5 .014 -.052 .01 .00 
6 -.007 -.063 .01 -.094 
7 .024 -.01 -.021 -.01 
8 -.007 -.021 .00 -.01 
g -.007 .021 .031 -.031 
10 -.007 -.021 -.01 -.031 
1 1 .014 .00 -.031 .00 
12 .003 -.021 .031 .01 
13 .01 .00 . 1 15 -.094 
14 -.007 .052 -.031 -.021 
15 -.014 -.01 -.01 -.083 
16 -.024 .00 .00 -.021 
17 -.045 -.021 -.021 -.031 
18 .003 "7,063 .01 -.031 
19 .00 .01 .031 -.042 
20 .038 .021 .021 -.021 
21 -.01 .01 .021 -.021 
22 .003 -.042 .042 -.031 
23 .003 -.01 .031 -.031 
24 .007 .01 -.021 -.031 
Means -.002 -.009 .006 -.036 
Stdevs. .019 .028 .034 .036 
A7 
TABLE 2: ANOVA summary table for the means of the differences in rates of illusory 
conjunctions and 0.5 of colour feature errors, compared across 4 conditions in 

























TABLE 3: Results of Tukey tests for the me~ns of the differences between colour 
conjunctions and 0.5 of colour feature errors, compared across 4 conditions in 
Experiment 2 (n = 24). Significant differences indicated are at the 0.01 level, where s 
indicates a significant difference. 
No-shaQe ln-shaP.e Out-shaQe Divided-shaQe 











Note: Ap pen di x B, 7 and 8, Tables 1 and 2, contain subjects· raw data 
for illusory conjunct ions and colour feature errors. 
AB 
4_ Total error rates. 
TABLE 1: Total error rates as proportions of each subject's total responses in each of 4 
conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in Experiment 1 (n 
= 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shage ln-shaP.,g 0ut-shage Di vi ded-shaP-.§. 
1 .285 .25 .333 .25 
2 .424 .333 .313 .229 
3 .306 .292 .229 .333 
4 .243 .271 .167 .167 
5 .243 .188 .104 .188 
6 .375 .313 .354 .458 
7 .208 .146 .25 .167 
8 .361 .333 .229 .25 
9 .299 .167 .333 .333 
10 .299 .25 . l 46 .104 
1 l .285 .208 .188 .188 
l 2 .375 .271 .271 .292 
1 3 .361 .333 .354 .438 
14 .34 .292 .229 .271 
1 5 .278 .229 .229 .229 
16 .34 .313 .333 .354 
1 7 .396 .375 .333 .313 
18 .444 .25 .354 .375 
19 .257 .25 .292 .25 
20 .354 .271 .271 .375 
2 1 .375 .417 .354 .31 '.3 
22 .313 .188 .271 .229 
23 .208 .167 .188 .16 7 
24 .368 .25 .333 .395 
Means .322 .265 .269 .278 
Stdevs. .063 .067 .072 .091 
TABLE 2: AN0VA summciry table for mean total error rates compared across 4 
conditions in Exgeriment 1 {n = 24}. 
Source of Sum of Mean Epsilon 
variation df sguares sguare l. _Q. correction 
Subjects 23 .363 .016 
Conditions 3 .050 .017 7.189 .0003 
Error 69 .161 .002 .74 
A9 
TABLE 3: TukeLl test results for mean total rates of errors compared across 4 
conditions in Experirnent 1 (n = 24). Significant differences indicated are at the 0.05 
level or lower, wt1ere s i ndi cat es a si g--'-ni~f-i c-an=t ...... d~if~f~er~e ..... n"'""ce~. _________ _ 
NO-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Divided-shaQe 










TABLE 4: Total error rates as a proportion of each subject's total responses in each of 4 
conditions, as well as means and standard deviations, for each condition in Experiment 2 
!~}. 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .243 .188 .208 .292 
2 .243 .146 .104 .271 
3 .208 .146 .208 .333 
4 . 181 .146 .063 .146 
5 .125 .146 .083 .125 
6 .16 .125 .208 .188 
7 . 1 1 1 .125 . 125 .125 
8 .153 ,063 .083 .125 
9 .16 .104 .083 .083 
1 0 .188 .125 .042 .104 
1 1 . 1 1 1 .146 .104 .083 
1 2 .125 .083 .146 .146 
1 3 .368 .417 .333 .438 
14 .16 .125 .167 .188 
15 .319 .25 .333 .4 
16 .243 .125 .167 .271 
1 7 .188 .146 .104 .167 
1 8 .222 .146 .146 .104 
1 9 .188 .083 .167 .146 
20 .215 .229 .167 .188 
2 1 .188 .167 .083 .146 
22 . 181 .146 .167 .208 
23 . 181 .104 .125 .104 
24 .236 .104 .146 .208 
Means .196 .149 .148 .191 
Stdevs. .061 .071 .073 .096 
AlO 
TABLE 5: ANOVA summary table for a comparison of mean total error r-ates across 4 
conditions in EXReriment 2 (n = 24) ...... --------------------'---
Source of Sum of Mean Epsilon 
vari§tion df sguares sguare ...E .,.R. correction 
Subjects 23 .429 .019 
Conditions 3 .048 .016 10.037 .0000 
Error 69 .109 .002 .86 
TABLE'. 6: Tukey test results of a comparison of me.an total error rates across 4 
conditions in Experiment 2 (n = 24). Significant results are at the 0.05 1 evel or less, 



















5. Feature and cornDlete errors (Non conjunction .err-ors).... 
TABLE 1: Non conjunction errors, as proportions of each subject's total responses in 
each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in 
ExQeri ment 1 (n =24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .229 .187 .25 .25 
2 .334 .25 .209 .229 
3 .25 .188 .146 .333 
4 .222 .208 .104 .167 
5 .153 .146 .041 .188 
6 .312 .23 .187 .458 
7 .201 .125 .167 .167 
8 .305 .187 .166 .25 
9 .173 .125 .27 .312 
10 .257 .167 .042 .083 
1 1 .243 .166 .146 .188 
12 .25 .167 .146 .292 
13 .178 .187 .229 .396 
14 .277 .167 .104 .25 
15 .222 .146 . 166 .229 
16 .264 .167 .25 .312 
17 .292 .25 .27 .25 
18 .368 .208 .25 .375 
19 .215 .208 .188 .25 
20 .271 .167 .146 .375 
21 .306 .271 .187 .27 1 
22 .264 .063 .146 .208 
23 .159 .125 .084 .167 
24 .264 .167 .27 .395 
Means .25 .178 .174 .266 
Stdevs. .055 .046 .068 .09 
TABLE 2: AN0VA summary table for the comparison of the mean non conjunction error 
rates, across 4 conditions in Exi;ieriment 1 (n = 24)"""". ------------

























Table 3: Tukey test results for a comparison of mean non conjunction error rates, 
across 4 conditions in Experiment 1 (n = 24). Significant differences are at the 0.0 1 
level, wheres indicates a sig,.,.ni:....:...·f-=ic=a,.nt"-'d=i-'-'ff'""'e"-'re=n=c=e. _____________ _ 
No-shaP.e I n-shaP.e Out-shaP.e Di vi ded-shage 












TABLE 4: Non conjunction error rates, as proportions of each subject's total responses 
in each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each GOndition in 
ExQeri ment 2 (n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaP.e ln-shaP.e Out-shaP.e Di vi ded-shaP.e 
1 .208 .125 . 166 .292 
2 .208 .104 .083 .229 
3 .173 .104 .187 .333 
4 .146 .125 .063 .146 
5 .097 .146 .062 .. 104 
6 .132 .125 .145 .188 
7 .076 .104 .104 .125 
8 .139 .063 .083 .125 
9 .132 .062 .041 .083 
10 .163 .125 .042 .104 
1 1 .09 .125 .104 .083 
12 .104 .083 .104 .104 
13 .271 .313 .145 .396 
14 .132 .062 .146 .167 
15 .263 .208 .27 .4 
16 .222 .104 .146 .229 
17 .188 .146 .104 .167 
18 .173 .146 .104 .104 
19 .153 .062 .104 .146 
20 .146 .166 .125 .188 
21 .16 .125 .062 .146 
22 .153 .146 .125 .208 
23 .153 .083 .083 .104 
24 .201 .083 .146 .208 
Means .162 .122 .114 .182 
Stdevs. .05 .054 .051 .092 
A13 
TABLE 5: ANOVA summary table for a comparison of mean rates of non conjunction 
errors, across 4 conditions in Experiment 2 (n = 24} ...,_. ___________ --,-_ 






















TABLE 6: Tukey test results for a comparison of mean noh conjunction error rates, 
across 4 conditions in Experiment 2 (n = 24). Significant differences indicated are at the 
0.01 level, wheres indicates sig:..:.n.:...iif .... ic=a=n,...t'""'d""'i ..... ff'""'e..,_r"""e...,.n=ce=·--------------
No-shape In-shape 

















6_ Raw data tables., Experiment 1. 
Table 1: Colour feature error rates as proportions of each subject's total responses in 
each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations of each condition in 
ExQeri ment 1 { n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .104 .1 25 .125 .104 
2 .16 .208 .104 .167 
3 . 118 .083 .104 .208 
4 . 118 .146 .042 .063 
5 .097 .125 .021 .083 
6 .167 .146 .146 .25 
7 .069 .063 .042 .063 
8 .188 .104 .104 .125 
9 .104 .125 .167 .208 
10 .139 .083 .042 .042 
1 1 .125 .104 .083 .125 
12 .146 .104 .083 .188 
13 .146 .125 .083 .229 
14 . 181 .104 .063 .208 
15 .146 .083 .083 .188 
16 . 118 .104 .125 .167 
17 .153 .125 .125 .146 
1 a .167 .167 .104 .208 
19 .09 .104 .083 .146 
20 .146 .104 .125 .229 
21 .257 .25 .146 .208 
22 .174 .042 .083 .188 
23 . 118 .125 .083 .083 
24 . 118 .146 .167 .229 
Means .139 . 121 .098 . 161 
Stdevs. .039 .044 .039 .062 
A15 
TABLE 2: Illusory conjunction rates as proportions of each subject's total responses in 
each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in 
EXQeri ment 1 {n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subjects No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .056 .063 .083 0 
2 .09 .083 .104 0 
3 .056 .104 .083 0 
4 .021 .063 .063 0 
5 .09 .042 .063 0 
6 .063 .083 .167 0 
7 .007 .021 .083 0 
8 .056 .146 .063 0 
9 .056 .042 .063 .021 
10 .042 .083 .104 .021 
1 1 .042 .042 .042 0 
12 .125 .104 .125 0 
13 .083 .146 .125 .042 
14 .063 .12;i . 125 .021 
15 .056 .083 .063 0 
16 .076 .146 .083 .042 
17 .104 .125 .063 .063 
18 .076 .042 .104 0 
19 .042 .042 .104 0 
20 .083 .104 .125 0 
21 .069 .146 . 167 .042 
22 .049 .125 . 125 .021 
23 .049 .042 .104 0 
24 .104 .083 .063 0 
Means .065 .087 .095 .01 1 
Stdevs. .027 .04 .034 .018 
A16 
TABLE 3: Letter feature error rates as proportions of each subject's total responses in 
each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in 
ExQeri ment 1 {n =24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .125 .042 .125 .146 
2 .16 .042 .104 .063 
3 . 118 .104 .042 .125 
4 .097 .063 .063 .104 
5 .056 .021 .021 .104 
6 .146 .083 .042 .188 
7 .125 .063 .104 .104 
8 .097 .083 .063 .125 
9 .132 0 .104 .104 
10 .097 .063 0 .042 
1 1 .104 .063 .063 .063 
12 .09 .042 .042 .083 
13 . 1 1 1 .042 .125 .146 
14 .069 .663 .021 .021 
15 .049 .042 .063 .02 1 
16 . 118 .042 .104 .104 
17 . 132 .125 .146 ,083 
18 .146 .042 .125 .146 
19 .097 .083 .083 .104 
20 . 1 1 1 .063 .021 .125 
21 .049 .021 .042 .063 
22 .076 .021 .063 .021 
23 .028 0 0 .083 
24 . 118 0 .104 . 146 
Means .102 .05 .069 .096 
Stdevs. .034 .032 .042 .044 
A17 
TABLE 4: Complete error rates as proportions of each subject's total responses in each 
of 4 condi lions, as well as means and st and ard d evi at ions f pr each con di ti on in 
ExQeri men t 1 (n =, 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 0 .021 0 0 
2 .014 0 0 0 
3 .007 0 0 0 
4 .007 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 .021 
7 .007 0 .021 0 
8 .021 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 
10 .021 .021 0 0 
1 1 .007 0 0 0 
12 .007 .021 0 .021 
13 .014 .021 .021 .021 
14 .021 0 0 .021 
15 .028 .021 .021 .021 
16 .028 .021 .021 .021 
17 .007 0 0 .021 
18 .042 0 0 0 
19 .028 0 .021 0 
20 .007 0 0 .021 
21 0 0 0 0 
22 .007 0 0 0 
23 .007 0 0 0 
24 .014 0 0 .021 
Means .012 .005 .004 .008 
Stdevs. .011 .009 .009 .01 
A18 
TABLE 5: Letter feature with colour conjunction error rates, as a proportion of each 
subject's total responses in each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard 
deviations for each condition in ExQeriment 1 (n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subjects No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 .007 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 .007 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
1 1 .007 0 0 0 
12 .007 0 .021 0 
13 .007 0 0 0 
14 .007 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 .021 
17 0 0 0 0 
18 .014 0 .021 .021 
19 0 .021 0 0 
20 .007 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 
22 .007 0 0 0 
23 .007 0 0 0 
24 .014 .021 0 0 
Means .004 .002 .002 .002 
Stdevs. .005 .006 .006 .006 
A19 
7. Row doto tables .. ExP-eriment 2. 
TABLE 1: Colour feature error rates as proportions of each subject's total responses in 
each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each crnndition in 
ExQeri ment 2 {n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subjects No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .097 .083 ,083 .125 
2 .035 .063 .021 .104 
3 . 16 .083 .167 .292 
4 .076 .104 .042 .063 
5 .028 .104 .021 .042 
6 .069 .125 .104 .188 
7 .021 .063 .083 .021 
8 .042 .042 0 .021 
9 .069 .04:2 .021 .063 
10 .056 .042 .021 .063 
1 1 .0 12 .042 .063 0 
12 .035 .042 .021 .063 
13 .174 .021 .146 .271 
14 .069 .021 .104 .083 
15 .139 .104 .146 .167 
16 .09 .042 .042 .125 
17 .09 .042 .042 .063 
18 .09 .125 .063 .063 
19 .069 .021 .063 .083 
20 .063 .083 .042 .042 
21 .076 .063 0 .042 
22 .049 .083 0 .063 
23 .049 .063 .021 .063 
24 .056 .021 .042 .063 
Means .071 .071 .056 .09 
Stdevs. .04 .043 .048 .073 
A20 
TABLE 2: I 11 usor~ conjunction rates as proportions of each subject's total res pons es in 
each of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in 
ExQeri ment 2 {n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subjects No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .035 .063 .042 0 
2 .035 .042 .021 .042 
3 .035 .042 .021 0 
4 .035 .021 0 0 
5 .028 0 .021 .021 
6 .028 0 .063 0 
7 .035 .021 .021 0 
8 .014 0 0 0 
9 .028 .042 .042 0 
10 .021 0 0 0 
1 1 .021 .021 0 0 
12 .021 0 .042 .042 
13 .097 .104 .188 .042 
14 .028 .063 .021 .021 
15 .056 .042 .063 0 
16 .021 .021 .021 .042 
17 0 0 0 0 
18 .049 0 .042 0 
19 .035 .021 .063 0 
20 .069 .063 .042 0 
21 .028 .042 .021 0 
22 .028 0 .042 0 
23 .028 .021 .042 0 
24 .035 .021 0 0 
Means .034 .027 .034 .009 
Stdevs. .019 .027 .039 .016 
A21 
TABLE 3: Letter feature error rates, as proport1ot1s of each subject's total responses in 
each of 4 conditi ans, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in 
ExQeri ment 2 {n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .083 .021 .042 .104 
2 . 1 1 1 .021 .063 .104 
3 .014 .021 .02 1 .042 
4 .069 .021 .021 .083 
5 .069 .042 0 .063 
6 .021 0 .042 0 
7 .056 .042 .02 1 .104 
8 .083 .021 .063 .104 
9 .049 .021 .021 0 
10 .069 .042 0 .042 
1 1 .069 .083 .042 .083 
12 .069 .042 .083 .021 
13 .063 .063 0 .104 
14 .063 .042 .042 .083 
15 .104 .083 .104 .188 
16 . l l l .063 .083 .104 
17 .069 .083 .042 .063 
18 .069 .021 .042 .042 
19 .076 .042 .042 .042 
20 .083 .083 .083 .104 
21 .069 .042 .063 .083 
22 .097 .063 .125 .146 
23 .076 .021 .063 .042 
24 .139 .063 .104 .146 
Means .074 .043 .05 .079 
Stdevs. .027 .025 .034 .046 
A22 
TABLE 4: Complete error re,ites, as proportions of each subject's total responses in each 
of 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for each condition in 
ExQeriment 2 (n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .021 .021 .042 .042 
2 .042 .021 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 .042 0 
6 .028 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 .014 0 .021 0 
9 .014 0 0 .021 
10 .042 .042 .021 0 
1 1 .007 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 
13 .028 0 0 .021 
14 0 0 0 0 
15 .021 .021 .021 .021 
16 .014 0 .021 0 
17 .028 .021 .021 .042 
18 .014 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 .021 
21 .007 0 0 0 
22 .007 0 0 0 
23 .021 0 0 0 
24 .007 0 0 0 
Means .014 .005 .006 .007 
Stdevs .013 .011 .013 .01 3 
A23 
TABLE 5: Letter feature with colour conjunction error rates, as proportions of eact1 
subject's total responses in 4 conditions, as well as means and standard deviations for 
each condition in ExQeriment 2 (n = 24). 
Conditions 
Subject No-shaQe ln-shaQe Out-shaQe Di vi ded-shaQe 
1 .007 0 0 .021 
2 .021 0 0 .021 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 .014 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 .021 
13 .007 .042 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 .021 
16 .007 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 
20 .007 0 0 .021 
21 .007 .021 0 .021 
22 0 0 0 0 
23 .007 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 
Means .003 .003 0 .006 
Stdevs. .005 .009 0 .01 
A24 
